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ABSTRACT 
- ·I 
.. 
of .Archibald MacLeish. The period covered Y'"Llns from 19-32 
through 1961. The study considers all the poetry and drama, 
but none of the prose except for the papers on the Book of 
Job which MacLeish wrote in connection with his play J.B. 
The materials are organized into three chapters and an ex-
tensive bibliographical apparatus. The dissertation, though 
it may be said to be generally favorable to MacLeish, im-
poses no criteria of its own on his works. 
The first chapter deals with views of MacLeish I s ;poetic 
.. 
technique, as it is exemplified in his poems and minor plays. 
It points out that in the opinion of most of his critics the 
poet is successful in his employment of the devices of "mod-
ern poetry." Much· of the technical criticism is aimed at 
C·onquistador, the winrier of the 1932 Pulitzer Prize for 
- poetry. Although the bulk o~ it is approving, some of it 
finds the imagery employed too dense and too rapidly cumula-
tive for a precis~ tmpact on the reader. The "invention" of 
terza assonanza in the same poem is the subject of consider-
able praise. Similar verse techniques i.n the dramas for 
radio broadcast have attracted favorable attention, as has 
the device of the announcer as a dramatic figure. But on 
the whole it is the short lyrical works that have met with 
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the greatest,favor and attention •. On the other hand, 
MacLeish's poetry has also encountered critical. disa-pp-ro-va-i------- --~ ---·-- ........ - --·· 
····---·-·--- for its teclmi·cal deficiencies.~ Two telling points (repre-
sented respectively by the views of William Van .0 1Conno-.r-·- --- ----------··_ -----
-----~---::-::::~------------=-= ---------=·--~--:and Rolfe Hwnphries) are that the verse lacks . discipline, 
- -· 
:/ 
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·, 
• ·- .• ,,!.·, 
-
... - C • .----,,.• 
and that it is imitative. 
-Chapter Two deals with critical views of MacLeish's 
\ poetic development. MacLeish's verse is seen to fall into 
three periods, identifiable by subject matter: (1) a con-
cern with the poetic self; (2) a concern with man as a mem-ber of society; (3) {after World War II) a concern with man in his relation to God. Some critics prefer to interpret 
'· 
MacLeish only on a surface sociological or political level; for example, Dayton Kohler treats of his interest in social 
reforms-, and Edwin Honig deals with him from a Marxist view-point. More, however, are concerned with him as a poetic 
voice capable of getting at the "poetic truth" of a problem· 
to which he usually offers no solution. Some, such as 
Dorothy Van Ghent, feel that one· of the flaws in MacLeish,. is in the dual·i ty of his problems, one aspect of which operates 
on a recognizably htUnan level, but the other on a plane that is insusceptible of intellectual certainty and that cannot 
i be solved. Another view, represented by Hyatt Waggoner, 
identifies the problem as a concern· with the destruction of~~-· • pre-World War I values by the.advances of modern science --
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values for which MacLeish fails to find adequate replacements. 
. , Chapter II concludes vJi th a ,resume of views of Song:s for E,1e, - -- ----· •· ·-- ··---·---···········•--•·······--·~· ·-···--• ·-· -· w-= ,.~.,..__.... --..-- • -~- ________ ._ ___ ----·. ; •· ··--· -· .,.. -- ······-··· --··---·t-">... , __ ,.. ____ . ·--·-·· ..•........ ----~I---- -·----------·- .. •1 
the consenstlS of- which is that the problem is here sol 11ed in 
a religious context and in a growing faith in man's paten-
. -~: .. - ... ...-"'"--·--·- .... 
-------------------~---------- --t·i-ali·t1·es-~------
• J 
. . . 
., 
Chapter III devotes itself. to cri ticisrn of J.B. · The 
main objections to the play have been theological. The most 
frequent charge is that the play deviates from the Book of 
Job on which it is based, and solves the problem of man 
vis a vis God improperly with regard to its source. It is ---
also argued that MacLeish raises the question of man's re-
lation to Deity, but answers it obliquely by providing a 
------
resolution based on the relation of man to man. Lastly, 
some critics are incensed because they believe that the 
play promotes nihilism and denies traditional religious be-
liefs by focusing man's faith on human love. But there is 
also £avorable criticism that praises MacLeish's wil1ing-
ne$S to deal with a difficult theme and that lauds his 
technical proficiency._ 
., 
The bibliography appended to this study provides, be-
sides the usual listings of primary and secondary· sources, 
-
two sections designed to aid those who wish to do further 
research on specific aspects of MacLeish's output. Sec-
~ tion III contains resmnes of the chief critiques of the 
poems and minor dramas, in each instance indicating by keyed 
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, ...... symbols the precise works considere there in ~-~_tail, so 1 
' . that the re·ader ma.Y readily track .what has. been said---------
about any given poem. S~ction IV treats 
cism in tne same way. 
' 
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INTRODUCTION ,,;11, 
.I . 
. I This thesis.deals with critical commentary on Archibald 
MacLeish's writings through the thirty years following his 
- - . ' . 
--------- ·-------·---------·------------- - -
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--- -··-- . - . . 
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.. 
_first .Pulitzer Prize. It is my belie.f that MacLeish's~ works~ • ~ J .. - -- - . . 
... ;'l.,,°'1111-' 
. specifically his poet~y and drama, successfully speak for 
the twentieth-century man, that they shall continue to be 
read, and therefore they will be the subject of more than 
casual study in the future. 
MacLeish, both as public official and as literary 
figure, has often been referred to as a voice and product 
of his time. Born, May 7, 1892, in Glencoe, Illinois, he 
attended Yale University and Harvard Law School. During 
· World War I MacLeish served as a member of an ambulance 
unit and later as an officer in the Field Artillery. His 
brother, an aviator, was shot down over Schoore, l3elgium, 
in 1918. MacLeish taught for a year at Harvard following 
the war, _practiced law from 1920 to 1923, and then joined 
_) 
the expatriates in France, taking his family there in the 
latter year. He returned to the United States in 1928 
and went into a brief retirement. It was during this 
period that he retraced Cortez's march and wrote Conquist-
·ador. During the thirties he was on the staff of Fortune 
magazine and served Harvard University in several capaci-
ties. In 1939 MacLeish entered official circles, being 
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appointed by President Roosevelt Libr~ian of, Congre·ss. He 
remained in this position until. 1944 ·at the same times~~~-
ing as Director of the Office of Facts and Figures, (from 
1941 to.1942), and later as Assistant Director of the Office 
--------·- ---· -
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\ 
·s.ecretary of State from 1944 to 1945. MacLeish was chairman 
' 
of the American d~legation to the first general conference 
of UNESCO in- 1946 at Paris. Harvard University invited him 
to become Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory in 1949. 
His most recent honor was being named "poet in residence" at 
Amherst College, where he succeeded the late Robert· Frost as 
1 Simpson Lecturer in English. Throughout this active career 
MacLeish has steadily published poetry, dram~ and prose 
ess~.YS. Most of his writing has been highly praised. Two 
of his major works were selected for the Pulitzer Prize: 
Conquistador (1932) and Collected Poems, 1917-1952. Of the 
large volume of material published about the man, this 
thesis deals with that part which pertains specifically to 
his verse and drama. 
'· II I 
My investigation of literary criticism of MacLeish's 
poetry·and drama has revealed that many critics have dealt 
with aspects of his work which contribute to his success. 
However, the most useful studies appear to me to be singular 
·in approach. Although it may be valuaqle, no one critical 
,,,. \ 
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commentary builds upon 1 ts predecessors, but rather each . 
seems to be concerned with one point of view of MacLeish's 
) 
.. 
works to the exclusiori of others extant at the time of 
writing. As I see it, a basic document which brings to-. 
:~ 
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I 
MacLeish's success- lies in his expression of the emotional 
problems of his time; he speaks for the non-poet. Such a 
documelt will also be the basis for future research by 
cataloging the location and content of extant critical 
commentary on MacLeish. I have directed my research and 
• 
organized my text in response to the need for this basic 
document. 
Criticism of Archibald MacLeish's poetry and drama 
lends itself to organization in three broad groupings: 
(1) The manner in which he writes (form as opposed to philo-
sophic content), (2) His poetic development (philosophic 
content as opposed to form), and (3) The play, J.B., which 
is not related to his·,previous works by the critical treat-
ments written during the period covered by this thesis. 
The chapters of my .text are based on these groupings. It 
is~ format similar~o a research report; however, within 
the chapters I have arranged the material to present in a 
logical manner those studies of MacLeish's work which I 
feel are the most important. In particular I have, in the 
. second and third groupings (Chapters Two and Three of the 
- text) dealt at length with major corrunentaries which consider 
\ 
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these factors which are the reason for -the longevi·ty of the 
"- . .. 
'· poet's productions. 
~ 
III 
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I imposed two limits on my research for this thesis, 
which I should perhaps explain here. 
The criticism here dealt with excludes commentary on 
the prose writings of Archibald MacLeish except for his 
explication of the Book of Job which he wrote in connection 
' 
with J.B. Mr. Macleish has been a productive lit~rary 
figure through the most turbulent period in modern history. 
Both his prose and the criticisms of ,Yt··re fleet the stresses 
of major social, economic, and-. political change. In the 
same period the semantics of political thought have also 
changed; yesterday's "unconscious fascist '' 2 is today's 
classical liberal.3 As socio-economic environment alters 
.. _. so, too, do the labels assigned to the writings of those •. 
-' who propose solutions to soQiety's ills. Though it is true 
_:that, in many instances, topical prose retains its populari-
ty because it embodies beliefs which men, in the passage of 
time, adhere to, making its message philosophy and the 
doctifilent itself literature, I do not believe that sufficient 
time has passed since the publication of MacLeish's to 
assigh ii, and the tes~onses to it, to ~uch a catagory. It 
also seems to me that MacLeish's -statements of his poetic 
intention and his pronouncements on the role of the poet in 
•. 
l 
' 
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society_ constitute a separate research area. The critical 
' 
. \ .. ,. 
~· :~. 
responses to these statements are, i·n the main, directed 
• ! 
~ '1:tcro"-' towards the man rather than his works, hence, I shall not. 
,. . 
.. --- .. -------
. _··-=-----::-~~------ · -- take the-i-n · up he re . 
, 
I have also excluded pure explication from this report.{ 
As interpretation of allusions, references, and t~like in 
-0rder to establish particular meaning, usually for a~pe-
. 
cific work, explication is as variable, and therefore as 
11-m-itles-s, as the experience and knowledge of the explica tors. 
In this report, therefore, I have dealt only with those 
interpretations of MacLeish's poetry that are directed 
toward an understanding of his total litera~l production. 
There is room for disagreement over what constitutes ex-
plication for its own sake and what is determination of 
meaning leading to understanding of the philosophy of the 
poetry. Because of this, I have made decisions which to 
some may seem arbitrary. 
• 
Reporrting the extant criticism is complicat~9P for 
' 
several reasons. During the thirty years covered by this 
thesis, MacLeish's previous. poetry, plus that written during 
9 
~ 0 
the initial decade and a half of the period under consider-
i . . . 
ation, was republished in collected form; thus there are two 
sets of' reviews for much of it. The republication of his 
-
works ·has also resulted in the republ:Lcation of some of the 
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criticism., -For example, a ~letter to the edit·or of the New 
.. . . ....._... 
" ' 
\. 
· -~Republic wri·t·ten· by John -Pe·al-e- -Bish-ep in 1933 -reappea~r-s a-s.- --,.,...,..- -- ... 
' 
- part of his Collected Ess~ys in 1948~ Obviou~ly, chronolo-
gical presentatiqn of sftch criticism would lead to confusion. 
. . . 
' •.e ,o••Oq• •••·-'«><•OP ........................ - ...... ,,_,, ...... - .... , .. ,,•••••--
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works by MacLeish, have of~ten made cornment,s which are similar· 
.,_, // 
~ .. ~ 
--and whi~h, if taken out of context and presented here, would 
be repetitious. Therefore, in order to avoid the confusion 
that chronological p~esentation of republished criticism .. 
might cause, and to avoid the monotony of similar comment, --
I have prepared an annotated bibliography. . This indicates ·· :1 
• 
- . 
by means of a set of symbols, the individual works, whether 
volumes or specific poems, cited by a critic as evidence or 
example of his thesis; however it does.not include criticism 
"'--· 
of J.B. 
Since the publiaatio~ and subsequent stage productions 
of J.B., criticism of MacLeish has been largely concentrated 
on that work. However, by 
~overed by this survey, it 
critics in its relation to 
complete works. For this 
the end of the three decades 
hact,\~ t yet been ~onsidered by 
./) / 
t e~~~~l mea/rfg of MacLeish's 
rea on I 'h-a-ve included a separate 
annotated bibliography of the critical articles on J.B. ~ 
V 
.. 
As a basic document this thesis provides a comprehen-
sive review of what professional critics have written. One 
- . 
... 
I 
I-
., 
4 / 
.. ,:._., .... •'· 
. ! 11 
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' 
.. ·.can agree or disagree with the comments contained herein 
< 
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ment. As of the time of this writi{.lg there is no individual 
work summarizing the··· critical t·reatment of MacLeish which . 
.. 
study.- Since, in my o~inion, students will ·coritinue to read 
. 
...,-
- • -
.. --- • --·-- - • ... __ - ~- - ... # 
th~ works of Archibald MacL~ish, I hope that for future re-
,,. 
search my text and bibliography will proiide for some, a 
place t.o begin. 
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I 
. . ,. Technical Criticism.of MacLeish's Poetry and Drama 
,, 
In this first chapter I shall briefly present criticism 
,-···
0 
• ···-==-·- ····-=-.'-:-··- ..o..f:.the: technical pro.pertiE;S ~r A.!'chil'lald IYiacLeish' s poetry 
. •_--:.. . ;' ,::.• . . 
and short plays. In contrast to the interest displayed in 
his poetic development and in his play, J.B., with one or 
' . two exceptions critics have been content to deal with these 
---·------·-·····----------,····-,----.----·--- .. ----·---c;spc=;ct;s. of his work in general terms. This is not to say 
.. 
" 
-. 
_., 
1, 
! . 
that the critics have not commented upon form, technique, or 
, 
· s'tyle; many have, However, there is 11 ttle depth to most 
comments and when they are compared to one another, they 
are similar in ~ntent. 
In general, the criticism of the period, 1932 - 1961, 
approves of how MacLeish, in the manner of Eliot and Pound, 
fits the technical properties of his verse to the poetic 
I . ~ problem it deals with; however, few critics have ventured 
.beyond general descriptive remarks. I have found, usually, 
the most specific commentaries -adverse and those o·f a general 
nature favorable. The reason. for this tendency of the 
.. critics to treat MacLeish's verse in broad terms is that he 
uses a wide range of technical devices and analysis of one 
' poem rarely produces results applicable to others. The 
cr1·t1c' s problem can be illustrated by a brief comparison 
., 
of these lines fr-om "Men" . 1 
Our history is grave.noble and tragic. 
Many of us have.died and are not remembered. 
- ---- ·-
... .. - . 
!..· 
. '
,; 
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,, 
' .. .. , 
·······~-~\ 
. ·,_' .1 
-~--. 
. . ... 
. 
Many cities are gone and thei·r ·channels 
-~-~-broken •.. ( - --..... _-,..; . - -·- ,. 
We have lived a long time in this land 
and with honor. 
to these ·from ''Epistle To Be Left in the Earth"2 
., 
' . 1. 
·;_,-
·- -·---·--· 
.. It 1 S' ·C·O· ·l-·de .. r· ·n· OW·-······~"-'' ..... "•'""""""•''"""'' '·-··"' .... ,., .......... ~---···~·-•-vuo<-•Mr~,-.. ,~,---,-·-~-·-·rr-,--.--·-~---~..;..i.. .... ,,,,"~-"". ~ ... . . .. " ' . . ' . . ' ' ' . .. . .. . . ' . . . . . . ---
-~ . 
·-- ··· -- · there are many stars, 
we are drifting 
North by the Great Bear, ~ 
the leaves are falling, 
The water is stone in the scooped rocks, 
to southward 
--~·- ---·-------. _ _. _____ .--··--------·-· ··.·-··,----··'. ·-~--- ... -----·.-····-~·-·--·-. -
Red sun gr~y air: 
--- -------·· ___________ .. ____ :_.:.·--..,..- ---- .- ·-.·- ·--· -··:·-···----- ... ---~-- .. 
. ..;· 
the crows are 
Slow on their crooked wings, 
the jays have lef"t us: 
For the reviewers of Collected Poems, 1917 - 1952, in which 
both of thes~ appear, the solution has been to make all-
embracing evaluations rather than treat the specific quali-
ties ofteither. Thro~~hout the criticism of the period this 
thesis deals with, I have found this solution prevalent. 
Commentary on the technical· a .. spects of MacLeish's · 
works can be roughly divided into three parts: Treatments 
'of Conquistador, most of which were written shortly after 
the poem•s appearance in 1932; discussions of his poetry as 
a whole,- usually this is. found in the reviews of the collect-
• ions which appeared in 1933 and 1952; and there is some 
comment on the radio plays; it is sparse but worth including 
here. I shal1 take up the criticism in the order just out-
lined . I 
.-. 
,·...,,_,.:, 
r-:..,_ 1-
-- --- .. ··: - .. • 1 • ,, ·.i:·-·. 
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-·-------------------~~-~---·:..:....,. ;, .. -~ -'-----·------ The-P~i-1.'tzer Prize-winning Conguistador3 is one of the ---· 
chlef foci in all criticism. of MacLeish af'te.r 1932. In this 
-----·-····.. . 'l--. 
work Mac Lei sh de v e 1 oped. fi 1:1. J.f! t t=. €it.?: t. :f.. .<? !?. • 9f.., .. ?. " 9 r.c.> lc ~D. .. JJn~ .... ~·· "' . . , , ... "--·~,., ....... ; "' .. " ..... " ......... ·····- ·····-·,-, ,, __ .................. ' . .. . " . . ., .. . " . . .. ' .. ... .. . ... . . . . . ' . . ' . . . . . . ' 
similar to that of "Epistle To Be Left in the Earth; 11 with 
I 
; 
.. 
'\ 
' a verse form derived from· terza rime. The form relies on 
assonance rather than rhyme. It has been labeled terza 
' 
assonanza by James G. Southworth. 4 The combination of the 
broken line and this new form, which relies heavily on 
- . - .... - .. ~. - ... --·· .. •.- -
feminine endings, effectively overcomes the danger of mono-
ton~nherent in the poem which is long (about 2,000 lines) 
and told from a single viewpoint. The result is that the 
poet is able to sustain the forward movement of the poem 
and present a series of personal and sensuous images reflect-
ing the reverie of a tired old campaigner. In the section 
' entitled "Bernal Diaz' Preface to His Book," MacLeish 
, 
effectively combines a statement of the poem's subject, a 
- -personal story of the Conquest written in resentment of the 
"official" histories, with the setting and the emotional 
tone of the work:5 
We that were 
We that died 
the bread 
Bellies LllJ: 
fo:r days 
'\ 
wounded often for no pay: 
and were dumped cold in 
sacks: 
the birds at us: floating 
' 
And none remembering which it was that 
was deEld th.ere 
.,,.. .,,,., ,, 
Whether of Burgos or Yuste or Villalar: 
Where r1ave tl1e,y written our names? What 
have they said of us? ~ 
\ 
.. 
' . 
\ ·.· 
15 
... \ ~ 
I They call the towns for the kings that ·-·· .-·i 
. bear no scars: ~ . 
.. ...... . -·------'--· -:.-·· ·...;;.-·· ~_,_-~----·-·-Thi/y. ke·e p. ·the . name·~- ·-of ..... _tlie·--···g·re-a·t··--·r·or·--·--------~-----~-----
·'· 
t ime to stare at --
The bishops rich-men generals cocks-
a t-arms: 
' : ~.'0 ·: .• 
\ 
.. ··········-····---···--···--~-- ~ .. ~--··-- ---~. -··- .-----· .. :· .... .,_ .. ~--------~-· '·· 
. . •· . . . . . . .. . ....... ' • •• • • , . . . . 
• What are we? When will our fame come? 
An old man in a hill town 
a handful of 
Dust under the dry grass at Otumba 
I 
------- ... ---,·--··----.-------- .. -- ,_ --- ------- - ____ :_._·,.:··-~·.:.-~ .. --·-- -
- -Ynk-ne-wn n-ame-s · · · · · -
-
.. 
hands vanished 
faces 
Many go.ne from the day 
unspeakable numbers 
Lives forgotten 
deeds honored in strangers 
"That which I have myself seen and the 
fighting". . . 
The irrunediate critical reaction to the poem was that, although 
successful, it was primarily an experiment. Edna Lou Walton 
wrote, in 1934, "He has experimented with rhymes and has 
made of the terza rima the perfect medium for his purposes 
6 in Conquistador." But Allen Tate was more positive; he 
called it, "the only metrical achievement by a poet of this 
generation. 117 In earlier evaluation of the poerp, Stephen 
Vincent Benet had denied the applicability of "experiment:" 
• 
He wrote; "It is impossible to say of' 1 Conquistador_' that J 
it is 'a successful experiment' or an interesting develop-
ment in narrative! It is a poem,. not an experiment and it 
will be read and reread for a good many years to come. 11 8 -
' .. 
1· 
• • 
.. 
. . 
\ 
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.. 
.. 
' 
: 
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' The total impression of MacLeish'6 technique in Conquistador. 
' .. \1:';i$f~,7· .• •'·' ·1· . 
~- •, '" 
' ' . 
l 
_wr_iting and a very old one. The assonant. be.at, the occasion- -
· al deliberate _throwi_ng away Qf emphasis, the hard .. rebell_i.ous ... _ ..... ~-~----~-- .. --··--·-" 
·--- ~.,•---,p. ,1··, .. -· ' .. -.. ' .... , ,..,,._ ......... 1- -- ••••• •,.r· , ........... ,, ' ,, ............ ~·. •. . .,, ......... - ••. , '., "'' · .. ' ·'' ....... . •··• > < •• ,,•> •'''' ~·•r, ,_,.• _.,, ">' ,, ... , ,,;, <"' '>0~ ' ',,.II I 
texture are of our own time. But tl1ere is something behind 
them that goes back to very old things. ,,9 .Lincoln Kirstein, 
in 1932, remarked a. linguistic similarity to Anglo-Saxon, 10 
and four years later W. E. Aiken found some lines patterned 
faithfully after the Old English. 11 
lt was, however, the development of imagery in Conquist-
ador that drew the most comment - much of it negative -
during the period covered by this report. 
, 
Even Benet,. in 
,his complimentar~ review, wrote that "the telescoping of 
( 
events and the direct sequence of pictures without expla-\ 
natio
1
n leave the· reader a trifle confused. "12 Southworth 
-made a very similar observation eighteen years later: 
"Often tl1e telescoping of events, the too abrupt breaks 
between books, the paucity of materials make any strong 
unified aesthetic import. impossible." In Southworth's 
\ 
" opinion, Conquistadb·r---was overpraised and needlessly ob-
scure .13 Kirnon Friar found enervating and debilitating 
the dependence on images of light, rain, and especially on 
those of winct. 14 And twenty-one years after its first 
appearance, Hayden Carruth wrote of Conquistador, "one still 
. feels that there are tricks and unnecessary devices: The 
e·llipses, the broken phrases, the ?urious p_unctuatt .. on. "15 
.. 
• 
; 
, I -
.. 
I 
_) ·, I . 17 
. 
--.J Not all comment was negative; many· c.ri t19s· agreed_· -wi t.h Babette 
.. 
. 
·-u-·•·····~:: __ ....:.::..:....:::._._::..._., .... ..,._._..:. ..... -----·-······ .. ··· ··-·· ........... ,,, ......... -····· ....... -. -····· .. - ...... fr . . ............... :" ....................................... L._ ............................ ~ ................... - ............... : .................................. L------~· 
. ·. :, . · · : .. · . Deutsch, who wrote_ The su(,9cess of Conquistador is large.ly 
• 
··---·--- .... _ ~-----'·:""":".""~~- ~ 
..• 
./ 
' l 
.... f ., 
·., .. 
.. 
• the success of his imagery, his ability to create atmosphere, 
_ to give the special curve of the thing· seen, the peculiar~ 
-- - ·~·· . - .. ----------·· - ·--~· .,_ .. -·~· - .... ,·· _._, ,.·, ... -·. '.- . 
tang of the thing on the tongue or in the nostrils. 111 6 ·.· ........... ,. ····· .. ····· .. , .. 
While many early critics were not satisfied that MacLeish 
,. 
had an original and worthwhile "meaning" in his verse, they 
were, typically, pleased by his obvious ability to compose 
technically sound poetry. For example, Howard Blake·wrote, 
"Though his aestheti~ is derivative and his ideas are few, 
he is probably the most brilliant technician amongst the 
moderns ..... Passages in 'Conquistador,' and some others 
impress one with a very real visual perception and tech-
nical mastery. He frequently succeeds ..... in rousing re-
sponses his reader would find difficult to define in prose. 
This is unusual lyric power." 17 
...... , II 
I 
' 
.. : 
~ 
j 
" 
~n cornmenti~g on MacLeish's poetry other than Con-
quistador~the critic9 place most emphasis~~ his short 
I • 
lyrical poems. Most of these were written early in his 
' 
career and have been included ~/the later colle~tions. 
The critics seem to feel that MacLeish's ,varied style has 
' , 
been most succe~sful in poems which are the brief expression 
. r 
of an intense personal feeling. Frequently cited is "Yacht 
for' Sale 1118 part of which I include here as-an example of 
' 
. ' 
... 
I 
.. ... 
,· 
- ..... - _...._.=--,·-~•o=-i,:-~·-~c..-,._,.-._, -' -.... - ---
I 
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) · the.- type of poem mo.st often applauded: 
-- .. ----.---~-~-
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-------· ------·--·--·· . ---~------------------------ --·. 
~-~-----··-- .. --- -----------· . - . 
' 
·, .. 
-~· 
·' .· 
.J. ...... i(·_·: - ···"" J ... -_ --
My youth is 
Made fast 
To tl1e dock 
At Marseilles 
/' 
. ;.__;,.;,, 
:~. 
Rotting away 
. --·-·-~···---· .. -· ........... -.. -....... _._ .... _ ... -~=.-~ .... . With a chain-- ·to- -he·r· matlt··;· ---····----·-· ........ ~ · · ·· · .. · 
:'Is.,. 
- ...... ..= ..... __ ...__ ____ --·- --··· 
She that saw slaughters 
-In foreign waters: _,._ ... ~...... ·-~ -~-: 
She that was torn 
With the winds 0 1f f the Horn: . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •'~-:. . :•· . 
It's easy to see 
She was frail in the knee 
_And too sharp in the bow --
You can see now. 
The approval of this kind of poem is reflected in 
Richard Eberhart's review of Collected Poems, 1917 - 1952. 
In corrunenting on the success of some of the more recent 
verses he notes their similarity to the earlier: "I feel 
MacLeish is best, that the nature of his talent shows best, 
in his short lyrics. Of these there is a copious number of 
indestructable pieces. It is gratifying to discover among 
his most recent poems lyrics as pure and effective as the __.) 
-- -
.. " . 
best of his earlier ones."19 
In describing what he call~ "the essential style of the 
man," Eberhart briefly discusses -poetic lines in MacLeish's 
work: "There is a plain line, from which one siezes the > 
meaning as it flies. The pleasure is direct, simple, and 
may be forceful .... This is MacLeish's line. It deals with 
' . 
what it touches re~iliently and intelligently, alw~ys sensi-
... 
- -- .. -
.,.-, . .1 
\ 
··-----·..---.--,--
.. 
i . . 
' ..... 
... 
' 
tively. 
-., .. 
• 
,J 
,1 ..... , ... 1, 
., ~ 
----~-·~ - - .... ~ ..... ,_.,_ _ _,_. ______ : 
• 
_ .. 
' 
' It states more than 1 t evokes." · According to 
·-' -----·-•- - ------·-··· ··-·--,----~-----·---------.. --·-- -·---··-· ----·- -· - --- ·-·-·--- -···---. •·- ----, •--. -· ····-··-· -- -·--·---·-··-·r··-- ·-·- ~ -· ------ . -. - - - '7 - . , Eberhart, MacLeish fails when he attempts to write deep 
L . 
evocative lines which have· strange pervasive images. The 
pqet. frmust pay for an (?bjecti ve abilf'ty with some lac·k of 
' 
,• 
19 
f I 
.... 
subjective· depth. "~O ···· · ·· · .......... ••· ..... ,- .. .-._...;J.~:d-11.:. J.11, .. t11u., .. ,_._,.,,.,., ,f,q ~ , C • 
' 
-, 
John .Ciardi, c3:.lso reviewing Collected Poems, 1917 -
1952, 21 finds two successful types of line in MacLeish's 
poetry. One is- the "staccato, b·roken line" of the sort in 
"Epistle To Be Left in the Earth." The other is the "rising 
line," which consists of a "drawn-out wavering series of 
rising inflections." This line is present in much of 
MacLeish's poetry, often in combination· with the staccato 
line. It is, for example, the line of "The End of the 
World" :22 
·.'-. 
( 
'"------., 
And there, there overhead, there·, there, 
hung over 
Those thousands oft white faces, those 
dazed eyes, 
There in the starless dark the poise, 
the hover, 
There with vast wings across the canceled 
skies, . ··; 
There in the sudden._ blackness. the black· 
' pall 
Of nothing, nothing, nothing -- nothing 
at all. 
. . My study of the critics listed in the annotated biblio-
graphy has revealed that invariably the ·poems cited as 
M-acLeish' s su.ccesses have been those whose lines. have the ~ 
( 
qua.li ties described by Eberhart and Ciardi. In addition, 
more often than not, in these poems MacLeish employs 
assonance in a manner similar to that in Conquistador . 
...._ 
, .... 
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The use of~terza assonanza frequently recu~s in MacLeish's 
. ~ 
-- .. --------...-,,• ----------
---- -
---- ·----------·-- ------· ----···-·-· ____ .._ __________________ ., 
~---~~__:-------------·--------.. ------··- .... -,.- . . 
.. ·-· . poetry after 1932j a successful variant has been the couplet · · \ 
.. 
,, ..... ···- .......... ··- ... -
\ 
/ 
(-
r 
with feminine ending. Critics have approved MacLe'ish's use 
__ .. - ... ' 
· of· apocopa ted rhyme, as' in these lines from ''.Speec!) .. tb .. t.he .............. ··-······· .. :······ .. . ... ~- 'I •••·'""i• " • -••• "••·•'"'"•" • • 
: "· 
-
.,, ' 
Detractorsrt published in 1936: 23 
Because the captains and the kings are 
dust --
Need we deny our hearts 
Their natural duty and the thing they 
must do? 
·, ' 
Not to the wearers of wreaths but those 
who bring them, 
Coming with heaped-up arms, 
Is fame the noble and ennobling thing. 
Bequeathers of praise, the unnamed -\ 
numberless peoples 
Leave on the lasting earth 
Not fame but their heirt's love of fame for keeping. 
They raise n·ot; alone memorial monuments:· Outlasting these 
They raise their need to render greatness honor. 
,, ~ 
These then are the tefhnical properties of MacLeish's 
poetry most often dealt with by the critics: The staccato-
broken lines, lines of rising inflection, and terza assonanza 
sometimes employed with apocopated rhyme. It is interesting 
to note that the poems lacking these devic~s are usually 
ignored by corrunentators, in fact, those who attack the 
technical aspects of MacLeish's poetry use the poems contain-
ing these devices as their evidence . 
...: ' 
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Criticism o~ac·Leish' s poetic ·method, is generally, as 
-
that cited for Conquistador, favorable but qualified. Al-
-..n~-··•"•"•i;•jT,•1,...,.- ~ • .- ... ,,..-.....-,_,,•,:,I[..,--•••' 1 , ,. .• -•, ._ ••, 
r 
. , ,,. ~ 
though most objections to MacLeish's technique are directed 
towards specific poems-, 1 there _9-re some attacks of. a more 
"' 
inclusive nature. There are those who feel that modern 
poetry, and ir1 particular, that of the so-called ''Waste 
'- ,; 
. . 
Land school," lacks discipline. Two examples of this ob-
1 jection are provided by Yvor Winters and William Van 0' Connor. 
"--
,., _J -," 
Winters' sums up his complaint in In Defense of Reaso~: 
"One feels, rightly or wrongly, a correlation between the 
control evinced within a poem and the control within the 
poet behind 1 t. The laxi t~r of. one o.rdinarily appears to 
J 
, 
,'* 
~ I 
involve laxity 1n the other. The rather limp versification 
of Mr. Eliot and Mr. MacLeish is inseparable from the spirit-
ual limpness that one feels behind the poemS~" 24 Again, t:ie 
-
says, 1"In so far as free verse has encouraged careless 
') 
substitution in the older meter, has encouraged an approxi-
mation of the movement of accentual-syllabic verse to that 
\ 
of purely accentual, its effect has quite perceptively been 
undesirable. " 25 
O'Connor finds in MacLeish's poetry a "fatlure to 
reconcile opposites, to achieve tension." In commenting on 
Conquistador, he states his opinion that in some lines "he 
- ~-~ 
( 
[MacLeish] simply 1 temizes after the ma~1ner of prose,"· jnd 
' 
suggests tha !__)the difference between prose and MacLe·ish' s 
"' 
• 
r 
. 
' 
,· 
:,, 
.. 
•_{,. 
22 
. poetry is but the omission, by the poet, of punctuation. ~ 
"At its best,'~ says 0' Connor, n.his ·poetry is -smooth, a · - -- --- r--------------·-
liquefaction of phases." He notes that in three of MacLeish's. 
··1 
· "Epistle To Be Left in the Earth," there are a total of 
only three periods(.). This fact is proof, he implies, 
.. 
• 
that there cannot be successful "tensional elements in 
26 MacLeish's poetry." 
Another adverse critical view of MacLeish's technique 
is that exemplified by the attacks of Rol.fe Hwnphries and 
Morton Zabel. These see in MacLeish's technique a greater 
reliance on Eliot and Pound than the term influence nor-
mally implies. Humphrie~ charges tha.t MacLeish is not so 
I 
, 
much influenced by Eliot as dependent upon his and other's 
,. 
writing "for his very ~xistance." To support his acc~sation, 
. (l Mr. Humphries prints in 1 ts ~ntirety "The Pot of Earth" in 
parallel with Eliot's "The Waste Land'' as a demonstration 
that "the whole complex of Eliot's language, tone, rhythm, 
anthropological reference, and symbolical allusiveness, has 
been elaborately imitated by Mr.· MacLeish. 1127 The simflar-
ity between parts of the poems is recognizable to anyone who 
I is familiar with the work of both poets, but Mr. Humphries' 
>I, 
J; 
all-inclusive charge that MacLeish's poetic progress "has 
· 28 been from imitation to more extended feats of that art" 
"""-does not stand up when one reads New Found Land or Frescoes 
for Mr. Rockefeller's Ci.ty, both published prior to Mr. Hwnph-
~- .. ,:..: ..:.._ ·- ·" 
J, 
' 
/.1' 
I 
' 
• I ,. I 
. ,.,. 
--:+- ---. - ----- ----- ·--~·-· ·--- --- --~~ 
~r.1es' article. The first of these he conveniently does not 
consider, ·and the second he admits would be difficult to 
present as proof of i~itation. 
Zabel' s attack on MacLei·sh als-o claim_s that MacLeish's=-~ --
- ,'t,. poetry is mainly derivative; but as sources, his citations 
~ include almost a whole generation of French poets; in my 
opinion· they suffer a lack of validity by reason of sheer 
\ 29 dilution. Mr. Zabel's article was prompted by the poet's 
public statements, and in particular by his essays on the 
~ -~-· 
role of the poet in time of public crisis, which, Zabel 
felt, were .inconsistent both with his actions and his own 
poetry. But it is not within the scope of this report to 
pursue Mr. Zabel's attack further; I have considered it 
worthy of mention here because it is a prominent item in 
· 30 MacLeish bibliographies. 
~. . \.. ' 
The opinion of most critics is summed up in the comment 
I 
of Vernon Loggins, who wrote that MacLeish's verse "illus-
,,' trates a happy synthesis of ·the theories of Pound and 
Eliot. 1131 Elizabeth Donnald, writing a year before the 
~ ' 
.... ·... ' ........ 
appearance of Zabel's attack, finds that the identification 
. . ~ 
with the "T.S. Eliot waste landers" arose from the fact 
that MacLeish's philosophy of despair and subjectivity is 
similar to theirs; she adds, "perhaps the most importa.nt 
American poet today [, 1940] is Mr. Archibald MacLeish. "32 
J 
Since the publication of MacLeish's Col lee ted Poems, 
1917 - 1952, critics, looking back upon his production 
• 
, .. 
...... 
·t, 
• 
'I 
24 
-
... 
pisagree on the value of his aesthetic, but his craftsmanship 
\ 
I 
is unquestionably ··approved. Perhq.ps I{irnon Friar best states 
the view of the most recent conunentators: "No matter how 
.. 
- - ---ef'-ten-· he -ma-y --have . changed .hJ R. -.vte:w.i· .:Ln, r~gB:-:r9 .. tq. ~cl:r., or .. ~1:1~- . ~, .... ·._ .......... . 
' •+ /'/,Jff' • • • -·--e+•~ + • .= 
poet's participation in the social ordering, the fact remains 
that MacLeish is primarily a poet, a man of passion and com-
passion, a craftsmal1~f integrity .11 33 Even John Brunini, 
who finds little meaning in MacLeish's work, states that it 
is "a superb exhibition of craftsmanship. 11 34 -1\nd Richard 
Eberhart says, "There is something basically lithe, wiry, 
direct, and clearseeing about his talent. rr35 Others speak 
in similar vein. 
· IV I . 
' In nis verse drama MacLeish adapted his. poetic tech-
nique to the needs of publi~ performance; particularly note-
worthy in this respect were the radio plays. In these· 
MacLeish attempt~d to portray the excitement of the conpem-
porary event by word alone. On the printed page the verses 
· bear a resemblance to the forms cited above; but if one 
reads aloud with close attention to the end punctuation --
much more frequent than in the earlier verses -- a different 
q effect becomes .clear. The effect is best seen in the line:S 
given to the announcer, whom MacLeish develops as a dramatic· 
, 
character in·both Air Raid and The Fall of the Oity., 
The Foll of the Cit~36 deals with the coming of a 
~. ,· 
.. 
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~· 
dict~tor to a free city. 
25 
An annotiricer, hi~h above the city 
squar~, tells of the panic seizing the crowd and recounts 
the news bro11ght by meRsene;ers as the Conqtleror lands and 
approacheR. As doom draws nearer the crowd c~n do· nothing 
, 
but vacillate and argtie. The Conqtieror enters--a maiJ.ed 
.. 
figure walking with the clang of metal on the paving stone~--
and the cro~,d gro'vels. Onl~y the annoL1ncer ·realizes that-· ·t'he 
.,,.· 
people ha,.,e heen \ranqtllshed by their 0111n fec:1.rs. MacLeish's 
"staccato line" carries the excitement of the climax. Here 
r 
are the lines of the announcer which he speaks as the 
Conqueror arrives: 
The crowd is retreating--watching the 
empt~r street: 
The shouts die. 
The voices are silent. 
They're watching .... 
.. The~, 8ta.r}d in the- slant of the· stlnlight 
and 11112. t c hing. 
The s i le nee after the rlrllms echoes the 
d :ru.rn l)e at • 
Now ther;e' s a sol1nd. They see him. They 
must see him! 
' They're shading their eyes from the Aun: 
th~re's a rustle of whispering~ 
We can' t see for the glare of it . . . . 
Y I I y I . . es . es . . -. . 
He's there in the end of the street in 
the shadow. We see him! -
He looks huge--a head taller than anJrone: 
Broad as a brass door~ a hard hero: 
Heavy of 1·1eel on the hrick: Clanking 
with me ta.l : 
The helm closed on his head: the eyeholes 
h O 11 () \.'! • 
He's coming! ... 
He'' s clear of the shadow! . . . 
The sun takes him. 
J 
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In·this play can be found sifuilar passages in which the 
- ·-· - . ) 
-nervous chatter df ·the population is conveyed by the s~me' 
technique. Air Raid37 has a simpler plot than The Fall of 
. ,, ..... ·--·- . -----·--~ ··--- --···-~·· -.. --.--- ... ~--·- - .. ' - - - .. 
' . . 
···-----·········----------- _____________ ....... o.f .. City; 1 t deals iAJi th the refusal of a populace to face up 
· to the horrors of modern warfare and take the steps neces-
sary to protect itself. The announcer is the major spokes-
:,-·· ' 
man. Passages of the same kind ar~employ~d, reminiscent 
'of the early verse in appearance, but haying the same 
.---Y. 
auditory effect as the lines quote~bove. In the opinion 
of Dayton Kohler, the development of the announcer as a 
participant produced "the most effective device for inter-
pretation and comment that writers have had since the 
. 
chorus of Greek drama, a modern dramatic image that provides 
a classic order of suspence. 11 38 To Merrill Denison·, the 
successful conveyance of the emotional moment through a 
mediwn which relies completely on auditory effect meant 
that MacLeish had demonstrated the potential of radio for 
poetry and poetry for radio.39 
V 
It is clear from the corrunents of the critics that 
MacLeish is_ considered one of the most competent versifiers 
=j among the modern poets; that there is some difference of 
opinion is to be expected. Such disagreement will always· 
arise when qualitative statements are mad~ about the product 
of .an essentially subjective discipline. Obviously there 
" 
rr-· __ . ..,._ -"* ·"'. 
,, 
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• 
~) 
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\ .. 
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r i 
··: .. 
~ 
. 1" 
can be no abs(·olute ~tanda,rds even for the technical aspects 
.........---,...,...__,.,...----ef-····-p-0e-try·.--·-····-·In·-·t·e·rms·· ·o-f- -11um-be·1')s alone-~ l1owever, the compli-
ments outweigh the disapprovals. 
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L 
sections, one can see that they convey responses to three 
vast aspects of the human environment: the cosmos, nature, 
and time ( both historical and infini-te). But the philoso-
phical import of the content of his poetry is perplexing to 
many, and by far the greater volume of MacLeishian criticism 
· is concerned with "meaning." The enduring popularity of a-
poet's work results not- tOnly from his mastery over words 
.,? but ,from the value of the content of those words over a 
. 
much longer period than that covered by this survey. Yet 
the beginnings of understanding and hence the establishment 
of a poet·-' s position are in the writings of' his contempo-
raries. The critics of ~he last thirty or so years have 
I 
_.. 
considered the poetry of MacLeish in the respect mentioned 
and have not agreed on the philosophic direction of his\.__ 
meaning. There have been many articles written which attempt 
to explain a systematic eevelopment of a philosophic meaning 
in MacLeish's poetry; they all have in corrunon an aura of 
"' • 
--inconclusiveness. In the following chapter some of these 
attempts are considered. 
. ' 
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. CHAPTER TWO 
------------··- ,-------.. ·-··-·----~-- ---~·----------.._.L..----"---------···-·· 
.... 
~-
MacLeish's Poetic Development 
--- .. --- ---- ~- ----------- --:--·--.-"":'"':"·--:--·-~----: .. ---~~-:-"' ... ----:-·~- --. . ·-- ... ... 
I • 
C 
. (" ) -- .... - -- - - ---·. . ___ .,, ___ _ - .•. - ---- ..• ·-- ...... ·1, ·- - .... -- - ------ - ........... _._ ----- ····--···· . 
-- - :··_:·: .. ::.· ---- - ·.: - Critical accounts of the development of philosophical 
meaning'>M,---in MacLeish's poe··try vary both ·1n their concept of 
... 
{;> 
--.. . 
. the poetic problen1 he proposes and in the depth to which 
they investigate the problem. To present such investigations 
' 
in the strict order of their appearance would needlessly 
juxtapose incompatible approaches. To avoid this, I shall 
' discuss various theories in what I consider to be an ascend-
. r 
ing order of perceptiveness. 
I 
... Before dealing with specific. critical theories, 1·t.-
) 
would be best to describe the overall pattern of subject 
... 
matter in MacLeish's poetry about which there is general 
agreement. The poems written prior to 1933 are almost all 
concerned with man as an individual; he is particularized 
in the poetic voice which proclaims the indeterminate nature 
of his position in a vastness known but not understood.~, 
Such poems. include "The Pot of Earth" (1925), "The Hamlet 
' 
of A. MacLeish" (1928), "Einstein" (1929), "Epistle To Be 
Left in the Earth" (1930), and Conquistador (1932). 
1 . ~ 
A bit later, in the early thirties, MacLeish began to 
•' I' 
write about man collectively, as the .member of a group; 
during this time he was concerned with man facing vast 
.... , 
.. J 
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social, economic, and political forces. This- concern ma-:rks 
a----cte-finite tur11 from~ what in 1h1. s earlier· poet:.t::l a1)pe·:ar·ect·- t-o· 
/ 
be an interest in inz-0luble me t3:phys_ical _ pr.oble_n:i:B· to qn~ t~ ____ . --···· ---------------·-· 
....... ---· .• --· ,.o..-- -·--· ---~-----·-,; ................. - -· -- ...... -- - ~ -
h-0 _, ____ ·--········· ·····--·~--· 
- ·. --....... ·• ... . 
.. .:.· 
... 
.. 
... 
. les.s abs tract an-d more clearly. definable,. subject matter. 
particular he dealt with the problems ·facing society in: 
In_ ..... . - ·-= . - .: . -
Arneritea. The works of this interest include "American Letter" 
(1930), Conquistador (1932), Panic (1935), Air Raid (1939), 
a.nd "America Was Promises" ( 1939) . 
MacLeish's literary efforts during World War II con-
sisted mainly .of prose arti,cles. But two outstanding verse 
works written since the Nuclear Age placed mankind under 
threat of annihilation are Songs for Eve (1954), and J.B. 
t 
..-;_~. •J,-.I::) I (1958). In these he returns to the earlier concern with 
man challenged by forces outside himself. 
< 
The chronological order o:f the poems - admittedly the 
above is not a complete list - in itself presents a complexi-
• ty to those who attempt to provide straightforw~rd assess-
ments of poetic development. "There are no distinct 
boundaries to MacLeish's phases, if one may use that term; 
his concerns merge. For example, some critics find 
Conquistador, with its panoramic background, a logical 
continuation of the problem of the individual in a vastness, 
expressed here in ge_ography, but otherwise similar to the 
early poems. Others find, in _its tale pf group heroism and 
.actioN, th~ beginnings of .the poet's concern with the 
problems of m~n as the member of a soci~l group. Both 
· interpretations are probably valid. ·· The point is that 
·• 
., 
. , 
. r' 
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~ 
attempts to arrange MacLeish's wor~s into chronological 
, \. 
' 1· , I .. -~ ·--·--·----·-----
·phases '1n -order··tu-·a·emons-;trate-a-·thema ff c··progression result 
.... 
.. 
·1nconclusively. The more successful explorations oI' the 
,, - ... - .a..- - -- . -· --··-·-·- -
' -. ',' -- poet Is -themB.jlC cteVelo.Pme"nt deal nOt with phase_::; b_u:t wi_tl) 
- - - . -~ _;. -......... -... -- - ... -
' "I ~ I • • • 
. ''91:. ·•. . . 
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Usually these explorations a continuous growth of idea. 
'·:: 
relate the poet's subject matter to what ~hey believe to be 
MacLeish's philosophical viewpoint; sometimes, however, it 
is related .to a series of such .. viewpoints. In the passages 
that follow I shall examine some of these more successful 
explorations; on these there are numerous variations, but 
they involve merely disagreements as to the roles of particu-
lar poemi in th~ interpretation. 
II . .~·-.. ' 
At the outset it must be admitted that one can discuss 
the works of Archibald MacLeish and not be concerned with an .. 
overall philosophical development. It is not difficult to 
extract the images in the poet's works, establish a theore-
I 
/ 
tical pattern based on surface meaning alone, and then discuss 
·' 
this pattern without going beyond a recognition that 
MacLeish iS aware of forces acting upon man. But the poet 
offers no way for man to communicate with, or even to compre-
~,..,. hend his.relationship to, these forces. This omission means 
that there is no resolution, in the usual sense of the word.· 
For the critic who wishes to recognize MacLeish as a major 
figure in poetry,.~he lack of a resolution can mean that 
~· 
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there- is rio thesis to'7 present, attack, er defend. This 1·s~ 
I ' a sittiat .. ion that in itself can be the source of critical ____________ -,- _______ _ 
! 
l 
J comment. Robert Penn Warren sees MacLeish's defect as a I .:. 
··-··,, ··-
! ··:· ·- poet as residing in an imprecls.~9_11. ... 0.f_the_mJ~~----in.his opini.on,~---·--
'--.... ~--- .... -· ... -- .... -----.. -·.--.. -- ... - -----"I,-~-·---'---.·-·-···-,---~ ...... ----··--···,· ......... - -·· ··- -- .. . .... .. . . ...... ···-··· ..... -· . : ' , I . 
..., . -- ,·---' 
.. 
:~: ... .-. -~~ .~, .. : .. :.·.··~····_; __ .·~ · -- -~ .~:- .. ~:.- .. MacLeish .. ac.complishes .. little more · than the pre sent a tion of a · . ............... ··-·· ·- . -··' 
,' .~_,/ ;, •.. ,: 
. , 
I 
mood; to Warren the poet's formula is "a deft catalogue" of · 
. 
. ' . t'.) .• 
t 
0 
stimuli, in t-he form 
to a single qµestion 
this poetic question 
of 
in 
is 
images drawn 
each poem. 1 
presented in 
from nature, related 
According to Warren, 
the very catalogue of 
images; it is an attempt to give a defined theme purged of 
opposing'·stresses. It is for this reason that it is sin-
gularly undramatic. "It is poetry of the single impulse, 
' 
/ 
which requires no resolution. This implies ... formlessness, 
a defect in logic."· The result, says Warren, is "little 
more than the incidental excitement of the poetic percept-
ions.112 The,lack of viewpoint, which this critic sees in 
I 
MacLeish, he defines as a kind of anti-intellectualism; it 
is limited in so far as it "does not recognize any complexi-
ties in human nature or experience that are worth any great 
· · trouble on the poet's part to differentiate. "3 This view 
is not agreed with by most critics who examine MacLeish's 
_poetry. Even one of the poet's most severe critics, Morton 
,, 
Zabel, does not deny that it is the very problem of man's 
existence that causes the lack of resolution in MacLeish's 
/ 
early poetry. I / I 
., 
In an article written much earlier than that cited in 
, 
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·"· the·r-·r1r~t chapt·er,. Zabel sa~s that ~he poetry ,of MacLeish's 
- -·~ ___ ...,_ 
,/, early niat.urity ceJ_ebrates "with great,verbal beau·ty a 
.. 
surrend~r.to the mystery of existence and the processes of 
Physical anonymity. 114 Perhaps Zabel' s statement -:i.:s be::3t ___ ---------~---------
-------------~-'···-··-·--:"· -1-i1ustrated by the f'{)J.10vJing passage from "The Hamlet Of ' • • • '• ' """' ' ,., • ~ • "• •·• -· '• .. I ""' -.,,• '• • ' •" -- '" , '• ......... " . . .. - .. . . .. ~. . ,• . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ,, ... -
.-
A. MacLeish " -- lines frequently quoted by critics ·address-
ing themselVes ·to- the -problem of mari as MacLeish sees it.5 
We know what our fathers were but not who we are 
For the names change and the thorns grow over 
the houses. 
We recognize ourselves by a wrong laugh; 
By a trick we have of resembling. something. 
OthervJise 
There are strange words and a face in the 
· mirror. 
We know 
Something we have forgotten too that comforts 
us. 
MacLeish here is obviously posing a question of man's facing 
t·--·. --·- -- ······-·-··-·· - :: ... , .... ·-··-····· .... - .... . .. 
·i 
] 
his own existence; it is o_ne way of summarizing man's query 
as to the meaning of that existence, and certainly indicates 
a recognition of complexity in human existence. Zabel sees. 
the same sort of thing in MacLeish's "attempt to harmonize 
6 with the abstract ultimates of science" in "Einstein." In 
that poem MacLeish, in the a.pinion of most a.stt1te evaluators, .. 
states the immutability of scientific. fact, which exists, 
but which does· not solve the eternalJ problem of man:7 
He can count 
Ocean in atoms and weigh out the air 
In multiples of one and subdivide h 
Light to its numbers. {I ,· 
If they will not speak 
Let· them be s·ilent in their particles. 
. --,.-?!:--:-··-····. ·-· 
.-~~-· 
( 
I !i' . I ' ....... , 
----·· ···- ... ··-···--····--· .... ---:f.'- ,,:- .... ~ - •. ··: _ .. -,:>· •• ". 
~-. 
.... 
, .............. -···-·· ··-
" 
. , f>. 
Let them be d~a-d and he (~ill lie among 
Thei·r dust and cipher thei:n -- · undo the signs Qf their unreal identities and free 
The pt1re and· sin-gle factor of all sums -
Solve them to unity. , · 
. . ... 
• 
, 
. 
_:." · . Zab·e1 feels, however, that t·he surrender t·o an un- -
' 
'.· i 
f 
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- fat·homable force leads -t-o an underm-i-nin-g .. ·o·f·· t-he· personal .. : ·. ____ :. ____ .. ·-· -:. ______ .. 
resistance by which such s_urrende1~ "COtlnts for salvation. " 
The progress in anti-intellectual humility,- -he says, "meant 
.. 
. ' 8 
also a progress in stylistic self-effacement." In citing, 
in th~s article, the influences on MacLeish, Zabel lists 
~ ~ 
the same poets he names in his later attack in the Partisan 
Review. 9 But in this earlier appraisal, these· are "poetic 
masters who aided him towards this ... surrender of private 
intelligence. 1110 Zabel, in considering the period of . .,. 
change in subject matter described at the beginning of this 
.... - .. - . - .. ·-------·--~ - . ·-- ···-----·-·---.. --.-----··-··~--
r~......_-.. ~u._. .. .,. 11.~··-~•- ._...._....., •• .._,._.,.,..---~-- _.._ -..-.•. _., •-........... _ • .- '· .,. -~ · ---,- · · · ·· ·.. · 
l 
., ·-
Iii .,,, 
chapter, is one of those critics who find in Conquist~dor 
a continuance of earlier direction rather than a re-orient-
ation. It is, to Zabel, an example of what can happen 
./ 
when a poet allows the surrender of real certitude to 
communicate itself to style: in Conquistador MacLeish 
permitted "the lavish beauty of its materials to .. become 
(! 
vftiated by the huge extension and dilution of an epic 
11 scale unsupported by adequate epi·c motivation." What 
drove MacLeish back to the local and. specific in~idents of 
his own time, acc.ording to Zabel, was the very "irresolu-
. 
tion" of his philosophic position. Zabel is not satisfied " 
with MacLeish's poems on -the problems of social crises 
/ 
/9'h,~ _ __,.,,1.·-·--.~-·-· - ... 
•.. --- ···-~ -----·~----·-· c...-.-<1,-~ 
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because, to him they do not state concr~te ideas; the poet's 
... ,. 
judgment is "too satisfied with abstract. canons of honor -~ 
,· ) 
canons which rtsk committal neither to.~ positive-moral dog-
r.-··-- ---
~ .............. _ ·-·-----· . -
· · · . · 12· 
- - · -- -·-· -ma.-tism nor- ··t·o- --a---_p-ra-e t-ical .... s __ o_c __ i~). __ ~1--~l{. " Thus in the 
·•oc ·-•·,., •• ,•,>'Pl ""•. ·•-- ·- -. . ...... - ... -, .. - ..... -. ·•· ... , ....... , ---,---••,"·~·-•---·--·---~----·-·-------. 
···- .... __ .. -:~--,..... . .. 
- . 
transition from private to public po·etry MacLeish, according 
to Zabel, produees an art that becomes "an evasion of the 
specific -responsibility· to ··whic·h a poet ... is committed. ul3 
More recent support for Zabel's emphasis on the in-
. 
fluences in MacLeish's poetic background is to be found 
in Oscar Cargill's Intellectual America (1941). Cargill 
writes that the lack of resolution in MacLeish's works can 
be traced to the ideology of the French Decadents. Although 
he finds MacLeish's philosophy and technique an outgrowth 
~ from this tradition, which had_ "nurtured and matured" the 
., ........ ,,__ .... ____ . ....,,_ __ ~.......;..;..~~---·---,A:-::,· .... --""! -•l••<>•••••-.0• .. •• •••••,•-, ~ 0 ···.;,.~·',I•• 
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' 
• 
poet, he felt that MacLeish's later poetry demonstrated a 
break from it . 
•. 
14 
In the opinion of other writers, the lack of resolu~ 
tion does not negate the value of the poetry.· Although no 
., 
positive solution is presented in the early poetry, at 
least one critic finds, in MacLeish's poetiq development, a 
change~in mood which in itself implies a meaning of some 
kind. 
r 
This change in direction is described by Elizabeth 
Dt>nnald as "the transi ti.9n from despair to hope." She 
. 
finds MacLei.sh a voice in and for a"'"'modern poetry that "has · 
passed ·through all the natural stages from cynicism to a 
I 
4 
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. . 
whblesome confidence in our future ... : .... ul5 While she does not 
0, 
know the motivation behind the shift in viewP,oint, Mlss 4?' 
35 
_____ } __ ~ __ , ______ · __ · ... :.,-·-···-~----··--···Do.nna.ld. tra.ces a .c.onsistent pat.tern .. through selected poetry .• 
• -~-· :-· ;:c. 
,:.. .· 
In the subjective, despairing earlier works, she says, the . 
. 
poet ·rs· satis,_fied to express the complaint, but, since the 
publication of Conquistador his" poetry· conveys ·the belief 
, 
"that Sofu~thihg -~ali~ cin and wi11,~volve from apparent 
nothingness if men will it sufficiently to act, to do some-
16 thing about·the prevailing conditions among mankind." 
Though Miss Donnald manages to ,bring into her: di-s·cussion 
,, every major work of the poet up to the time of her writing, 
(1940), her thesis can be demonstrated with selected examples 
from each of the stages that she visualizes. 
... ' 
To Miss Donnald both "The Hamlet" ai:19 .. Conguistador ...... --------------~·----·---~~··· .. : .... ~.~·· .... ---~--· ......... ~--- ,--··--·-'•'''···---:_·····--~T--;;__r ... - ···-···- .. ··----_;,:_ . .-:· .. ·.· -:-_:· -~ .-"~-·-·--····-... ~--~;.:···· ..... , . --
expre S S the despairing attitude of the "waste land." Not 
many will argue with her contention that "The Hamlet" is 
"a superb example of the mood of frustration, ~ndecision, 
' 
an'd futility." In her opinion, Congui 9 tad or too belongs to 
<-ir 
the waste-land genre because "never is the reader permitted 
to feel that any good can come out of whatever heroism may ,' / 
/ 
have been displayed. 1117 The mood of des.Pair Miss Donnald 
1 
refers to is expressed elQqUently in the final futile pass-
age in "The Hamlet." The preceding section has juxtaposed 
images ev.oking the sorrow of deatl1, the ·immuta"bili ty of the 
cosmic phenomena, the weakness of man's physicai urges, the 
, 
filth of war and the meaningless death attendant on it, 
.. 
i ·. . 
.... . ~: . 
..... ·.• 
I 
_
_
 ... ____ • -· t-,,...,,.._.._=,.._.._,--=.--• ,~.- '··· _· 
... - . . . . r. . 
... 
and the futility of complaint.- The final lines expres
1
S the 
r,' t , 
' ~"" hopelessness of the individual to act against these facets 
'-, J f . 18 of his environment and the- re·su1 tant ac.ce·pt·an.ce o them:-, - · 
• . i:t 
,,. 
· We must consent now as all men~ Whose rage is out of them mL1st do, Cancel this bloody feud, revoke All tear·s, all pain., a11d to the d_r,um, Trump, cannori and the general cheer Fight vJi tl1 a sl1i11ing foil the feigned Antagonist for stoops o~ beer. Why sl1ould vJe vJa11t revenge of harms Not suff~red in the public street, 
Or risk i\Ti th sharp a11d hu.rting arms 
__ The real encounter kept at night Alone where none will praise our art? 
It is time we should accept . • • 
Thou wouldst not think How ill all's here about my heart~ 
As I ,have said, Miss Donnald offers no reason for the 
... ,, . . .. . .. .. ~ . . ... ..- ~ 
. 
'.. . . --~ . 
. , ,.r:.,--~-.. }t· 
.... 
change in mood_, p~t. __ 1t._ .1.s .. _pr_e_sent :,- _i_f __ one ..... reads- .f.rom- -he-P-:--- ----· ______ ,. __ . _____ :_ __ _ -iir_ ··. ··--- -~-------- .---·--··-·----- -- -------·- ----- ····------ -···-- . .. -~ 
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... :.!l·;···J.··· r 
, I .. 
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viewpoint, in Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City, 19 where 
MacLeish is attacking any system "which may discriminate 
against ~any class or classes in America. 1120 Public Speech., 21 
according to Miss Donnald, is concerned with "the brotl1er-
hood-of-man idea." This, she says, illustrates "MacLeish's 
healthy optimism, for indeed throughout the collection the 
-~ idea of what is good may come from cooperative effort is 
.. ,J22 always apparent.~ There is no disputing the supportability 
of Miss Donnald 's opinion; there is· for example the very 
optimistic, (by comparison with the passage quoted from 
"The Hamlet") admonition in the final lines of Speech to a 
Crowd": 23 
' 
, 
' 
\ 
i 
I 
.. - - - I. . ... - ·-- .. - . -
·.-~• •. f""•"•-f"'""'lil"•.•H• •··:-·•_·.,•,._.f\O.~!·~:• ~ 
.. 
' 
... 
-
.., 
- -- ., .. _ 
Let the dead shriek with their whisper-. 
- -
•.- :'" 
. ' 
ing breath. C: 
·-~- ·,. 
Laugh at them! S~y, the murdered gods· 
<-'}' 
may v1ake 
.'fft·· , 
\, r 
But we who work have end of work together. 
' 
.. 
' .... ' ••• • - .- j_~ • 
:,, • • :, :,"\. ,. ,? ~' . L' !0 I •' • ~ ' 
_.Tell.yourselves t~e. ea~th i-~ yours .to· -... , .. · 
. .,. 
;. ·.·. ,,.. ' ''I') 
· take! 
Waiting for messages out of the dark 
you vJe re poor. 
The world was always yours: you would 
not take it. 
Mis·s Donnald' s approach to the poet is based upon/a 
/ 
belief that MacLeish's works show a consistent and identi-
fiable change in poetic mood. In some instances her thesis 
must rely on an imposition of an optimistic viewpoint not 
supported by the work itself; ~e Fall of the City24 ~s a 
case in point. In the passage quoted in the first chapter 
of this report the excitement of the announcer upon the 
37. 
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arrival of the Conqueror is demonstrated; in the following 
lines, the response of the people and the comment of .the 
announcer upon their reaction, which close the play, show 
something less than optimism: 
They cover their faces with fingers. 
They cower before-him. 
They fall: they sprawl on the stone. 
He's alone where he's walking. 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )., 
,, 
There's no one! ••. There's no one at all! •.. 
No one! ... , 
The helmet is hollow! 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • They don't see or won't see.· They are 
silent ...• 
The people invent their oppressors: they 
wish to believe in them. 
·- - ·- . -
-- - ,,.,·----~- . - -
. .,. 
/'l 
""' . 
-' ·-·-. ,-· --- --- --- - -·-· - . --·-
---~c..-~-.,.__.... .............. ___....; .. =---· 
.. 
. . 
-
- - . - ··-· ,4., .. . ---- -
- •••. - - ~ -
They wish to be free of thlir freedom: 
released from their libd;ty: -~ The long labor of liberty ended! 
They lie there! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
,. 
.--·:~ 
•./ 
·11sten! They' re shou.ting like troops. 
.... ·-.;. :.or.~ .... -.... .. - -~ &. :. ,,.-. :: ~ ,. ..... - •• •· 
·. . . .· ... ,· .......... · ........ t.n. a·. victor.y ... Listen· --
-----······--- --- ,.;· .. ~~---- ·· -~----~-··.,c--,"· -~ • · · 'The city of)· master 1 es s men has found · 
a .. rnaster!' 
.. You'd say it was they were the conquerers: they that had conqu~red~ A ROAR OF VOICES 
The city of masterless men has found a 
master~ . ~· The c'i ty has r'allen ! C The city has fallen! ~--=-----
Miss Donnald admits that MacLeish is driving home the point 
that despair accomplishes nothing; but she adds her own 
message, perhaps a valid reading of the poet's intention, 
though not to be found in the writing itself: "The poet 
is undoubtedly saying that in this 20th century when em-
••• - ........ ·a .... ··--·~ ............ phasis .i-s -on mac-hinery, scien·ce, ·capitalism, and collect-
ivism man must labor for liberty and must reaffirm his sense 
of the value of the human not the mechanical, and the. 
,/ 
' 
individual not the collective aspects of life~ 25 
In view of the conditions at the time .the play was 
. .) 
written and broadcast, it is desirable, in my opinion; to 
compare Miss Donnald's interpretation of The Fall of the 
City with one that is less abstract. Malcolm Cowley saw 
it as a warning against Fascism. In his a~lysis, the 
Conqueror represents the dictators rising to power in Italy 
and Germany in 1937: 'frn a sense they are legends created 
by hope and a fear (and economic interests); in a serise they .. 
too are empty suits of armor. MacLeish has foun~ a conceptim ;,,4 
. $1,. 
., 
:, 
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that is· valid for any audience, large or small. 1126 However 
• I 
- ... -·-·-------------· 
........ , .... ····;· J this more. practical interpretation may detract from -Miss \ 
---- Donnald's view of the play's meaning, we can apply her 
··e 27 thesis t0 "Colloquy, for the States·", and "Ame ri_c_a __ Was------~- - ------------~---- -. 
·'''. ,~~----------p~~~i s~ ~ _'i;28 · · fl~~~ ··1t _m~t·b; ;;reed ·that ~aCLei sh; ~~ ·Mf ~:.~~:.-.'::-:.·~ ::~ ~ ... . -· ·-·--· .. ····-·--··. · .......... _ ....... ---. . ... _..,,. ............ -· ~· ... , - .. 
• 
- • ---- -~ .• ---- -.-:... - ••• ..;a...;,;, - :.,_, --· ... ~~·-'- ·- -- --
Donnald contends, presents a strong argument for the future -
greatness of America .. 29 
But Elizabeth Donnald's analysis of MacLeish's poetic 
development is no more satisfying than that of Warren, Zabel, 
and Cargill. These cri tic.s illustrate an approach to the 
.. 
· poet's work which is valid only if one is content to evaluate 
the poetry on the plane of surface meaning alone. A thought-
ful reading of MacLeish produces a dissatisfaction with their 
views; this is partic.µ.larly so with Warren's and Zab~l~s_l ____ ----·-------·-
because, in my opinion~ although they attack the lack of 
resolution iq the poems, which they seem to believe are 
mainly the expressions of emotion, they do not. clearly state 
the problem that he is supposed to resolve. This same sort 
of surface approach provides es§~ntially the basis of Miss 
Donnald's remarks; although favorable to the poet, she finds 
the material for her presentation in the basic mood of 
emotional response to the poetry. What is missing from 
these criticisms is any explanation of the reason for the 
,' emotion to exist and therefore the need for its expression. 
That the poems must be judged in terms of their expressipn 
. of emotion is true; but the emotion is related ·to something 
, -~ .... --~'#1'-,~~r"."-
. ___ ..... ...,--""v••,,--_-.--"\ --- -···- ·• ,4 ·. 
---...~ ------ - ---- --
.. r' 
--/ / 
more me_aningful than mere mood. If MacLeish offers no 
resolution, then the staying power of his verse must rely 
40 
on its statement of the unresolved ,Problem, and the reader ml1st-
for some reason accept_ this as truth, as an expression·of 
. ~-------··-- ·-------·---------- -~--··· - .. - .. -- --- - ·- ---- . 
''··---.. . 
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- .\ 
that which he is not able to expr~ss for himself. This is 
apparently the source of longevity in Mac Le~.- wri t-ings, 
though what this truth is the critics thus far discussed 
have failed to discern. I believe the exact nature of this 
r truth is _in the· ~ali ties of existence as each reader in 
e, 
his own experience has encountered them. 
·S01ne examinatioras of MacLeish's poetry, however, have, 
resulted )-n explanations of the truth of the philosophic 
position which underlies it; the success or failure of each ' 
( must of course be judged in accordance with the same limit-. 
ation; each is also a product of twentieth-century life. 
Each criti~ has applied his own experience and knowledge to 
his explanation of meaning; thus the solutions vary . 
.. 
III 
It has been remarked in the preceding discussions that 
MacLeish's earlier poetry was dominated by an emotion which 
expressed itself as a sense of inadequacy on the part of· 
man as he faced his ever-increasing knowledge of the vast-
ness of his environs. In his interpretation o:f MacLeish's 
development, Arthur Mizener finds this feeling persistent in 
·~ -
the later works, though less prominent.3° Mizener explains 
( 
.. ... ' :. ... ' 
.. 
-
• 
~ . 
' 
41 ••• 
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.I 
the philosophical developme·nt in terms of two symbols in 
MacLeish's wbrks: 
, 
World War I and America. • The change or· 
\ I 
development has, according to this critic, been in the 
emotion behind ~these symbols. In explaining the source on 
~____. .............. ,- • ._-·---·- • • .... .i---... -~----~ ~-· '" 
' - ' • ' . ~ 
·············:·····-·····~----·-···--·--~-.--.. ··········-····--·which· Mac·Leish ls· ·earliest ·work·· deJYena·s, Mizene r, al though 
./ 
0 
:r· 
·,,.,. --·-- --- ---- -·--
J 
' . he does ~ot pursue itJ_may have struck upon one of the . 
aspects of truth in MacLeish's poetry that the reader 
accepts even though no resolution is forthcoming: . '"MacLeish 
was brought up in a dying culture, possessing rich and 
familiar traditions which were naturally attractive to him, 
-but with a set of fundamental beliefs which are not adequate 
vehicles, in our time,· for any sensitive person's re-
sponses."31 This statement is, of course, applicable also 
~ 
to a large portion of the readers of his poetr~, particular~ 
1.Y those who reached maturity about the same time as 
MacLeish. In Mizener's view, MacLeish has not been guilty 
of shifting philosophical allegiances but rather has been 
shifting his view to meet the needs of a constantly growing 
sensibility. Throughout the early poetry there is a re-
liance on "his apprehension of the quality of things, of 
their nature ... ks felt experience. "32 Thus there is a 
concentration on personal perceptions, the human wo!.Ld. 
', 
When science destroys the categories of eXl'S·ting ideas, we 
have the result expressed in "Einstein." Such poetry w~s/.j: 
to Mizener, the logical result because the values of a 
\ 
world centered about. man were destroyed as that world became 
----- ~-.---~----·-
, 
,, 
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e.·xplicable by science. The poet has b·een searching for "the 
···set tif ideas which woUld make s,,dti,se of, which would focus 
_..--"' ·,·, 
.... ---~-·····---·-·· ··- · ·--- .......... · · ·. most sharply, the. s.ensuous emotional values which he has > 
\ . 
.-. .......... , .._ ... _. __ · : ____ al.ways_ felt· st~rongly and which, as he has ·developed, have 
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become clearer to him·. u33 Throughout the period of his .~ :. · · 
. ' 
early poetry Mizener senses in MacLeish a consistency; it is 
however a ~consistency in the search for a. more complete 
consciousness of a feeling and the -means to communicate it 
~ 
rather than for a single idea. Such is the feeling expressed 
in "Yacht for Sale" and "The End of the World." But Mizener, 
as do most critics, finds the best expression of this early 
sensibi.lity in "The Hamlet," anp._ also, as do most, he finds 
the following passage an excellent example of the pain, in-
adequacy, and iniiability of the present (1920's) which are 
.I 
_, 
. ..... •. . - , .. . 
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the common denominators of the early poems:-. 
·, 
\ . 
: 
..... 
Night after night I lie like this 
listening. 
Night after night I cannot sleep. 
I v?ake 
Knowi11g something, thinking some-
thing has happened. 
I have this feeling a great deal. 
I have 
Sadness often. At night I have 
this feeling. 
Waking I feel this pain as though 
I k11ew 
Something not to be thougbt of, 
something unbearable. 
e e • e O O e O O • e e e e e e • e e • 
And then, speaking, closing a door, 
. I see ). / .:. 
~· Strangely as though I almost saw now, 
some 
Shape of things .I have always seen, 
the sun 
• 
't 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
.. .. f 
Q 
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. - .i 
White on-a house and the windows 
open and swallows 
-:--· ---------In·- ·and· ; otrt· of · t·h·e · wa 11 pape·r, ----tfie 
moon's face 
Faint by day in a mirror; I se~ 
. some 
43 
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· .thing that almost 
.... --
' ... 
Tells --- and this pain then, then 
this pain. And no 
Words, only these shapes of things 
that seen1 
Ways of knowing what it is I am 
knowing.34 
The process of change in poetic attitude is best ( 
exemplified, according to Mizener, in the poet's approach 
I 
~ \ rt~::: ... 
That personal experience with war is to World War I. 
present as a compo1Jent of the emotional state expressed 
in the early poems can be demonstrated in this brief 
passage also from "The Hamlet":35 
• 
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The Marne side. Ra ning. I am cold 
with fear. 
My Bowels tremble. I go on. McHenry 
Hands me his overcoat and dies. We 
dig the ------
Guns out sweating. I am very brave: 
Magnificent. I v~mit in my mask. 
Part of this component was derived from the death of his 
brother, which is commemorated in "Lines for an Interment, 11 36 -
but even in this poem thsre are the beginnings of a move 
away from the personal experience towards the collective . 
.,._ 
According to Mizeney1~ analysis, MacLeish placed a p:rsonal 
value .on World War I out of proportion to its historical 
. value. And before· MacLeish could change direction and move·' 
.towards the sec,ond symbol, America, profound and personal 
• 
\ 
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feelings had to be detache 37 However, although not 
-------·aomiri'a:rYt··; -·· .. the··re· ·· ·we15e·· .. a:1 re aa·y· ·pj~~·e·s·e'i1·t··· .. 1·n· ··tlie· --e-iir~fy- -~i:;·oe·t-ryo---~···---·----_ ~-,-- ·· 
' 
---.. ·!·two attitudes towards America: the remembered - America of 
the industrialized America of the twenties portrayed in 
"And Forty-Second Street" and "Aeterna Poetae Memoria. " 
The change in sub_je4-ct ma t·ter is explaine1dit ·by Mizener as the 
absorption of the comradeship of war into the symbol of 
greater brotherhood. The new symbol was established in 
.. 
"Speech to those who say Comrade." Thus out of the remem-
bered feelings of his youth and out of the dislike for the 
America of the twenties evolved a sense of the importance 
of the commoh man, "of the simple folk who actually do the 
t-
_work and have the experlence at first hand." 39 This is '" · · 
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a logical outcome .pf the conflict inherent in such contrast-· 
ing emotions for "the corrunon man" is present as a sympathetic 
component of both views of the homeland. In Frescoes and 
Public Speech the focus of the poetry is on these "simple 
folk" al though there is still present' the earlier feeling 
of inadequacy. In summary, Mizener explains MacLeish_~ s 
\ development ffom 6oncern with individual experi~nce, 
particularly during and consequent to World War I, to an 
emotional identification with America, in particular with~ 
the "common" people, as a logical growt,h in sensibility 
consistent with the poet's searoh for a way to express his 
concern for man in a changing world. In Mizener's 
----- --- ----r-- -- ---"T· 
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explanation, then, one aspect of the truth of MacLeish's 
~----------------------------- -- . - ······-··------.. ---,-
---~---····-- ....... ------15,s-e .. try··-·rriay····-he· -observed even thoug11·~--Mi-~-~ner aoes not dea1 
'.. 
·-·· 
with it directly; the destruction of pre-v.jaf--- life and its 
. ' 
-va-lues ·poses- -a~ prob·lem !'whic-h ·Mac·te·1sh .-~xp:resses · for hi·s · -~·-"'· ···------~---·::.-:~-----·_ ....... _-~·--··· ........ _ 
reader. 
Though Mizener' s pursuit of symbols in MacLeish's 
poetry provides a valid means of tracing the poet's develop-
ment, it only partial1y· .. -a1as us in determining the 
philosophical truth that lends them longevity. Part of 
\ 
their success must be laid to the universality of the images 
derived from nature. In fact, one writer, noting the 
persistence ·of theseiimages, went so far as to label MacLeish 
a "covert pastoral poet. 1140 Perhaps he is, but I don't 
-
think the serious student of MacLeish's works. can .accep,t ,,a: -- --- -------- --- , 
... ----,,,.b-,.~, ... ___ .. __ .,_.:,....,., ---.:_"'"! _______ ..... _ - .. -· .. ~ . ,,..1·. _.,.... • ..••. ·····-·-- ., •.•• - •. -- -· ., ••.• ·j. •. ·--~-·-·· •... - - . ··- ..•... )., .•• 
theory which says that 1{1acLeish "was steadily, perhaps 
obsessively concerned with making the poet, himself, into the 
spi ttin' modern equivalent of a simple sheppard. 1141 There 
is something to be said however for the use of natural 
images to convey emotion; Frances Gillmor said it about 
MacLeish as far back as 1934. 42 
Miss Gillmor relates the cumulative efrect of MacLeish's 
natural images, which is geographical, to a spatial concept 
w-hich she defines as "an emphasis on the great spaces of the 
cont1rient stretching west." It is "definitely a shaping . 
factor in -the work of Archibald MacLeish. 1143 The ·spatial 
concept according to Miss Gillmor is MacLeish's way of 
. . 
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"entering into national emotional heritage" and also "a a 
------. -s-y-m·bol---fb-r--··h-im---ou-t----o-~---r1e·ga·ti·on-· ··;;;·;;;··· .. a·· ···h·a1r~-rorme·d--·answer ·tc5·--·-cne--:-
half-formed ·question which he asks of himself in 'The Hamlet 
. . . . 
" 
;,1, 
of A. MacLeish. '.,44 In this explanation., MacLeish confront·s .. ·-- ... -_ . · . - .:.--·. 
> • . • . - · i•1 , • ·· - .. . _ .. ·: .......... • _____ .. __.:_.,. __ ........ ~~L 
' ••• ·• •••• '' ,. '' .... , • •' .. J • • • 
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· the problem of the individual ehcountering a universe silent 
in response to his half-formed questioning of its m~aning 
and this "provide~ the tragic motif" of his work. 45 Frorri 
Miss Gillmor's thesis another facet of the staying power of 
the poet's writings can be- extracted; there is possible, in 
my opinion, an identification by the reader of himself with 
the poetic narrator, for who has not experienced the sensation 
expressed in "You, Andrew Marvell 11 ? 46 
And here face down beneath the sun 
And here upon earth's noonward height 
To feel the always coming on 
•. ------ --··--··-~--·-···~·---- .. -·..,·---~-··--,----·,-~··"""·"=-;.-·,·----· ...... ·-The alivays rising of tbe night: ,f -
·:....:-
-----· - . ···- ..... ~. 
To feel creep up the curving east 
The earthy chill of dusk and slow 
Upon those under lands the vast 
And ever elimbing shadow grow 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
And here face downward in the sun 
To feel how swift how secretly 
The shadow of the night comes on. 
• • 
Miss Gillmor, who is concerned with the development of the 
poet, sees in the spa~ia1 concept a means for m~n to express 
the confrontation of ''infinity with painful· consciousnes·s of 
himself." It is defined in Conquistador's geographical-· 
setting: "Something is likely to happen to·the individual 
viewed against this backdrop of continent and interstellar 
I 
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spaces. He is likely to shrihk .... Cosmically perceived, 
or continentai1y perceiVed, rnen ana; !'aces· become ·sma.11. 1r-4T---
In "Einstein" the.poet attempts to cope with his sense of 
1nf1ni t.Y~- ~and_ exp:ress the . ·question of man's meaning :in a w:orld · " 
. •. • I •' • 
where he can exist only in relationship with an environment 
.... 
only vaguely comprehended. Miss Gillmor agrees with the 
obvious conclusion that· the result is still man agai_nst. the 
backdrop of time and space, questioning. The same· unresolved 
'] 
question was the result of the attempt to find an answer in 
the pattern of generations in "The Pot of Earth. 11 48 While 
the poet's questions were still unanswe~ed 1.n 1934, Miss 
1.' / Gillmor felt that MacLeish was moving further away from nega-
tion in urging hope for American democracy. This hope is seen 
. in the increasing identification of the_poet with the westward 
~ . ..... .:.,. ·_ ,. 
0 
••- ----··• ·• •--• --- -··---- ·_••_•• ,,"·•-,.,,.,.·-- . _,, 'r ... ~--~ ----~·- ---- - - - '· ' 
I 
march "which has given the continent's sweep to our history 
and our consciousness. 1149 It becomes, in its increase from 
"American Lett~r" to Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City, a 
march of exploration, a symbol for social progress.50 
A later critic, Dayton Kohler, al.so connects social 
progress and its attendant problems with MacLeish's deveiop-
ment from concern with the individual to concern with the 
group.5l Kohler wrote during the rise of nationalistic feel-
ing just prior to America's involvement in World War Two. If 
,' . 
the patriotic. slant of his· article be dis~egarded,· his overall 
assertion that MacLeish speaks for his ~ge and its problems 
becomes valid. Kohler believes that MacLeish's poetry 
. .-;J"'" 
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.. indicates three stages in his development: there was 
. 
-·· --··· ----·--- -- -
-
- -~----· --~-
·r1 r-s t a young '"poet's awareness of the natural world; 
' 
secondly, a struggle for self identity; and finally 
a realization of the artist's "responsibi1i.ty in a- • -•• ..... ,•ll.1.~...- ................ - .... ~•.,.-- .... --.-~ ,l,I 
period or· social collapse and decay of ancient faith. "52 
\ 
To this critic, MicLeish's view of life has been 
in terms of conflict. Thus "The Hamlet" represents. 
-the early internal conflict, Conquistador the conflict 
of civili~9 tions, and the public poems the conflict 
'"' inherent in a world where man's freedom is threatened 
.... by mass politics and social upheaval. This latter 
conflict, according to Kohler, is MacLeish's moral 
subject, but ln the iss.ues of the class struggle 
MacLeish speaks "only for the common man ·in the 
inevitable drift of time . ... He carries no banner 
in the political parade."53 Kohler's opinion is 
that the artist is no longer the creator of systems 
but their interpreter or critic; it is clear he 
approves MacLeish's public poetry because it deals 
in current problems having a distinctive "Americanism." 
_';['his Americanism is, however, not the political kind 
but "the determination of a man to understand himself \ 
in his own time. rr54 , Ko_hler is thus able to identify 1..--
MacLeish with the social situation: "As a poet MacLeish 
,· 
has shared tffe hopelessness -and confusion of the ,, 
' 
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p~esent age. Man has been challenged ·by the systems 
Which he created· .. ·. he must reaffirm the ·motive of /~4 
his existence in the· modern world. 11 55 That MacLeish 
49 
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· faces -th.i-s ·c~halle.ngEl· ~is ... t.here:f.o.·re ... ·f.or~-~ Koh .. l..er. t.:11~ __ :·.: . .-.. : ... :-::~ . .-.~~~~:--~-~'.:.~_::~~:~·.:.~:~---.. -.. - -~· -· 
Justification of MacLeish. 
. . 0 ~ MacLeish 1 i-~andling of the social problems 
that beset mankind as World War Two c3:pproached was 
not universally approved. Edwin Honig was dissatis-
• 
fied with the poet's app~ication of the past. MacLeish 
did not, in his opinion, integrate poetic imagination 
with past history thereby evolving a poetic experience 
that has a socially applicable objective.56 To 
Honig, the poetry of this period is~document, not 
,, 
hi~tory, and therefore it fails to view history 
. 
·. 
.. t-hrough- imagination; poetry should n·ot vieqw history~· • r . o. L .o • .. _ - -·-~ .... ,:'' ,..:.. ••.•• ,r.:\C"oi .. ,_ -# - ·~• .. 0 -- , - ...... 
"as the subject of past experience if} itself, but 
as the object for identifying a new experience whose 
·inspiration is a present as real in predicament, yet 
whose proof and confirmation needs to be found in 
the past." 57 Because there seems in MacLeish's work 
to be no human justification for, the sense of doom 
it embodies, the end result, particularly in 
Conquistador and the verse plays of the thirties, 
. / 
is to raise the magnitude of the original horror tq 
an unreality. This unreality has n9 applicable .. , 
,. 
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resolution. Because of i t·s eclect~c nature, MacLeish's 
work is, in Honig's opinion, symptomatic of the 
. . inconclusiveness pervading twentieth-ce~tury poetry. 
· · ______ .... _ ... -·-·''"'I·t· ··h·a·s· · ·1·e·d n·ot only·· ·to the c·re·ation of a spec1· a·lized .. · · 
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• craI'tsman's art, but has frozen the imagination on the 
plane of pure sensationalism and eclecticism; and 
. :;' 
/ 
in so doing it has denied the use of poetry as an 
historical instrument, or as a self-sustained human 
contribution to contemporary culture. ,,5B I. believe 
Mr. Ho.nig' s complaint is based on the Marxian view 
that all efforts derive their value from their 
functional contribution to the attainment of an 
objective; thus the p~esentation of man's predicament 
both past and present in itself is not sufficient. 
This is Honig's analysis of the poetry he says MacLeish's 
typifies:59 
Almost nowhere has it realized the forms of historical materialism and the natural sciences as parallel manifestations of th·e poetic imagination working \!'Ji th the same contemporary materials in another 
context but in the same culture. In 
abusing or in outlawing completely the potentiality of historical consciousness an6 scientific investigation themselves 
as material for the poetic imagination{ it has chained itself to the wheel of 
, mystical or ideoloical prejudice and . 
willful cultural dehumanization. 
To Honig the poetry of MacLeish, and the other 
moderns, fails in ruir1111ng both its traditional 
historical role and Jts new unprecedented role which 
• 
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I is the recognition of "the reversabili ty of poet 
into man of action. It is a subject that demand~. 
as high a degree of creatLve consciousness as Karl 
M~fx gave it in the· field of political economy or 
Einstein in the field of astro-physics." 60 
Both Kohler and Honig consider MacLeish's poetry / 
as corrunentary on man in a period of social change . 
Kohler approves the poet's function as interpretive, 
stating for all men the problems they face. Honig 
disa~proves because the poet does not go beyond the 
problems to extract applicable truths from poetic 
imagination. 
IV 
\ 
~ 
. Each of the considerations of MacLeish's 
poetry thus far discussed has recognized that MacLeish 
has presented, an poetic terms the problem of man 
in the twentieth century. Most have also recognized 
that the rapid change in the social order and the 
" equaM~, rapid increase in scientific knowledge are 
responsible for that problem. But most have been 
content to deal with the presentation of the problem 
alone. In some instances the critics have attacked 
.his work's for not providing a solution and·yet 
• I themselve·s have not. stated their own conception of 
' 't t 
the problem in the poetry they criticize,. T.o state 
., 
• 
' ·.~ 
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a conception of the poetic problem underlying the 
work being criticized does not necessari~y imply 
satisfaction with the poet's efforts, but it does 
• 
.... 52 
. . ·- ..... 
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..... ·- -- . .:... .. :,_._ - ': ... ··~·· 
'-. give-the-criticism an aura of greater validity than 
~ 
commentary without such statement. Therefore the -
criticism of Dorothy Van Ghent, because it does 
examine the problem as well as the presentation is, 
in my opinion, important to the study of Archibald 
~·~ MacLeish. 61 
( 
Miss Van Ghent, in .surveying MacLeish's work up 
to 1938, finds that the central weakness in his 
poetry is the very nature of the problem itself. 
Further, she sees essentially the same problem being 
. (" 
.. ·~-·-· .·.: . .- .. :.: .. - .. : . .... , ... 
the later social poems and plays. She takes the 
position that "poetry and drama cannot exist 
persuasively to the imagination if they are constituted 
by elements one of which is ·definitely inhuman." By 
this statement Miss Van Ghenl means that the opposing 
l parts of the problem consist of man on orie hand and on 
,, 
the other "an element that is not susceptible- of 
intellectual certainty."62 This second part of the 
problem, in various forms, is present as a poetic 
fact in all MacLeish's wor}{s. Miss Van Ghent' .s 
explanation of MacLeish's poetic problem can be 
/' 
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.... summed up by considering her examinations of some 
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Universe itself; to her the inability of \he 
scientist to resolve the universe to finite terms 
.... 
....... '''\ ., ........ ·- ··. :"•'". :·-::\·"'. . .;._~.:~: .:;.'.· . .-... ~:.,;·.:, .......... ;.- :.: ..... · ...... ~, •' .. · ....... ~. 
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------·· 
MacLeish.'.s .earlier work. "63 This basis lies in 
the fact that nature is-unknowable except by revelation 
and that it is discontinuous with man. Thus "The 
Pot of Earth" also presents the conflict; here it 
is in the consciousness of the girl "between the 
principle of physical growth and a senseless 
mechanical principle which circulates in vast 
' -
proportions around the growing thing like a Primum 
Mobile." The poetry consists in the que_stioning 
.,...,.. 
of the meaning of conscidusness. In "The Hamlet" 
Miss Van Ghent finds the same conflict; in this 
instance Hamlet, like the girl and Einstein, has 
a "formidable sense of conscious existence, and at 
the same time, of being victimized by an 'in-
decipherable will. ' 1164 In "You, Andrew Marvell, 11 
geography is only the apparent cause of the feeling 
' I 
of being alone; the feeling,as presented, is really 
causeless. 
The presence of this undecipherable will is 
the reason, according to Miss Van Ghent, that the 
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historically minded reader is di~satisfied with ponquistador. 
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the Spaniards but by "the shadow of terror;" the reference 
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is almost mystical. "Naturally," Miss Van Ghent writes, "in 
-- a system so constituted ... mysterious pressures are 
necessary to. make. things· happen. ,,65- -The poet writes . 111 terms - . - .. -... ·-· -
of incipient solipsism; the man against the stars, for example 
Hamlet, has no one to engage with except the stars, and they 
refuse to act. "Hence no action is possible except the 
passive action of sensation. And no judgement. ,,66 Is Miss 
Van Ghent saying that MacLeish's problem is the opposition 
of irreconcilable orders? Positively, and in fact this 
opposition is present also both in his poetry and in his 
drama on topical matters; it is the indecipherable force 
in different guises. In commenting on the poems in Public 
Speech, she writes: "It is evident that this measure of· 
,. 
brotherhood in truth is simply a transposition to flat 
collectivity of Hamlet's suffering. u67 In Panic the fateful 
element exists in the economic cycle; in The Fall of the Cit~ 
it is the evil of Fascism which comes like "babies out of 
nowhere into the here." In these two works also, Miss Van 
,. 
Ghent sees philosophic consistency since it is the group 
Which is "at the mercy of inhuman and fateful elements. u6·8 
In Land of the Free she finds that the place of Fate and 
metaphy.sics in MacLeish's poetry has been superceded by 
(7 
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people, but she reserves final Judgment on whether he has 
I -·- T 
.. ··---·- -·-- -• -··- -----------------·------------
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.relinquished the concept of human experience as passive 
, . 
---- -----··-
suffering in favor of volitiOnai human activity. 69 
the failure of resolution in Mac1e·ish' s poetry, but she _ 
r· :.., 
recognizes that the problem as presented is one which cannot 
.. '--
be resolved because of the inherent dichotomy of its elements. 
In her identification of the opposition between man and 
/ 
an indecipherable will ·can be seen another possible poetic 
truth that has conferred longevity on MacLeish's poetry. To 
the poetry-reader of the Thirties, the inhuman and fateful 
' 
elements of the poems were perhaps a representation of the 
powers then wielding control over human destiny. He saw 
the suffering of innocents in the great depression, and 
the drift towards war in Europe {war had begun in Asia in 
1934). The reader undoubtedly was aware of the helplessness 
of the individual in the face of forces he could not combat 
or in some cases even comprehend. 
,_.._f'\,_, 
The critical interpretations outlined above are_ 
representative of the bulk of MacLeishi~n criticism. There 
I 
I 
are those who find his poetry to be merely recitation of 
emotional stimuli and hence meaningless beyond the capturing 
of sensual experience. There are also those who see in 
MacLeish an effort to present the ·situation of man in his 
total environment and believe that the lack of resolution is 
Justified.because in the environment there is no resolution. 
' 
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These critics see the problem in terms of the effect of the 
.. 
en_vi~:r.onme_r1t_, ______ co.smi.c_ o.r .... so.c.ia.l., ... on man.J 1-ndi vi dual· or-- ·· ··· · -------.-···--·-- -. 
collective. One, Hyatt Waggoner, has gone a step further- and 
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' of the environmental condition. Though many readers of 
MacLeish·' s poetry recognize the emotional content anp_ others 
may identify in their own situation the elements of-the. poetic 
0 ~ 
problem we have been discussing, few will analyze it in detail 
as has Waggoner. 
Mr. Waggoner has tw1·ce published examinations of 
MacLeish's poetry.70 In both he found that after one has 
recognized the influence of the after-effects of World War One, 
the symbolists, and· the ideology of the French Decadents, o.ne ~ 
will _ find that the principal sour,.ce of MacLeish's ideas~ and 
point of view is not in these -but in the scientific 6utlook 
of the twenties. The impact on man of the special and general 
theories of relativity and his ·realization that the Universe 
is slowing down or cooling off, irtdicating the ultimate 
lifelessness of all sensible nature in maximum entropy, 
form the components of MacLeish's poetic sensibility. He has 
not written just about relativity, says Waggoner; he has 
assimilated "the resulting new conception of time and sp~·-ce, 
l ,,,, 
the disappearance of scientJ._fic authority for any conception 
of the universe which could be represented by a mechanical 
·model, the r~alization that 'matter' and 'energy' are 
. ,, 
l . 71 
·1nterchangeable variants o·r the same mysteri-ous force." . 
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To this scholar the sense of time and space and time-space 
bec-omes, in MacLeish's poetry, a sense of infinity which has 
- a dual manifestation. It ·is "first of all physica-1, an 
, I., 
... -···-------------·---··:awareness o.f time, of spac~,· of' _man! s posi-tion on the ·.planet;·-
, > 
and then since man is a spirit as well as a creature, it is 
a sense both human and spiritual. 1172 Waggoner feels that by 
symbolic t-ransformat_ion, MacLeish makes the physical facts of 
man's position on the planet and his motion through space into 
/\ spiritual facts. He must do this because the beliefs that 
once served poets are gone and th€re are left the facts, 
( 
; 
theories, and hypotheses of science. In his first consideration 
of MacLeish, Waggoner feels that the search for an image to 
unite the dichotomy between man and this newly understood, but 
not comprehended, universe is admirable. In the second he 
expresses dissatisfaction with the continued lack of solution. 
He claims that, since MacLeish appears to have no other 
grpund for the new image except the will to believe, the 
result is the poet's turn to social themes and "what seems 
li·ke a deterioration of his poetic ·powers. ,,73 In both 
commentaries the concept of MacLeish's searching for a 
met·aphysical system to produce the needed image is the same. 
It is Waggoner's belief that MacLeish has not found a system 
adequate to the needs of his vision: to clarify the "1 i fe 
of man as seen both in time and in eternity. 11 74 This search I ,.-
,,,, 
~ 
manifests itself especially. in "The Hamlet of A. MacLeish": 
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Born, mortal men and haunted with brief days, 
Their eyes to that vast silence overhead. 
. -,- .. 
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They see the moor1 1/,Ialk sloi\Tly in her ltJays ___ -··----·------·-----------~--.... -uit····--···-
.A:tfd tr1e gr1a\re stars and all the d'ark outspread. r 
; . They raise their n1ortal eyelids from this grounq :. Q.ues tion it. . . _ "'. 
: -. -- -- --·---·--· -----------·---~~ - . . . ... - -- . . . . . - What art thou ..• And no Souna . 7:L : -_ :'-- :~--· ----=~~-" 
·-···.·-----·- ... . .. -··--· , .. ---· ·... ~-· -~ ···- .. . .. , ..... : .. .. - ..... ··-· ,, . -~ .. 
The ·man~versus - cosmic-vastness motif develops further in 
"Einstein," where, according to Waggo_ner, MacLeish almost 
reaches a solution for man facing toe fact that here is a 
vast difference between what he knows and what is known. 
' 
r The same is true of "Epistle To Be Left in the Earth"; in 
this poem MacLeish emphasizes a dichotomy which is "so 
apparent that the end of Man's quest for ultimate meaning 
must be acknowledgement of mystery. 11 76 Waggoner finds 
MacLeish's dilemma in the vast knowledge man is made aware of 
., 
through the efforts of modern science; it is this knowledge 
that creates the problem of "the place of man and his mind 
•, l 
in nature.77 This realization tr1at the reason for man's 
existence is questionable is expressed for Waggoner in "Lines 
8/ for a Prologue" :7 \ 
·, 
Those alternate nights and days, these seasons-~ 
Somehow fail to convince me. It seems 
I have the sense·of infinity~ f 
The poet's sensibility is exemplified in the phrase "the 
,sense of infinity!" Waggoner says that, rather than leading 
"''' to a faith, pessimism, or mysticism, all of which are positive, 
at least for those who accept them, the problem has led 
MacLeish "simply to a new perspecti,.ve a~ccompanied_ by no 
" 
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dogmatic faith, supersensate philosophy, or genuinely 
·····..-·-··-··--·-·-;--r- __ , _____ _re~igious mystielsm. 1179 Conqui:;3,tador :ts, . 111 thJs_ manner of 
.. 
interpretation, an attempt to tell "a story of human events 
.. "' . . . - - ... . .. .:. . " - ·':" ,.. . 
·in time from the point of view of an observer who is aware of. 
- ,•1:1 .-, ••• ........ - •• ,1 .. , • .j .~. ··''"' __ ,_ ... _.,_ .-~. 
... .--··· ........ ,--.,---------~-. 
--· -
( .. .. ... . ·• " -- ... - ,. --·. . --· ... -...... ---··- - ....... - . - ... 
. . .. . --
·-.. .. . .......... ~·--" _ .... ~---- -- ·------ -- . . 
~.~---~-··> --~---=~:.:~:.~.:: .. --··· .. ····· ·· ·-- ·· ·· ... ·· · · ·e·te··r·· ·n·  ·1 t· ·y· " 
• This sense is present in Bernal Diaz beqause he 
., 
r 
. ' 
·-..._, .. , . 
. ~~;:-~· . . .. 
isaware of roach of death. He is aware preternaturally 
n·ot only of the ng reality of the events in the past, 
but also of the ephem al nature of the very sensations that 
' 
are remembered. He may behcutely conscious of the dilemma 
(}. 
at the heart of modern thought<>: "fleeting, transl tory, 
insubstantial consciousness seems at one the only indisput-
able reality and a flickering light in the darkness of 
cosmic space." Thus it is that the sensations which are the 
subject m~tter of Conquistador took place in time but are 
seen out of time. "The reader never is allowed to forget ... 
that while the men march the earth.turns on its axis·and 
circles the sun, and both speed through the_ darkness of 
the galaxy among galaxies." The poem raises a question but 
does not --answer it: "how the experience of the Conquerors 
and the external universe in which it takes place can be made 
to fit into a coherent whole -- is left unanswered."So 
.............. 
This is the answer Waggoner says MacLeish is seeking ·and 
has not found: an image that will conjoin the finite and 
the infinite. 
I noted earlier that Waggoner was less favorable to 
MacLeish's lack of resolution in his second article; we 
.. 
: , 
i .· 
:.~:· 
------------------------------------"""----'-'----
£....IQ.A . I 
. I 
.. ·;·.:, .. 
,· 
. l ~·-··---- ---··-- -
• 
... --.. 
. can see the shift in. opin1·on most clearly in his consideration 
... 
. ....... --- . 
. ··- -
esae11tially rnade in the light of the satfie sec, I'Ct1 t)~' r~1aGLeish 
; ·. . . · --- ., '\ 81 
and lt is acjudgeo ui1Sllccessfu>1. Tc1e cr·1t·1c 110 i onger .. 
,.. -·· 
·1 
• " ' ,, ' ••• , • ' ' .•.• --· ·····~ l.., ~=· ...... . . .. 
----···y---· .... ·-s .a ..... ·. -···r-' ... -·believes t·ha.t· 1 t 1·s et1ougr1 merely· to state the }Jroblem; h6' 
c-
·, . - . 
calls tt1e ~1qem "another revelation of nothing." l t has, in 
his woros, : ''motion without dire itior1 ·, {)asslon ~;l tr1out purpose, 
sensation without meanir1g." In Waggoner's new :r·ebding, it 
and as sueh is less thun successful. To be a successful 
parable, he says, it rieeds to be either recogn1zabl,Y' 1-Jarticu-
larized or based un archetypctl myths. 82 If the work is 
·.'.;.;,,;;:,-
'Fq)P' judg1nent, it lacks all sta11darcJs, religious, r1un1anistic, or 
····.even anti-r1urna.11istic, bJ whlcr1 rneaningful judgments can be· 
. 
made. Bec.ciuse ''Cor1quistctdo1-- is about the w11ole life of man it 
fails." The lack: of 1.,esolutii;.)r1 is ur1sat1sfactor•y tecause 
st~ndarcis 6nt seen from perspectives more ~omplicated than 
the ostronomic;;il. 1183 
That r~1acleish presented a vision of tl1e world Waggoner 
admits, but tne vision had still not solidified; lr1 tne more 
re~ent !JOetr·y it rernains "a si1adowy sornetl1lng" wr1en the poet 
·, 
-~ turns to ,EJoerns of social conscience ar"d eu1~r·ent topics. This 
lack of solidification is what ~rompted the unfavorable 
comments in the critic's sec<'nd evciluation. lr1 vlaggoner' s 
. ' . 
_view, the vision ot· lvlacLeish is helpfull",. destructive -but 
( 
... 
,I 
' I· 
.,., 
, II'' 
• 
. ( 
·----·-- ~ --·- -~- . ·····- ··- ... , ... -
.... -·- --- -- - . --~··· -----·--··-·-· ---·--· _! __________ -· .. 
fails to re-place that which it destroys: 
""F._: .. ~· •. :.,,;:,.:_· .. -
. .,.· ' 
"The vision of 
-- - -
reality found in Mr. MacLeish's poems ~~ _Ji.K~-- _-t::1._~ p_c;_rt_ .. _of_ th_e _________ · _ --------------··--·-·· 
-·-·-- . ____ --·--····----------·--·-···---------------·----------------- ---·-··· ~- -------------··· .. -----------··-·--··-···-·-··· .~.---· ·- ---· ·- r 
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.,, 
vision of historic Christi~nity in that.it is calculated to 
... • :a destroy pretensions -- those of philosophic idealism and 
••. , .. i·r·~·,·;i1t.1 ·.-~!-.;:.~.· .... ,.~.z._u • ." _,,.,,,-_.,.. ""'"' 
""thos·e of. "rati onai·i-sm,' ·- those of ·scieritific positivism and· ......... : ......... :.-, . . -., ..... . 
/ 
those of bourgeois optimism equally. And it does so in some-
what the same fashion, by enlarging _man's per-spe_c_tive m_ore .. 
than it is comfortable to have it enlarged. A firm grasp of 
the realities of time and space is Jncompatible with 
complacency. 1184 Al though there is much in the spirit of the 
age to prevent the formulation of an intellectual truth or 
moral law to replace that which has been destroyed, Waggoner 
~-- finds nothing in science or in MacLeish's .{X)ems to prevent its 
d~v~lopment; yet it has not materialized (in r950 )· bey·ond the 
will to believe. This as far as Waggoner's examination goes. 
But it, like all the criticism discussed in this chapter is 
limited by the fact that MacLeish, after their studies, is 
to have more to say. Since these searching examinations by 
Waggoner appeared, MacLeish has published several works in 
which he does propose a replacement for that which his 
vision destroyed. In a sense these rrore recent works also 
echo historic Christranity since they draw on its Judaic 
. .. 
base in the Bible's Old Testament stories. I believe that these 
later works are not a change in subject matter but rather an 
attempt to solve the problem of man, not in terms of science, 
economics, or history, but in faith. Further, they are 
,.:. 
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- continuous in technique and philosophy with the earlier 
. ,, poetry."---, - ------~----·-·----------------------~---------·~-'~-----
V - i,- - ~- ~ ., • .,·:. • • •. 
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Stated or implied in most appraisals of MacLeish's· . 
poetry is thfq assertion that his best.work.is to be found 
I 
most often in the early, intensely personal peoms, mainly 
.. . - .. 
those written before 1933. · The recent favorable reviews 
of Songs for Eve,85 which return in form and subject to that 
V earlier poetry, emphasize the critical approval of MacLeish's 
short lyrical works. One need only to quote from "The 
Infinite Reason1186 to demonstrate the similarity: 
(3) 
Miser of meanings in the stars, 0 man 
Who finds the poem moonlight has forgotten! 
Eternity is what our wanderers gather, 
Image by image, out of time -- the cut 
Branch that flowers in the bowl. Our father, Thou who ever shalt be, the poor body 
Dying at every ditch hath borne Thee, Father. 
But the echoes of the earlier consciousness of man against 
the stars now conjoin with a theologic~l solution which, as 
we shall see in the next chapter, finds that in part, the 
meaning of man's existence is the Almighty's need for humanity. 
J 
(4) 
Our human part is to redeem the god 
Drowned in this time of space, this space 
That time encloses. ,. 
From the Tyrrhenia~ flood 
The floated marble, the cold human facet 
.,. 
I . 
Rec?ll the problem.as it was d.
1
efined by Dorothy Van Ghent,.,J 
, ..... r····-········-·····--··----,--the .. vposii.t.1.on ..... o_f ..... man .... V.1 .. c timlzed .s_by _____ acn .. : i.ndec.1.Pn.e.r.a.b.l.e .. _wi 11. __ . ~ 
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Consider Hyatt Waggoner's belief that MacLeish had not found 
--· --·~-"" ......... - .. -~-.. --... - ....... __. .... 
_,· 
I' • • .. .... ~ ............... ..,. ,.,,,.., ., •. -.-.,·,•.,·~ l ···~· •• ··-~-.- .• ,, ....... ,-•;·;-·•·-~·,· , ... , .•• 
., a system to clarify life as seen in time and simultaneously 
in eternity. The poet now appears to have found the answer 
:·· .. l ... 
t· 
.I 
in a personal interpretation of the God-man relationship 
described in the Bible. In_ S_ongs .. f.o.r Eve., as _demonst.:r:iateq 
above, 87 the earlier questioning is combined, with a theolo-
gical vision. The academicians have not yet subjected these 
recent poems to the same scrutiny the earlier have suffered; 
whe;n they do, it will be ·clear that MacLeish has at last 
offered a solution. Whether or not it is a satisfactory 
solution to the dilemma the poet himself presented remains 
to be seen. The determination of .its validity must awa . it 
the detachment that the passage of time provides. But at 
least one critic has discerned a meaning in Songs for Eve 
which implies the final resolution to be offered by MacLeish 
in J.B .. 
Sarah Hay•s explanation of the theme establishes the 
first stage of the resolution which future scholars will 
undoubtedly discuss, interpret,. and evaluate: "The basic 
theme of the sequence of twenty-eight lyrics which give the · 
\ \ ., .' . 
volume its title is that the cataclysmic Fall, deliberately 
engineered by Eve, was not a.fall from Divinity but rather 
to it; the fall from earth to God, from the browsing contented 
animal of somnolent Eden to the soaring of the soul. Man's 
- ~ .,~-
·.,, 
~: 
..... _... .. 
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· exile from ·Eden is his blessing, ·not in. disguise, but to '·be 
seen and exu!_t.~.9 ______ :tn_i ..... hi.s .... a~akening._.t.o. h.is ow.n ... dignity an.d- .. -·a,,·------.... ~r .......... ---···-·· -----·-•---···•·•··•········-······•·•-.. • c_.-·--.,···~·--·-- " • 
~>P 
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This interpretation is supported by these lines from 
•O 
"Eve in the Dawn" :89 
Look! he said, you~ eyes that see 
My eyes have images of met 
I • 
That night until the next of day 
We touched in love and loving lay: 
We were awake then who had slept . 
. Out bodies out of Eden leapt 
Together to a lifted place 
Past space of time and time of space 
That neither space nor time had made. 
There first we laughed, were first afraid. 
Was it Adam, only he, 
Bred that flowering branch of me 
Whereon shall hang eternity? 
If we accept, and I think we must, Sarah Hay's read-
ing of the volume, we see in the lines above not only the 
echo of past questions ( "space of time and time of space") 
but also implications of the solution MacLeish is to offer 
~ 
in J.B., human love, expressed symbolically by a flower and 
within the framework of an Old Testament event. J.B. 
explicitly states that the means for "the builder of Eternity" 
is love. In Songs of Eve we find an iritial statement of 
MacLeish's concept of this love in "Adam in the Evening" :90 
That distance in the blood 
Whereby the eyes have sight 
Is love -- not understood 
But infinite . 
. 
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In my opinio~, many critics have failed to recognize, 
--------
~ . - . in .J.B., love as MacLeish's~ solution to the ~r6blem of Man. 
t I ----..-----·-·----·~·---- ........ _, ...... - •. , . .._ __ ................. _ ·-········ -~······-···- -·-·-~· .. ·- --- .~-.. -·-.. ·····------· --~-------·- ··-·---···----- ·•·--··· ...... _ ·---- - •. • . . . - . . . ... . . . -)·····--·· .. ··-··· ...... ····-- .... -·· ·-·--····· ........ ---·- ·-.--·····----·--.:__~--- i ..................... . 
...... -·_; ... ·,=-.· .. ----~----·--·--<·or mankind) -against the 'stars because a-s yet they ha·v·e ri"ot·· ... ::,.:.::._ ............. ~ .. -~.~-
r • ••.•.. ":' . 
i_ ·' 
seen the resolution of theplay in terms of this total problem . 
. 
In other words, the play-has been evaluated in terms of the 
solution it offers to the problem the critics see in the 
p~ay. Often this_problem is considered vis-a~vis the plays 
Biblical source. Such judgment is certainly valid in terms 
of dramatic criticism. a However, I believe that the critics 
have obscured their own analysis by failing to realize that 
the resolution is that of J.B., a modern Job beset by the 
problem MacLeish has been presenting for over thirty years, 
not the problem of Job,as it appears in traditional Biblical 
interpretation. 
It appears that to many, an impo-rtant cpestion abqut the 
play is whether or not J.B is truly Job. A question that 
has raised controversy obscuring, in my opinion, the obvious 
relationship of the play to the earlier works. Theological 
critics have added to the obscurity by expound~ng on what 
they believe to be improper deviations, in the play, from 
the us~al interpretations of the Book of Job. In the next 
. 
chapter I will examine some criticism of J.B. which exempli-
fies and contributes to this obscurity. 
. ·~ 
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CHAPTER THREE 
. . .. .... ..... . ...... ----------·--... ' .. . 
- ·------------ ·. 
Criticism of J.B. 
. .. 
The resol,ution that 'MacLeish offers in J.B. is the 
answer of a human .. ist to the problem of mankind versus its· · 
.. 
environment. And because the solution to man's existence 
is presented in the play as being within the capability of 
man unaided, directly, by the Deity, it has generated much 
criticism related to the humanist -- theist discussion. A 
good deal of the dissatisfaction expressed over J.B. is in 
truth directedat a concept of humanism that critics feel 
the play improperly proposes as a philosophy for the age. 
After more than thirty years of poetic investigation of 
- .. 
' 
the problem of man's position vis-a-vis the infinite powers 
. 
that affect him, -it is not surprising that MacLeish should 
arrive at this humanist solution. In the play, the basic 
philosophical problem is the same~as that in his early poetry; 
J.B., facing the inexplicable catastrophies that overtake 
him asks the same question of cause that "The Hamlet of A. 
MacLeish" asked. Where Hamlet questioned a silent universe, 
J.B. questions the Deity. The universe within which J.B. 
suffers his apparently unjustified afflictions is the 
universe MacLeish presented years previously in "The. End of 
The World," the image of the big top. The unascertained 
nature of the universe's driving force is the mystery 
Underlying the opening of the play. The principal 
' 
,. 
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characters, J. B. and his wife, Sa_r_a~, have ~ifferent cor;i-
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true nature that was·· expressed in the earlier "Epistle To 
Be Left in the Earth." True., 1 t is more subtle, but neve~-
- .. - .... 
the less, ·1t is again the realization tha_t_ ~-Als.o. -nen-e .. ~Qng~~-=c!.>'-·~--=--~-~~: __ : 
. •· - . ·... ·. -=,· ·c-: .. ,.~:~:~ • ~=_,·.: :,_: __ ~ .. ·• ~·a. ~ _ •• ,.,n~r · . ..-·,~~·,,. ..... -••" ,.,.,,,,-» :;-~~:.·.·--~_.:··:·:~.~= ... . -:-···-:-:----~·--.. ,~·-----===~-::__. -- •-----~--------· .. --
us has· se·e·n G"t;tt";"~ ...... ,,.:o·~·-- ·· ..... ·---" 
.. 'I' . . . . 
For the purpose of discussioh, let us consider J.B. 
to be theisame poetic voice that in the earlier works 
queried the universe for an explanation of how man is to 
exist compatibly with an infinite environment.. It can be 
seen that the answer in the play is consistent with the 
investigation. MacLeish's poetic voice has always asked: 
Where in the vastness is the answer? The answer always 
escaped perception prior to J.B .. Here the author provides 
an answer and it is that the solution is ~ot to be found in 
the vastness; it is the vastness itself. The vastness, the 
',, 
manifestation of the Deity, permits man to exist; the 
philosophic basis of for existence is, however, man's pro-
blem, not the Deity's, and man's means for existence, the 
;/ 
play declares, is human love. 
I 
The controversy inherent in a literary work dealing 
with auch matters is compounded in the case of J.B. because 
the author has used as his source the story of J 0 b. MacLeish 
presents his hwnanistic solution in the framework of a story 
.. 
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usually interpreted as supporting the traditional Judeo-
--:::;:::;:. ..... . ------ch.ristian ·view· of mankin·d • s position. in· relation to the _ -~--·----
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pei ty. T~us .it is that many critics cannot decide whether 
or not 1 t is a religious play; if it is, is J. t a reaffirma-
<> tion or a repudiation of traditional Biblical teaching? If 
- . ~t- ~snot a religio~s play what is the purpose of using the 
. ..... .. ........ 
,... • !tJ ·4~. 
plot, names, and even some .... of the -verses .. of the Biblical 
story? A reading of the play reveals that a black-or-white 
alternative is not offered; the play cannot be relegated to 
' 
a specific genre and then judged accordingly against an 
established set~of criteria. 
. 
The study of MacLeish's play and the criticism of it is 
complicated by the varying interpretations of the story of 
' . 
Job by theological scholars~ and also by an interpretation 
• ! 
o( that story which MacLeish--himself has published in 
several periodicals; notable among these is an article in 
1 The Christian Century. Critics have assumed a position on 
one of('the traditional interpretations of the source and 
then judged the play's resolution thereby; others have Judged 
I 0 
MacLeish's separate {from the play) interpretation by the 
'. same criteria. And still others deal at the same time with 
both the play and the separately published interpretation 
of the Biblical story. The complication arises partly 
because there is an important differ~nce between the play 
' 
and the prose interpretation of the source, a di~ference which 
I shall bring out later. 
. " 
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· In the Jpa·tter or· tne·· -Biblical· Job-, --r·t--Is clear. that 
.... ________ .. -4 .............. -··---···-·- : ............... --.. ·-·--··- - ___ .. _: . .' ...... - -- - -------- ·-----·- ....... --·-;.----· ......... -------·-··-· ,._ ·--------.---' 
···-··--~~---------,vr~rc·re-rsn ___ nas ro1·1·o·wea·· .. at least the basic· story. That he has 
; ' 
·.'li:i,,;,. 
changed the specifics is also obvious. He has done so 
because of his personal view that the story fits modern man. ~ 
In one plac·e he says, "I badly needed an anclent structure .......... ::~·.~:·==.:_-_ -----··· 
..., 
on which to build the contemporary play •••• ana the structure 
of toe poem of Job is the only one I know of which our modern 
history will fit."2 Biblical scholars agree that the story 
of Job is really the efforts of at least two authors, perhaps 
of more, for it is clear that, in character, there is more 
than one Job. There is initially the· devout, sinless desert 
nomad upon whom the Dei_ty allows the calamities to descend in 
to 
C 
order to demonstrate to a demonic adversary the loyalty of his 
subject. This patient and suffering Job remains steadfast in 
his faith. He is rewarded for his piety and devotion by 
restoration of his worldly goods and increased prosperity. 
Into this elementary tale was introduced the great debate in 
which Jab discusses with philosophers the problems of evi~ 
and the mystery of man's suffering. The debating Job is not 
the simple shepherd, patient and submissive, but rather an 
upright man convinced of his own rightousness and integrity. 
But, this second Job is not the Job of the resolution in the 
Bible; the final Job is an awed penitent who has been over-
whelmed by the speeches of the Lord which bring him to a sense 
of his own littleness anc ignorance in the face of the 
Almighty. However, despite the character differences, the 
,. 
.. • 
' J .. 
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story line is essentially continuous, and MacLeish has 
- -,--- ---- ~- --, ... ,---...--..---·-. . \ 
followed it ·more or less faithfully. 
,b•.•···----~-.. ----·-- ·-·····-- ,~-· ··-·· ... - ......... •····· ..... ···-····-·· ...... ···-··-······--······1·-····----··-······· •... The _cent r9.-_l ___ -~_l)c1:r?.G.t~--~-----.------·-·-···· .. ··· I 
j 
of the play, J.B., cannot, however, be faithfully a modern 
version of all three Jobs without losing dramatic credibility, 
and herein lies another source of critical variance. If a 
which Job is to provide guidance for ma0's reaction 
to adversity? It is probable that had MacLeish based 
J.B. solely on any one of the Biblical Jobs the.re would -~ 
be advocates df another in disagreement. I believe the 
J.B. of the play is none of the Jobs of the Bible but 
,, 
a twentieth-century man similarly beset by afflictions, 
,_.".,.. ---·-·-····" · ..... ~,_ .... _ \ ... 
( c(.!.and that MacLeish's J.B. is not the biblical story of 
~ ) Job modernized, but the story of a modern Job. In the 
./ 
.., 
following summary of the play, ·r ·have included MacLeish's ?,, 
··-. ~- . 
prose corrunentary on the Book _of Job as a possible aid 
to clarifying the critical remarks cited later in 
~ sections III and IV. 
II 
The setting is late at ~ight in a corner of a 
circus tent. Two vendors, old actors, are unable to 
resist the opportunity to perform the play of Job. 
Mr. Zuss, balloon-vendor, casts himself in the role of.__ 
God; Mr. Nickles, the popcorr1-vendor, pl.p.ys Sa tan. 
They play the dual roles throughout the drama: as 
,# 
themselves, they comment on the play's action in the 
\\ ,, 
. 
. .,..,. 
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manner of a Greek chorus, and, wearing the masks of 
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• 
God ~nd Satan, they read the.Biblical lines of the 
story. For the main role, they say there are millions 
of Jobs availablB·; tbey have only to speak the cues 
one of them will appear':3 · - · · ., · ___ . 
Millions and millions of mankind, 
I Burned, crushed, broken, mutilated, 
Slaughtered, and for what? For thinking! 
For walking round the world in the wrong 
Skin, the wrong-shaped noses, eyelidf: 
Sleeping the wrong night wrong city--
London, Dresden, Hiroshima. 
There never could have bee ... n so many 
Suffered more for less. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Job is everywhere we go, 
His children dead, his work for nothing, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. .. ~ .~ ·- . . . -:; . : .... 
Questioning everything -- the times, the stars, 
His own soul, God's providence. (pp.12-13) 
In one essay MacLeish wrote, "Men, our own S!Onte~-
. " 
poraries, have already sat as Job did on an earth 
reduced to ash-heap, picking in agony at the cipders 
/ 
of a bombscorched skin, asking Job's eternal question. 
We know that they have sat there. We know that we 
may sit there too. "4 , The connectio.n between the 
l 
contemporary situation and the Biblical drama *hich 
serves as dramatic vehicle is exemplified at the end of 
il 
the Prologue when the two vendors don their masks and 
speak the cues that begin the play within the play: 
Godmask: Whence comest thou? 
Satanmask: From going to and fro in the earth.~. 
A choked silence. 
'\ 
. . 
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r And from walking up atid dow~ in 
. I.--..,--.•• -~;-~--·. -~~ .. 1,~-- Oocfma:SK·: ----- ·1fasrt··-·tfic5u· ..... c5·oiis·1·2re·re·a· -my·--s·e-rv.an . Job ------- .. ~ 
That tr1ere is none like him on tlhe earth 
~ •~ I .1 • , ,, I • OIi 
.. --~ .. ·.. . ,_, 
-
--
. A perfect and an upright man, one 
.. That feareth God _and escheweth evil? (p.24) 
The~_ appear on th~ stage J.~~j and his family.at 
(? 
Thanksgiving dinner. Misfortune has not yet overtaken 
them. The speeches of J.B. and. Sarah express two views 
of God. To Sarah He is the Hebraic God of justice who 
rewards the deserving and punishes the undeserving; to 
J.B. He is a sensed presence; the Divine Justice is in 
God's unchangeableness not in moral Judgments. 
Sarah: Not even now when suddenly everything Fills to overflowing in me 
Brimming the ful11ess till I feel My happiness impending like a danger. If ever a~yone deserved it, you do. 
e • e e e e a e e • • e a I • e I e a e e e e e e J.B.: N0body deserves it, Sarah: 
Not the world that God has given us. 
···- . ··- ...... - .. . 
.... . 
There is a moment's strained silence, then J.B. is laughing. 
J.B. : 
Sarah: 
J.B.: 
But I believe in it, Sal. I trust in it. 
I trust my luck--my life--our life--
God's goodness to me .. 
trying to control her voice Yes! You do! I know you do! And that's what frightens~! It's not so simple as all that. It's not. They mustn't thin1c it is. God punishes. God rewards and God can punish. 
God is just. 
-
easy a~ai~ Of course He's just. He'll never change. A man can count on Him. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
J.B.: Eat your dinner, Sal my darling. 
- .. ' -
. ... 
' .'·. j
•· 
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'( We love our life because it's good: 
It- isn't good pecause v1e love it --
------~-,--1.. - -·- . . . . . . . -~ . ·---~---· -. . . . . -· . 
'Pa:/ f far' :L t---i r2. th;:1_nk_~ · cir· pr·2~rers. The--th-a-nks 
Part of love and paid like love: 
. ' 
... 
... 
Free gift or not worth having. (pp. 38-40) 
J.B. is the man to be put to the test. Mr. Zuss 
, 
says, "Well, tha~·-~ our pigeon." Nickles replies, 
J 
"Lousy actor." Zuss sets the tone for what is to Occur: 
,· "Doesn't really act at all.n (p.44) Will J.B. a·ct like. 
0 
the Biblical Job? Nickles does not think so: 
All that gravy on his plate--
His cash--his pretty wife--his children! 
Lift the lot of them, he'd sing 
Another canticle to different music. (p.46) 
But Zuss maintains that his reverence will be steadfast 
and insists that God will teach him to realize the pawer 
of God: 
God will show him what God is -- ~ , 
Enormous pattern 0f the steep of stars, 
Minute perfect-ion of the frozen crystal, 
Inimitable architecture of the slaw, 
Cold, silent, ignorant sea-snail: (pp. 4, .. -48) 
Mr. Zuss proclaims that nat~ing J.B. might suffer will 
prevent him from praising God. Then Nickles wants to 
know, "Why must he suffer then?" Zuss replies, "To 
praise!" (p.48). Nickies claims that J.B. under the 
calamities will wish for death. Zuss and ~ickles establish 
the same conditions for the test as the Biblical 
3tory: all that is J.B.'s is in Nickle's· power except 
that to the man himself no death shall come by the 
. . 
• 
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adversary's hand. To MacLeish these are "tre essential 
-prec·Jndi tions. to the dramatic a-c-tionu · 1n th·e ~rtory · --- -.. - ·-----·----· ---:---:-':""::-T!.~67---..... ---·_!'______ ---·-----... 
r 
~ 
' ......... -:.·•.~ .. ,,..:. 
of. Job.5 The deliverihg of Job into the hands of 
Satan is done with God's consent; this means that 
. ~ 
. . . 
·th~ afflidtions that are to be visited on Job (J.B.) 
are without cause, and so they are unfathomable to the 
human rationale. "God recognizes frqm the beginni~g 
that they are un'justi.fied by any guilt of Job's."6 
. The calamities come in rapid succession; they are 
• 
,, s•-••·1 •:.<~·1 ' · • . ·. ··-, . 
modern afflictions. In their totality they are tremendous, 
but in their specifics they are credible. First, 
J.B.'s son, a soldier in a world war that has just 
. 
ended, is killed as the result of a stupid order. Then 
. 
another son and a daughter are killed in an automobile 
accident. The youngest tirl in the family is murdered 
by a rapist "hopped to the eyes," and fjnally the Bomb 
levels all of J.B.'s banks and factories, burying, 
somewhere in the rubble, Ruth, the last of the children. 
Sarah's vision of God has been destroyed; from the just 
Deity has come afflicti0n without cause. J.B. retains 
his faith in his concept of God: 
J.B. : Do not let my hand go, Sarah! 
Say 1 t after me: 
The Lord 
Giveth ... Say it. 
' l 
.. . - . 
"" ... .. 
• • • l 
... - .. -· -- -· --
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.. . Sarah: mechanically The Lord giveth. . .. 
•· - ·-- - ------------------- --. 
. . 
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" 
... ~ 
J.B. The Lord taketh away ... 
Sarah: flinging his hand from hers, shriekin~ 
Takes! 
Kills! Kills! Kills! Ki 1.1 s ! 
... -r·' Silen·ce. 
... 
--- - (pp. 89-90) J.B. : Blessed be the of the Lord. name 
The philosophic basis of the dramatic conflict .comes 
to the fore most clearly in Scene eight; at this point 
J.B. and Sarah face the awesome problem that presents 
itself when they attempt to reconcile their fate with 
their concept of justice. And it should be pointed 
out before going further, that MacLeish does not 
intend that there be a reconciliation in terms of \ 
the human conception of justice. In one explanati0n 
,(; 
of the play he wrote that ".Job's search, like ours, 
was for the meaning of his afflictions ... and his 
destruction was by the same unquestionable authority, 
'without cause.'". 7 In explaining his interpretation 
of the Book of Job on this matter, MacLeish wrote, 
"Job's sufferings are unjustified. They are unjusti-
fied in any human meaning of the word justice. And 
yet they are God's work--work that could not have 
been done without the will.of God. 11 8 
Sarah sees the injustice of God in the death 
of her children; for if God wer_e good and jus,t, then 
-, .. 
" . .. 1, 
. - ' 
. .... 
,I 
\. 
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the children must have been gull ty .. Her own memories 
.. _a.n..d .. e.v.eryt.hJ..ng,._de.c.ent ... in .... her ..... arg.ue .... -that-----they .. .111ere-- ... ----· · -·-···--.. ~~~__,_ "'···.·--···· ··-··· 
innocent; if they were,then God is unjust. J. B. 
~ l \ 
does not understand: 
- ... - •• ' • . • • • ••• . •• * ........ ·-·· * •• - • -·--- - - . His will is everywhe.re agains.t .us-------- .. -····-·-··- ---·,·-···.·:·----~·,-'..,---_,---~-~ ._ ..... , ....... --···· ' •• ·-- ·•.· ..... " - •• - • --... __. • • ' 'P •• ·- - Even in our sleep, our dreams ... 
--· 
I ,. 
.. , 
' 
• •..:•.l.,t 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '. ~-- ~ ..r_ If I 
. Knew. • ... If .I knew why! .. 
... --: - .. -;_ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • God will not punish without cause. 
Nickles doubles up in a spasm of soundless laughter. 
J. B. : God is just .. 
Sarah: hys terical1y · God is just! 
... If God is just our slaughtered children 
Stank with sin, were totten with it! (pp.108-109) 
To Sarah, J.B. 's insistence that there must be a guil} 
is wrong. To keep his concept of God, in Sarah's eyes, J.B. 
has to falsify himself and his children: 
I will not stay here if you lie--
Connive in your destruction, cringe to it: 
Not if you betray ·my children ... 
I will not stay to listen ... 
They are 
Dead and they were innocent: I will not 
Let you sacrifice their deaths 
,. . 
To make injustice justice and God good~ (p. 110) 
J. B cannot accept Sarah's viewpoint, for the conclusion 
· it inevitably points to is an admission of innocent 
suffereing in the world. This would banish his God from 
it or at the least question His basic goodness: 
We have no choice but to be guilty. 
" 
' . 
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God is unthinkable if we -are innocent. (p.111) 
~···--·--~-----··-~·-··*·""·-·---· .. ·1ro·-···sar-:::1n· ·tnefre·· ·1s ···a:· ·ch··c5i-c·e:; trie· /c·hoice · be·tweerf 111··e 
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and death. She says it: "curse God and die ... " (p.110) .... 
When J.B. r~fuses to accept this solution,· she runs 
out to ?ind death in the waters. And then the Comforters 
appear. They are modern Comforters with modern answers 
because, said MacLeish,· "Where Job's comforters undertook 
ta persuade him against the evidence of his inner 
convictions, that he WAS guilty, ours attempt to persuade 
us that we are not--that we cannot be--that, for 
physchological reasons or because everything is deter-
mined in advance b./ economic necessity anyway, or 
because we were damned before we started, guilt is 
fJ) 
impossible .... If we cannot even be guilty then there 
are na reasons. "9 
The modern Comforters are Zopndr tne cleric, 
Eliphaz the scientist, and Bildad the Marxist. J.B. 
has stated that death cannot h~al him and has appealed 
to God to know what he has do11e. The Comforters reply: 
Zophar: Why should God reply to you 
From the blue depths of His Eternity? 
Eliphaz: Blind depths of His Unconsciousness? 
Bildad: Blank depths of His Necessity? 
Zopnar: God is far above in Mystery. 
Eliphaz: God is far below in mindlessness. 
,. 
' ' 
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Bildad: God is far within in History --
-------------------------------·---Wh.Y ... ~~oul.Q Qoq __ .h~ve t.:tm~ f.or __ yo .. u.?_,.(_p _ .___ lL9)- -· -~-
J.B. protests that he has been touched by the ,.hand of God, 
and he is innocent. Bildad answers: 
... God. is History. If you offend him . 
Will not Hist·ory disper1se with ~ .. au? 
Hist any has no tfme for innocence. (p. 120) 
• lit' I 
., When J.B. protests that unless there is guilt the whole 
world is meaningless, Bildad replies: 
Guilt is 2 socialogical accident: 
Wrong class -- wrong century --
You pay for your luck with your licks, that's all. (p.121) 
..... But Eliphaz has another expla.nation: 
Come~ Come! Come! Guilt is a 
. Psychophenomenal situation --
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Science knoivs new that the sentient spirit 
Floats ~ike the chambered nautilus on a sea 
Tr1at dr·1 fts it under skies tr1at drive: 
Beneath, the sea of the subconcie>us; 
Above the winds that wind the world .. 
Caught between that sky. that sea, 
Self has no will, cannot be guilty. (p.122) 
To J.B. this is defiling innocence; he cannot accept the 
placing of resposibility on an irresponsible arrogance. The 
cruelest comfort of all is that of Zophar. This Comforter 
proclaims the automatic guilt of all mankind. He call6 J.B. 
to repent; J.B. protests that he cannot repent of sins he 
has not sinned and still retain his integrity. Zophar replies: 
Your integrity! Your integrity! 
What integrity have you? --
A man, a miserable, mo·rtal, sinful, 
Venal man like any other. 
• • • • 
. 
Simple .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Your sin is .( 
You were born~ man! (p. 126) 
~ 
' 
~----------------------~ .... 111111 __ .1111111 ...... ~ .. ·~·-·-··--· -•.::-..,. .... 
,, . 
' 
I, 
J. B. cannot accept this idea, which makes God a "party 
") 
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Oh, that I knew where I might find Him!--
That I might come even to His seat! 
I would order my cause before Him / 
And fill my mouth with arguments. {p. 128) 
He is answered, as is the Biblican Job, out of the wind 
by the majestic voice of God: 
Gird up thy loins like a man: 
I will demand, of thee, and declare thou unto me. 
J.B. pulls himself painI'ully to his knees. 
/" 
Wilt thou disannul my judgment? (p. 131) 
J.B. then repents; he sees and admits the onmipotence 
of the Deity. In MacLeish's interpretation of the Book 
_,, 
of Job, the biblical comforters trieg., to -convince Job of 
his guilt but Job~ would not be satisfied because there 
had to be a justification for suffering. Therefore, even 
though he knows and fears God, he debates with Him .. And 
God, said MacLeish, answers Job "by convicting him of his 
own insignificance! rrlO Thus MacLeish, in his play, 
• 
changes the nature of the Comforters to purveyers of 
modern convictions and yet retains, in his interpretation, 
the Biblical version of the effect of God on Job. 
In MacLeish's view of the JQb story, God delivered 
J b into the hands of gSatan not only to silence Satan. 
"God had need of the sufferin'g of Job -- had need of it 
forhimself as God." Job loves God in spite of everythil'lg, 
1•,;. 
' ., 
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and in MacLeish's view this means that, "God stakes his 
supremacy as God on Man's fortitude and love. " In the 
----·· .. 
-------------'c-~~_...,_ ..... ..... ·· .... - -:--.... . . . . . . . . ' 
- - - . --·· .. ---· ~ -- .... -----.---······--- ........ ··-,--······ .. - ... - - - -- . - ·-· - ·····• - - . --- .... ··-:··· ,. - ... -- ,. --······-· ~- ... .. .. . .... 
conflict between good and evil this is the point ttjat 
c· 
" Satan has brought into question; therefore, wrote MacLeish, 
... .. . ··-·· 
"Where the nature of man is in question God has need of 
man." In the Job story MacLeish saw that, "Only man can 
prove that man loves God." Only by ma·n' s persistence in 
the love of God can Satan be overcome. While man depends 
on God for all things, God, according to MacLeish, depends 
on man for love. "Without man's love God does not exist 
as God, only as Creator." And God cannot command love . 
Acceptance of God's will is not enough; love of God 
ins pi te of everything "is the answer to our ancient cry 
.. 
against injustice." 11 This divine need, which MacLeish 
expressed after the publication of the play, is indicat~d 
in the dialogue of the vendors after J. B.'s encounter with 
the voice of God: 
Mr. Zuss: ... He'd heard of God and now he saw Him! 
Nickles: 
Who's the judge in judgment there? 
Who play's the hero, God or him? 
Is God to be forgiven? 
Isn't he? 
Job was innocent, you may remember .•. (p.140) 
MacLeish as will be seen, resolves J.B. in love. In 
his explication of the Book of Job, MacLeish said of 
justice, "To speak of Justice is to demand something for 
ourselves ... to require that we be treated according to , 
. . . . .. . .... 
'. 
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our due8." But of love, however; "Love creates even God, :\ . .......... 
·---~~~--:ror- hbW ·- e-1 s·e··- ha:Ve We Come t O him ai1y .- o'f US, but th~ough 
. ... - -- ___ .._ - ___ ... · .- ....... __ . · .. - ......... ----... ... 
./ 
-- -- - ---- -- --
love?" MacLeish in this interpretati.on c·o·ncei ved of love 
in a total sense; it encompassed both love of-man for man 
and of man for God. "It is in man's love that God exists 
and triumphs: in man's love that life is beautiful: in 
' man's love that the world's injustice is resolved. To hold 
together in our though these horrible opposites of good 
and evil which struggle in the world is to capable of 
life and only love will hold them so." Thus, in MacLeish's 
words, "Our labor always, like Job's is to learn through 
suffering to love." 12 Although his essay proclaims this 
love to be a God-to-man, as well as a man-to-man, relation-
ship, this is not the.theme in the resolution of J. B .. 
In the lines which follow note the explicit denial of 
Deistic love for man; this dialogue i~. the target of 
many critical attacks. 
Sarah had gone out to find water under bridges; instead 
she found a sprig of forsythia pushing itself up through 
the ashes. The obvious message here is that no devas-
tation is ever so complete as to obliterate all.life; it 
" 
will exist in some form. Sarah returns to J.B. to tell 
him about it and about the ashes; their reconciliation 
is the affirmation'of human love: 
.... 
.... 
'·· 
-·- -- ---·--· ·------------~- ------~--
-~·- -- -~------~ 
~· . 
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·~ 
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v 
I . 
J. B. : Curse God and die, you said to me. 
Sarah: Yes . 
.. 
rJ' 
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She looks up at him for tbe flrst time, then
0
do~n again. 
•. ~ .r. -You wanted justice, didn't you? 
There isn't any. There's the world .. ·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. :. _·,:-· . . . _:. 
J. B. : Why did you leave me alone? 
Sarah: I loved you. 
anymore. I couldn't help you 
You wanted justice, 
Only love. 
<J 
and there was none--
J. B.: He does not love. He Is. 
Sarah: But we do. That's the wonder. (pp. 151-152) 
They cling to each other at this point. Then come the 
lines that are consistently attacked by critics of the 
play: 
J. B. : It's too dark to see, 
Sarah: Then blow on the coal of the heart, my 
darling. 
J. B.: The coal of the heart ... 
Sarah: It's all the light now. 
Sarah comes forward into the dim room, J.B. behind 
her. She lifts a fallen chair, sets it straight. 
Blow on the coal of the heart. 
The candles in churches are out. 
The lights have gone ,\out in the sky. 
Blow on the coal of 4~-he heart 
And we'll see by and by ... (pp. 152-153) 
& 
Thus ends the play. The mere reading of it raises in 
the mind of the reader controversial questions. fhe very 
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subject of J.B. is such that the play cannot be dealt 
with crit~cally without consideration of its philos6phicai_ 
. I. 
solution. The line between litetary criticism and philo-
sophical comment is often vague; in approaching J.B. it 
- . . g~~m~ that often the critics have been unable to separate 
11 terary judgments from philosophi~al judgments. One critic \ 
.who placed the greater emphasis on the play's literary 
' 
value was John Ciardi who wrote tlvo important articles about 
J.B .. That the articles differ in their evaluation of 
the play is to be expected; 'J.B_, deals in matter that 
" 
have perplexed man for ages. 
.. III 
The enthusiasm of Ciardi's first response to the play 
~ 
is indicated by· the title of hls initial article, "The 
Birth of a Cla·ssic. ul3 J.B., he writes "adds a dimension 
to the accomplishment of American Literature. We now have 
. 14 
a great American poetic drama. MacLeish has achieved 
the making of a "true poetic stage line for our times." 
Ciardi, himself a poet·-, writes that MacLeish's line meets 
the four basic requirements. It has range, the ability 
to speak the full scope of emotion; he says, "MacLeish's 
rangeis magnificent and unstrained." It is recognizably 
a line of poetry, because it responds to measure, is an 
irreducible statement, and is memorable and nervous, 
J 
• '~· ,: I 
- ---- .... --a4-- ..... 
• 
• 
suggesting sensation to _the whole body. Third, the line. 
... ------ --- - . -- ··- ·-----. -·_·•: •.,_. ----------------~--;:--··--·•·- ----··--. - - ···-""\" -- ,. I 
- -~ · ---- is truly "a unit of the spoken language. 11 
- ---~- -·- -- - - -- - ,. ---- . . -
~ 
. - - - . . .... . 
-- ,:· ..----·--- -
Ciardi points 
out that languages have a tune to them which enables one 
... to id~nt1ry them On hearing witheut making out a. single , ·········::".:,·· 
word. "The basic mark of mature achievement in American 
poetry of the twentieth century is the success of our 
poets in capturing the rhythms of the American voice box." 
Finally, says Ciardi, the line "must have a pace that works 
in the theatre." By this Ciardi means that the rate of 
'--·. 
saying must be equivalent to the rate of revelation to 
the listener. "The stage line must manage to offer the 
richness of true poetry at a pace which the ear can 
absorb." According to Ciardi's first article only 
MacLeish "has managed such a line in our time. 1115 ~ 
In Ciardi's first consideration of J.B. he calls 
the play a triumph. The poetry and the drama "are 
organically one," and, again, "MacLeish's triumph is 
that he has been equal to his great theme. 1116 Ciardi 
accepts the final humanistic position. He is satisfiedt 
with J.B. 's reclaiming himself from his losses in the 
name of hurrian love. In the universe of the humanist 
there is only the choice between the void and "one 
another;" this is the lesson J.B. learns; to Ciardi, it 
is enough. This critic explains his view of how the 
great issues of life are'successfully dramatized in the 
play: 
" 
., ... 
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"Massive as these themes are, the basic action of Job. 
. \·/'.: . 
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blessings becomes the man of all sufferings: -only that. 
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. 
known. Only by placing that simple sequence within the. 
framework of great concept can the Job theme,rise to 
grea tnes·s. As a iocal drama of events Job is nothing: 
its stage must be no less than the spaces of the Universe 
held in the arch of Man's mind. "17 
In his first discussion of J.B., Ciardi feels it is 
too strong for Broadway: "And yet Broadway will come 
to it in time, because it must, because great imagination 
and great talent cannot be denied forever. "18 J. B. did 
go to Broadway. There were some changes in the script. 
( 
Two years after writing the remarks just swnmarized, 
Ciardi listened to a recording by the cast of the play. 
Although most critics agreed that the changes made for 
commercial production did not greatly affect the play's 
theme, Ciardi's reappraisal is less than happy.19 
According to Ciardi's second article, from the point 
where God answers J.B. out of the wind "the action 
simply runs down." Ciardi still accepts the validity 
of the humanistic solution but claims, in this new 
analysis, that the title character fails to make him:-~ 
believe in it, because J.B. is a failure as a dramatic 
/ 
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c.haracter. What makes him thin, says Ciardi, "is 
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that he c0uld endure every conceivable suffering and_ 
-.e ••• ~_Qe,v:er Jhce_re_a~~tze ... that he was in fact a fathead."20 
~ ~· ··: ..... ::. . 
Because J.B. does not win from his sufferings a con-
vincing enough self-realization, the enormous question 
the play dramatizes is not so deeply explored nor 
so firmly res~lved as it could be. Ciardi claims, 
in his second evaluation of the play, that he does 
not clearly comprehend MacLeish's :onceptiJn o~ 
J.B.'s God. In his first appraisal Ciardi, as has 
been noted, considered MacLeish's stage line an 
accomp~ished poetic fact; in the m6re recent view 
this evaluation is qualified: "MacLeish has gone 
further than any man of our times toward forging 
a true poetic line that works effectively on the 
stage."21 
The pGetic language Jf J.B. was nJt universally 
approved. Far example Robert Brustein, in a generally 
unfav .;rable review of the play, said this: "Here 
his [MacLeish's] verse sounds like radio poetry, 
al ter:1ating between Jbsolete c-alloquialisms, 
u 
doggerel rhyme, and high flown rhetoric, while 
the pithy language he has borrowed from the Book 
of Job ·Jnly underlines the weakness ::>f his e>wn. "22 
Acc~rding tJ Marion Montgomery, there is a purpose 
\ .• 
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for the fluctuations of the play's verse.23 The 
\ 
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--··-c:l:t-a·rog·u~--· .. ·-o·r--· t-rre ·· c·na :ra·c t e rs-·1 n J • B. re r, 1 e ct s an 
attempt by MacLeish to match the verse ~o both the 
emotion and p_s_ychology af the persJnnel. Montgomery's 1 
thesis can be illustrated by the paints he makes 
cJn ~erning the protagonist. J.B.' s intial speech 
is informal; the collbquial language suits a man 
WhJ is happily secure in family and fortune. But 
J.B. 's language becomes m~:r)e saber and progress! vely 
mare dignified as the disasters overtake him, until 
finally, at the climax, he speaks with the painful 
dignity c,f the Old Testament words. An example 
~f MacLeish's fitting the verse style t~ the emotiJnal 
moment is to be f:>und in scene four. 1.After the 
rep~rters inform him that his son and daughter have 
been killed in an auto accident and Sarah has begun 
to question God's Justice, J .B.'s lines have a ch0ppy 
,J 
rhythm; the lines seem broken. They are n~ longer 
elliptical and colloquial. The reason for the 
change, says Mantgomery, is that they "are intended 
to indicate d~ubt, the first wavering of J.B. as 
he attempts to deny an evil or indifferent God." 
After learning that his daughter has been raped 
and murdered, "The suffering J.B. has 6experienced 
has sa changed him that he speaks in fragments, 
,.•;... ;; ( 
.: ·', ,~,./: ,. 
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clipped sentences as he wrestles to accept God's 
.. 
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that as J.B.'s lines progress from this point they 
become too rhetorical: 
,. ' 
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God is Gad or w~-a~e~riothing--
.. 
. ~ 
Mayflies that leave their husks behind--
Our tiny lives ridi culolls--a suffering 
Nat even sad t l1a t S c:>me ·:) r1e San1e\i'Jhe re 
Laughs at us as we laugh at aoes. 
We have no ch0ice but to be guilty. 
Gad is unthinkable if we are innocent. 
(p.111) 
This ~ccording to Montgomery, is MacLeish speaking 
rather tt:an Job. "The rhetorical weakness makes 
J.B. seem to protest too mu~h, to be less stricken 
than we want him to be. "25 Whether one agrees with 
Montgomery's ~pinion on the rhet~ric ar nat, his 
ana1ysis ~f the verse lines is a better supported 
argument than Brusstein's flat declaration. The 
alternation of the verse, of which the latter 
disapproves, is acceptable if 0ne feels there needs 
ta be a difference in speech characteristics af the 
dramatis personae correspJnding to their different 
personalities. 
~ 
In general, those who have approved of and 
complimented the work accept the irresJlvable 
problem af the man-God relationship together with 
MacLeish's numani·stic·way :Jut of the dilemma. 
·' 
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favorable criticism includes Brook's Atkinson's ~ 
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of our century, in compassion for the characters," 
he finds 1 t. "a stlrring work, 026 arid blldley FitfS 13·.-.-· -- _; .. ., .. _ .. _____ --
, . . '.' ,- ... -
"A passionate work, composed with great .art; a 
l\t ~ 
.} philosophical poem." The conclusion, says Fitts, 
is ''mystically right and dramatically no more 
improbable than that upon which it is modeled." 27 
Even those in disagreement almost universally 
admire MacLeish's willingness to present the 
problem. They object mainly because he does not 
solve the problem in \erms acceptable to them. 
Adverse criticism of the play ~is often vague; 
for example, consider the review of Kenneth Tynan, 
who feels th~t the play is deficient because it 
does not have a character from a foreign culture. 28 
In Tynan's view, the problem of Job's dilermna 
"is relevant only to a civilization that equates 
the Creator with the legislator." An Oriental 
figure, from a culture which separates the two 
functions, would clarify much, according to Tynan. 29 
This critic, however, does not explain how the 
intervention of this alien character would accomplish 
the clarification he seems to feel is necessary. 
In his review in The ·New Yorker, Mr. Tynan expresses 
:, ,... 
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dissatisfaction at what he says is MacLeish's 
• 
appearance of devotion ___ ~Q ____ 9-_D ___ §:_D_~i9uE? aDd extr~va-
-·----- ----- -. ·- .... -·. . --- ------ -.. -- -- -• -·-
gant concept of the Deity." 30 It is obvious that 
this criticism is based on a desire that the play 
be contemporary not· ··only to itself but also to 
reality. The trouble with this notion is that 
even theologians do not have concrete concepts of 
. ,. 
the Deity's nature; there are various views of the 
nature of the Deity just as there are various 
interpretations of the Bible to support them. 
Much has been written about J.B. from the 
theological approach. The ~ost persistent complaints 
are that MacLeish has not been faithful to the true 
theme of the Book of Job, that J.B. does not 
accurately represent a modernization of Job, and 
that the resolution of the play denies the tradi-
tional reliance on the morality impose.d by th'e.'"--~J 
Christian-Judaic Deity. The charge that the play 
·aovocates nihilism is consistently invoked by 
those critics who reject, on religious grounds, 
the play's answer to the question of what is a 
,. 
basis for life: 
The candles in the churches are out. 
The lights have gone out in the sky. 
Blow on the coal of the heart 
And we'll see by and by ... (p.153) 
\ 
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theologiGal essayist, expresses typically the 
•.\ 
dissat·1·sfaction that man·y critics find in the pla·yr·s··· 
resolution, the final scene. In his essay on the 
Story of Job MacLeish writes of a positive relation-
ship between human love and love of man for the 
Deity. In J.B., Weiner finds that the love MacLeish's 
characters embrace is completely secular with a 
negative relationship in its application to man's 
attitude towards the Deity. According to Weiner, 
the Judea-Christian tradition turns to love in its 
efforts to understand the problem of human suffering. 
But, this "love as understood by this religious 
tradition is not the 'love' MacLeish speaks of."3l 
It is that MacLeish has not given love its 
traditional scope: that is, love of man for God 
' 
and love of man for man go together in the Judeo-
Christian tradition. In J.B. MacLeish has blurred 
"the two-dimensional religious-human love rela.tion-
ship into a purely secular horizontal relationship."32 
Thus the play poses questions of a vertical nature, 
the man-God relationship, but resolves itself 
"with answers that have very little to do with the 
connection between man and God." The resolution of 
-· .• ... ... • -- :.. • ... :, ·- :'I"- . - - ... - - • 
. ;., ft ;' 
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the.play is disappointing to Weiner because, 
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although J.B's opening ·impact is forceful, like 
the Book of Job, it does not~properly treat of 
•' 
the question of whether there is heart_·as well as 
power in the universe. "This question is resolved 
or flattened into a secular solution no different 
from the usual receipt for happiness offered in 
any number of best-seller psychological 'comforters' 
of our age."33 Although it would be repetitious 
to discuss all the commentaries that agree with 
Weiner, it may enlightning to consider the criticism 
of The Protestant theologian and author, Kenneth 
Hamilton, who terms the similarity to psychological 
bes t-se l le rs "romantic hwnani sm. " 
Hamilton feels that not only has MacLeish 
produced a piece of literature but also" a vehicle 
for communicating a philosophy of life--a guided · 
missile aimed at the target of our sensibilities."34 
In J.B. "MacLeish has provided himself with a debating-
floor on which to discuss the justification of the 
ways of God which is offered in the Book of Job." 
But Hamilton finds that MacLeish rejects the Biblical 
answer.35 In. J.B. Mr. Zuss is upset by the realiza-
tion that the man has won a moral victory over God 
by not answering Him back; Nickles is rejected as 
' 
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the "Uncreat·or and the non-sayer."' Thus, says 
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·This set of values he explains, rejects the "lidea 
' " . ' 
--· 
·' that the necess1·ty for v1r·tue e1fi-~fts ·1·n· ·the Very· · ···· · 
scheme of things. The denial of justj_ce and temper-
ance is not a denial of man's own nature. Romantic 
humanism· "believes that in the last resort there 
is no justice, and that temperance can be a denial 
of life and not a rule for living if it happens 
to conflict with the heart's desire."36 Hamilton 
interprets J.B. as a declaration that faith and 
hope do not abide but that human love compensates 
for their absence. He objects to the idea that 
the key to life is feeling.37 
Like many critics of the play, Hamilton bases 
his argument, in part, on his own impression of the 
Biblical character of Job: "Now the whole point of 
the Book of Job is that Job is a complainer of 
the first magnitude who haunts the Complaints 
Department of the Universe and will not go away 
until he has had his case looked into by the head 
of the firm in person." In Hamilton's opinion 
J.B. is the Job of popular legend, not the Biblical 
Job, and MacLeish was misled into casting him in 
the role of patience -"by a naive reliance upon 
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.......... a few phrases from the King James Version." Hamilton 
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"Though he slay me, yet will I trust in hi.m." 
Hamilton writes that it is clear from the context . 
of the Book of Job "that Job is not saying 'I will 
be faithful whatever ha1 pens', but rather 'I will 
38 prove my point even if I must die in the process .. '" 
Thus the main character trait of Job was self-
righteousness. Job was not concerned with making 
life bearable, which is the end result of J.B. 's 
situation, but rather he desires to know "how he 
stands in relationship to a living God when life 
is unbearable and yet must be endured." The 
problems of fuodern man drive towards the same area 
and focus on the issue Job knew as righteousness, 
but, says this critic, MacLeish's play ignores 
this fact; therefore the romantic humanism of J.B. 
does not come to grips with the religious realism 
in the Book of Job. 39 
. 
• The critic isms of Weiner,. and Hami~ ton both 
rely on interpretations of the Biblical Job which,· 
in their opinions, the play deviates from; the 
resulting impression is that somehow the play fails 
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because in using the Book of Job as a vehicle it 
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interpretations of the play to complaints embracing 
the total theological function of literature. 
It was noted in the second chapter of this 
report that Edwin Honig disliked MacLeish's poetry 
because it did not, in his opinion, make a practical 
contribution in the social area. A similar complaint ~ 
is made by some theologians in terms of J.B. and 
religosity. In employing the Book of Job as his 
source, MacLeish has taken a prechristian story 
and adapted the plot to modern conditions; one 
critical point of view, registered by several.writers, 
is that it is improper for MacLeish to disregard 
the development over the ages of the Christian 
version of the meaning of the Old Testament. 
Christianity is basically a religion of comfort; 
it preaches that we endure in earthly life in order 
to be rewarded in eternal spiritual life. J.B. 
does not proclaim this message; therefore, in 
the eyes of some, it does perform its proper function. 
John McLaughlin charges that .J.B. in its totality 
\ 
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"is subversive· of the Christ·1an principle.'·. 
r 
. ·-. -·--·- ---------reg·re~t-t-a-b·l-y·· -·but·· ·--ur1mf· s~takably~;· .. ··a:rrt·1··~·s~u1s-e-rna·ttir~r~-n-- " 
MacLeish has "dispensed with ~"1God" and implemented 
human love' symbolized 'by the sprig or' forsythia, 
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prohibits a detailed account here of all who agree_ 
with this attack on the play, examination of an 
article by the eminent Catholic philosopher 
Martin C. D'Arcy will illustrate the approach of 
those who feel the drama must conform to orthodoxy 
in order to resolve its own problem successfully. 
In his essay entitled, "J.B., Wrong Answer 
to the Problem of Evil, 11 41 D'Arcy invokes St. Paul, 
Newman, and St~ Augustine to illustrate that the 
solution to J.B.'s problem must come from outside 
man. Thus the resolution of MacLeish's play, 
relying on the inherent ability of man to love man, 
is unacceptable. To D'Arcy, the problem of evil 
was not disposed of when God spoke to Job out of 
the whirlwind. He questions the possibility of 
solving the problem of why man suffers unjustly in 
terms compatible with human reason. / The Bible 
story ends inconclusively~ and "it may well be that 
the ending is meant to serve as a warning to those 
who presume to bring God irrto court. They may not 
( 
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be capable of- al}preciating divine acts. n42. The 
··~point of ·the ·story~ acc·cs-r·arng t<s··DT-·A·rcy· .. ·r-s·.-·-0 ·trrat--
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man is unfi't, as a creature and as imperfect in 
mind and will, to comprehend the workings of 
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Since Job was written when the Jewish belief in 
immortality was dim, its solution emphasizes the 
concept of earthly reward for bei-ng good. But, 
says· this critic, the fact of immortality and the 
figure of Chris t4s cruci.fixion change the terms 
of the discussion of evil, and by ignoring these, 
MacLeish prepares for "inevitable defeat. 1144 
D'Arcy finds that the horrors visited upon J.B. 
defy temporal answer and that MacLeish should have 
availed himself of immortality and of Christianity 
for a meaning. Instead, he writes, "he seems to 
.be scoffing at such types of answers in many passages." 
The vestments lying around the stage as dressing 
are evidence that MacLeish takes a harsh view of 
, God's representatives. 45 
j/ 
The ·reaction of J.B. to the answer of Zophar, 
the extreme reforming Ch~istian, is a rejection of 
" 
Calvinistic doctrine, but, says D'Arcy, MacLeish 
misses the basic appeal of Calvinism, which is 
that God's thoughts are not as human thoughts; 
' 1 
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God's ways are unsearchable. "This sense of the 
__ infini.te .. , .. ma.jes-ty- --of---- God--- -and .. :- .. o·u-r- ·n·o·t hi ngne s s· · !'ff .. 
comparison is the beginning of wisdo~, and 
un.fortun tely MacLeish does not se·em to· have the 
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D'Arcy interprets MacLeish's play as meaning 
that it is useless to call on divine love or Justice 
but that human love is enough to compensate for 
their absence, a reading similar to Hamilton's. 
MacLeish has read this idea into the Job story 
says D'Arcy; he interprets MacLeish's viewpoint 
as a rejection of the Jobian author's solution that 
·the lightening of the heart comes from the knowledge 
of innocence received from God and the irrunense relief 
attendant thereon. "Job reco&nized that his poor 
finite judgments were at fault; he saw too, that .. 
suffering does not necessarily mean that sin has 
preceded it, that God is punishing an offense 
against him. 1147 Our distress at evil, comes from 
-- a desire to know that God has triumphed over Sa tan. 
"Christianity can go further and see in irrunortality 
48 and in the Cross the triumph of love." The 
crucial line of the play, in D'Arcy's opinion, is 
"He does not love. He is. But ~ do.- That's the 
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wonder." Here he feels MacLeish has rejected t 
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the Christian reliance on God. 
Up to this point it is p~ssible to accept 
D'Arcf's analysis as a valid theological objection 
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' to the theme of the play. As a religious reaction 
to drama, one can accept or reject, according to 
belief, its insistence on Christian view. But 
D~Arcy's final objection to J.B. brings into con-
sideration not the theological belief, which is 
essentially a matter of philosophical opinion, but 
rather the role of drama itself. For he implies 
, \ 
a need for a message applicable beyond the bou.PQs 
of drama. His objection to J.B.'s resolution is 
like Honig's to Conquistador in the implication 
that the literary work must contribute beyond its 
own context. D'Arcy writes: "The jingle, 'we 
must blow on the coal of the heart ... and we'll 
see by and by ... ' may soothe an audience at a play, 
but it holds out no hope for the future, nor does 
it affect the past nor the present. It could have 
brought no relief to the victims or survivors of 
Hiroshima or those who suffered in or by the gas 
chambers of Auschwitz. 11 49 
As Section IV of my 1 bibliography shows, the 
critics reported on thus far are not alone in their 
I 
~-- - --
... ~.. : ; ... 
-.-- - ' -· -- -· ._ ... 
- ., 
' ~ --- --- ---- _;- ~ ._, ... - .. --- -- -
objections to the play' s non-conformity with es tab-
. lfshed theological-~hilosophical concepts of the 
man-God relationship. I have selected them for 
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have cited the main objections of those who are 
unfavorable to the play for theological reasons; 
others expand on their points. For example, there 
is Charles M. Bond, who devotespan entire article 
to explaining why "J.B. is. not Job. "50 Not all 
object to MacLeish's version of the Job story; 
Henry Van Dusen, even before D'Arcy had written his 
~ objections, made it plain that in his view if there 
' 
.-, ... l. 
are weaknesses in J.B., they result not because 
there is· deviation from the Biblical tale but 
r~ner because there is fidelity to it.51 
If MacLeish has transposed- the Book of Job 
into modern realities, the problem he faces is 
imposed by "the guardians of the Bible, the 
scholars and interpreters who have foisted on 
generations of devout and credulous readers the 
' 
belief that the Book of Job is a book." The two 
prose sections of Job which inclose the poem 
contradict the poem and go far to negate its message. 
If the restoration of J.B.'s worldly goods is a 
weakness in the play, it is so in its model. The·· 
-· ... 
'-
.. 
.·,...,_ . 
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' poem itself is full of abiguities aside from. the 
- - "I • . Therefore, argtles Van Dusen·, there is no single 
accepted understanding .of the poem:· .... ·"·A.f? _a matter 
of fact, there is hardly a story in the Bible which 
I • ," • ·- ,:._: ._ •~~,'.""',":' ·~·- _ ...... • - • 
............ _ , .•. -.. ., ·'"•.··;·;".·7~-- .. , ..... -•...• ··------·-····· ......... . 
has been more disputed by equally learned scholars." 
Thus a charge that J.B. is not· faithful to his 
Biblical prototype must be based on the critic's 
f 
version of the Job story and not on an absolute 
standard. Van Dusen feels that th~e calamities 
that befall Job in the Bible story test credence 
but that the modern calamities that MacLeish imposes 
on J.B •. are credible. The response to adversity 
by J.B. is, in his view, authentically that of a 
modern man. There is no reason for J.B. to act 
in imitation of Job, who, says Van Dusen, was 
incredible. It should be apparent from the summary 
of the play'given earlier in this report that 
MacLeish does not connect, in the final resolution, 
human love with divine. Van Dusen defends the 
play's solution to J.B.'s problem: "If MacLeish 
' 
has recourse to human integrity and human love for 
the answer to J.B.'s need, it is, again, because 
the Biblical Job offers him nothing beyond obeisance 
before an arbitrary and heartless Cosmic power. "52 
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All of the opinions on J.B. which base their 
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:_--,_ _ inconclusive. As Van Dusen says,,;, "this drama 
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responses from people of.like presuppositions 
dwelling within an intimate spiritual corrununity."53_ 
But if t .. he theologians do not agree on the value 
or message of the play, the student can agree 
with Joseph Wood Krutch, who proclaimed that 
although MacLeish has taken for the theme of his 
•· 
play an insolvable problem, he has at least 
produced an "impressive demonstration of the fact" 
that modern drama can have as its subject the 
relation of man to God. "This means, of course, 
neither the realism no~ the sociology that were 
once supposed to have permanently displaced 
poetry, symbolism, and metaphysics as the method 
and the subject of modern literature. J.B. 
is •.. evidence that the universe is back again at 
the center of the stage. 11 54 
Perhaps the most concise answer to the t~eo-
logical objections to J.B. was made by Parley A. 
Christiansen.· He wrote: "One should not expect 
in J.B. a defense of dogma, a philosophy of religion, 
J. 
' 
- ·-~---· .............. _• ..,:_. - -
a commendatory footnote to the Book of Job. J.B., 
- ..... - - . . . -.~· ~ -···--··-··-··--------·-&S· .. -·I··"··re·a·d .. --i··t·;··~.w-as·· inte·nded······to····bif ··a:·· t··rage .. dy, and 
ttagedy in life and literature has always been 
a challenge to the claims of religion.t~'55 .This 
·-""~- ···"'"·"'-~-· .... critic· claims that MacLeish wrote a tragedy 
faithful' to the tragic experiences of life "and 
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. true in spirit to the great tragedies of 11 terature." 
.·,t, 
To Christiansen, the play is a demonstration of 
"how man loses his God in an inexplicable universe 
"- and in so doing finds himself. 11 56 
V 
There is a major difference between the 
criticism of J.B. reported in this chapter and 
that of MacLeish's earlier works. In the second 
chapter the criticism reported on dealt mainly 
with meaning. Each writer was striving to present 
an interpretation of the poet's theme and, to 
some extent, evaluate his-success in conveying 
that theme. When dealing with J.B., the critics 
usually make a positive statement of the theme 
- -
. 
and concentrate their efforts about the validity 
of it. Thus the emphasis is not on explaining 
what the poet says but rather whether or not 
the critic agrees with him. Obviously there· 
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ti ves, based upon different basic assumptions 
. . 
.. " 
on the nature of J.B~, which can serve as points 
of departure for one undertaking the study of it. 
One can deal with the play as an entity 
unconnected with its source or with traditional 
theology. If, J.B. is considered solely within 
its own context, it is possible to accept its 
resolution as consistent with its dramatic problem. 
To do this however would require deliberate 
avoidance of the fact that there are lines taken 
directly from the Bible, which clearly connect 
the play to its source; one would also be required 
to avoid consideration of the explications of 
the Book of Job by MacLeish. While the latter 
may be valid in view of the fact that the play 
preceded the explications, the former is unrealistic, 
and none of the criticism uncovere~ for the period 
of this survey ignores the source of the story. To 
avoid relatingthe play to traditional theology 
'· . would be to deny a major segment of the culture 
which produced the problems the play deals with. 
It is readily apparent that this alternative is 
limited in usefulness; to isolate J.B. would be \:_: '\·~, 
\l 
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" to relegate it to simple escapist entertainment. 
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makes such an approach illogical. 
' ' 
Another alternative, to treat the play in 
relation to its source, requires taking a contra~ 
versial position. One must provide an interpretation 
of the Book of Jab and relate J.B. to this in 
terms of meaning and fidelity. This approach will 
necessitate a determination of the degree to which 
a 11 terary work is required to adhere to its 
source. As the commentary reported in section IV 
of this chapter illustrates, even professional 
theological critics disagree on this point. This 
alternative also requires the taking of a position 
on MacLeish's interpretation of the Bible version 
of the Job story.. The student must be willing 
to aceept or deny the validity of MacLeish's 
explication and further to evaluate the play in 
terms of his decision in this matter. No matter 
what his decision he must be prepared to refute 
the opposition-of respected Biblical scholars. 
It is possible to evaluate MacLeish's play 
in terms of contemporary conditions. The author 
-.:, 
has said, as I have indicated in section I of 
this chapter, that J.B. is a contemporary play. 
r 
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The student must determine the accuracy or 
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... 
the appropriateness of his solution to its 
attendan~ problems, as presented in the play 
itself and as they exist in the present human 
... 
situation. One undertaking the study of the 
play from this approach must do so with an 
awareness that the contempory critics of the 
play have not and perhaps cannot reach agreement 
in this area. 
It is clear that at this time one cannot 
with confidence declare in ravor of any single 
' approach to J.B .. It cannot be stated, now, 
that this play has those enduring qualities of 
drama which will establish its permanence. It 
r \ 
will have to stand the test of time and the. 
objectivity of critics a generation or more 
removed from today. It can be said, however, 
that this play has already become a concept as 
well as a drama. It has generated so much 
cormnent that the title no longer signifies 
merely a play but also a debate on man, God, 
and life. Throughout his productive period 
Archibald MacLeish has presented man groping 
for a philosophi9al basis for existence. In 
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J.B. he has offered a solution; it is too early 
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Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, CCLXXX {March, 1952), 186. 
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Criticism of Poetry and Minor.Drama 
This section contains an annotated listing of criticism 
of MacLeish's poetry and drama,~exclusive of J.B., for the 
_, 
period 1932 through 1961. In addition there ·are brief descrip-
tions of several articles not directed towards the author's 
poetry and drama but which occur frequently in MacLeish 
bibliographies. 
. Since in many instances research is directed towards a 
single work, or a· partic~lar group of works, I have included 
in the annotations an "item line" which indicates the specific 
works the critic cites in his corrunentary. For conciseness 
.... 
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same therne. 11 MacLeish can do better. His 1Joetry is 
"like somebody speal{ing to hin1self i11 a roirror .... if he 
could only break this glass and walk ·inward on himself 
or outward to the world, he could perhaps say what no 
other contempo1·ary IJOet collld sa~r. '' Rcviev1er' s ABC 
contains two earlier essays (1927 and 1929) both general-
ly on the same theme of MacLeish's unrealized potential. 
Items: Con, P33, 1, 6, 7, 8. 
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Aiken, w. E. "Poetic Form in Conquistador. u MLN, LI (1936-), 
107-109. 
\. --·---
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Notes apparent indebtedness of Conquistador to 
Old English verse. Some lines of the poem follow the 
Old English pattern faithfully. Finds similarity in. 
MacLeisl1' s work to scholarly translations of Beowulf. 
Item: Con. 
Ben{t, Stephen V. "Conquistador." -Sa tu-rday Review of 
i r 
Literature, IX.April 2, 193?, pp. 629-230. Republished 
in Designed for Reading, ed. H. S. Canby. New York, 
1934, pp. 265-270. 
A complimentary r~eview of the first edition of the 
poem. ''MacLeish has captured in the pages of,' Conquista-
dor' reality like that of an orchard or a ship." Benet 
describes the poem as "a magnifice11t and Sl1stained 
achievement." Finds fault with MacLeish's use of 
conjunctions and prepositions. See Chapter One of my 
text. 
Item: Con. 
Benet, William Rose. ''The Phoenix Nest: Round about 
Parnassus." Saturday Re,view of Literature, X July 29, 
1933, p. 21. 
A defense of MacLeish's "Frescoes for Mr. 
Rockefellers City" which was attacked by Michael Gold 
(see belo\\T). Accuses Gold of wanting "poets to turn 
[into] propagandists for a particular political and 
econon1ic tl1esis [ Corm-nu11ism]." Des pit~ M2cLeish' s 
view's being a personal "vision" of An1er-i ca, Benet says 
that he "is 011e of the very few P.merican poets who are 
trying to get any perspective at all upon their own;) 
country." 
Item: FR. 
Bishop, John Peale. "The Social Muse Once More." New Repub-
lic, LXXIII (1933), 125-:126. Reptiblished in Collected 
Essays~ ed. Edmpund Wilson. New York, 1948, pp. 278-279. 
' \. -
Defends the thesis of "Invocation to the- Social Muse." 
"Mr. MacLeisr1 deserves the highest praise for l1is stand that 
a poet should attend to his business, which is writing 
poems, at a tirne \t1l,1en so many have deserted literature, 
to engage in polemics." 
Item: -16. 
.. 
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.... e_d. Edmound VJilson. 
at the Microphone." The Nation, 
Republished in Collected Essays, 
New.XorkJ 1948, pp. 304-307. 
-··----····- --- -------·------------------~ ------------~-------- ---·· - ' ... --·. "' 
'~ 
·' 
A review of Air Raid. Bishop sees the verse play· 
as an e labor~a tion of the theme of Public Speecl1.. "The 
conflict out of which all that is most moving in 
MacLeish's poetry has come is a conflict between ... a 
sensuous sou~d and spiritual silence. It is a conflict 
that lies at the heart of the age, and, because this is 
so., r~acLeish is a poet im1Jortant to the age.'' Bishop 
finds that Air Raid is true rather- than tragic. 
MacLeish's taking away of consciousness from his 
characters r1as "de11ied them the possibility of tragedy. 
Where there is no awareness, nothing is trp.gic." Thus, 
Bishop defines Air Raid as "the poetic equivalent of a 
report from the scene of a catastrophe." 
Items: ARd, PSp, 17. 
Blake, Howard. "Thoughts on Modern Poetry." Sewanee 
Review, XLIII (1935), 187-196. 
An essay which comments on the .. ,.failure of modern 
poets to find~ voice for the times. Mr. Blake states 
that their intense subjectivity does not speak for Man 
but only for the individual poet. Blake finds M2cLeish a 
"brilliant technician" but lacking an orgi11al aestl1etic, 
ideas, and ruling convictior1s. "He freque11tly su.cceeds .•. 
in rousing responses his reader would find difficult to 
define in pros~~ This is unusual lyric power. His 
music, however, is al_l in 011e key. It is u.nfortu11a te 
that the mind ~cute enough to reach such skill in de-
tails should fail to conceive a larger plan in which it 
might better employ its virtuosity." 
Items: Con, 6, 8. 
Bogan, Louise. 
Criticism: 
174. 
"America Was Promises," in Selected 
Prose and Poetry. New York, 1955, pp. 171-
A discussion of the technical aspects of 
"Am~rica Was Pro1nises." Generally unfavorable to the 
work. Miss Bogan considers the poem MacLeish's 
"saddest public speech to date.'' 
Item: 17. 
,. 
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Bradley, Samuel M. "Dan~er: Poet Working Here." Approach, 
No. 31 (Spring 1959), pp. 3-6. 
--------------·---· ... --- . --- -- -·-·- .. -.. --... -.~----·-----------=---------!' 
'· 
------------------ - This is included here:·-~because 1 t····app-ea:rs in , 
several short lists of articles about MacLeish . 
..) •,• 
Bradley's article is a conuner1tary on the therne of 
Pasternak's Dr. Zhivago and make~ no critical statement 
on MacLeish or his works. Bradley mentions MacLeish as 
a poet vvho l1as recognized "the is sue of the concept of 
man reflected in governments and mirrored in society," 
in an introductory statement. 
Brenner, R. "Archibald MacLeish," in Poets of Our Time. New 
York, 1941, pp. 45-104. 
Contains a brief biography of MacLeish. Most of 
the chapter on MacLeish in this book is devoted to 
summaries of MacLeish's better-knoivn poems. Brenner J 
says there is a correlation between the sentiments 
expressed in the poems and the public life of the poet. 
He does r1ot expand on thi:3 tl1esis. This is a u.seful 
review of M2cLeish's poetry for a student unfamiliar 
with the poet. The item line gives the poems summarized 
by Brenner. 
Items: Con, FR, P33, rgp_, Pan, Fall, ARd, l,~,3,5,6,7, 
8, 9, 11, 13, 
Brooks, Cleanth. "Frost, MacLeish, and Auden," in Modern 
Poetry and the Tradition. Chapel Hill, N.C., 1939, 
pp. 110-135. 
A discussion of MacLeish as an "imagist." 
Brooks finds that MacLeish's work lacks "dynamic 
tension." He cites Panic as an example; ''there is no 
dramatic relation between the civilization which is 
going to pieces and the central character of the play ... 
He does not supply a focus for the forces which are 
supposed todominate the play. rr MacLeish's best poems 
are "rernarkably solid, but they ar·e as static as 
statuary.'' Brooks says that MacLeish's best vJork to 
date (1939) is Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City in 
which the poet seems to be searching for a "controlling 
principle .. " 
'\ 
Items: Con, Pan, FR, 2,8. 
Brown, Leonard. "Our Contemporary, Poetry." Sewanee 
Review, XLI (1933), 43-62. 
A review of The New Poetry. eds. Harriet Monroe 
and Alice C. Henderson. rev. ea. New York. 1932 . 
.. , 
. l · 
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In comparing MacLeish's "The End of the World" with 
other works in the anthology, Brown says that this poem 
--~------------~-illu~.;tr1.3.tes .the 11ei"J. movement it1 rnodern poetr~r t·1l1icl1 is- --- ---------
'\ 
'------·· 
bankrupt of romantic thought. Thus, MacLeish is one of 
the voices of our1 tirne. Mac Lei sl1 conID1i ts ar1 e rr·or1 ir1 
"The End of tl1e World" by atternpting to represent chaos in the rtgid form of the sonnet. 
.. Item: 4. 
Brunini, John Gilland. "Review of Collected Poems, 1917~· 
~, by A. MacLeish." Catholic World, CLXXXIII (Jan. 1953), 318. 
"Poetry without meaning is not poetry at all but, 
as in much of Mr. MacLeish's work, merely a superb 
exhibition of craftsmanship." Brunini holds MacLeish's 
"forte 11 to be tl1e lyric a11d finds that in the lo1-1ger poems 
"the intellect is too coldly employed." According to 
this critic, MacLeisl1 '' shovJs singL1larly little feeling 
and very few traGeS of recognition that poetry is itself 
an activity of the spiritual man in a supernatural 
universe. '' 
Items: CP52, 2. 
Cargill, Oscar. Intellectual America. 
pp. 176-310. 
~· 
New York, 1941, 
" 
A detailed analysis of MacLeish's poetry based on 
the premise that the poet's best efforts have been in 
the "Decadent Tradition." Cargill expresses the opir1ion 
that M2cLeish's poetry of the Thirties is an unsuccess-ful attempt to break with this tradition. According to Cargill, IVIacLeish' s 1Jrose of the Forties commits him to 
the abandonment of Decadence. This critic doubts that MacLeish can retain excellence in his poetry after denying the tradition that "nurtured and rna tllred" him. The works listed in the item line are cited by Cargill 
to illustrate MacLeish's development away from the Decadent Tradition. 
Items: Con, FR, PSp, LF, Pan, Fall, ARd, 1,2,6,8,14,16,17. 
Carruth, Hayden. "MacLeish's Poetry." The Nation, CLXXVI (1953), 103. 
A review of,Poems: 1917-1952. Criticizes the longer poems unfavorably because of their reliance on 
structures outside of themselves. Carruth finds Conquistador an improvement in this regard but dislikes the "tricks and unnecssary devices." This critic praises 
• 
V. 
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MacLeish's short lyrics and compliments The Trojan Horse as MacLeish i s _. be s __ t ___ '\lers.e---Jl.rama-=.-==--~=--==-:=::-:-:=~=====--:=-- -·-----------=--------- --~ =======:==;::::.:========~==-:: .. _ ---~--__ ----.. -
Ite1ns : Con, CP52, 1, 6., 8, 17, 18, TH. 
\I 
Ciardi, John. "The _;J?oe try of Arc hi bald Mac Lei sh.,, Atlantic Monthly, CXCI, May, 1953, pp. 67-68. 
A review of Poems: 1917-1952. Ciardi describes the collection as a body qf_poetry divided between two opposite theories of poetic responsibility. "Should it [poetry] explore emotions of individual sensation or loss or should it accept the challenge of a specific political assignment?" Ciardi counts as successes the poems of intense personal feelings and as failures the "oratior1s on 1Joli ti cal cau.ses." Ciardi praises the later poen1s, since 1951, as adding ''llp to the most exciting poetic resurgence since Yeats fou.nd l1is late style. 11 Ciardi devotes considerable effor··t to an explanation of MacLeish's technique; see Chapter One of this thesis for a resume. 
Items; Con, FR, TH, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18·. 
. "Haunted by Time." The Nation, ---CL_XXV __ I_I_( 1-9-5 4) ; 15 . 
A review of This Music Crept by Me upon the Waters. Considers the play a successful result of MacLeish's experimentatior1 with poetic line. "Vmat 1natters is that it is poetry, ·rorrned and rhythmically convincing both as a line to be received by an audience and as a formalization of American speech." Ciardi rates MacLeish's line an important advance in modern poetic drama. 
Item: MC. 
-
_Connolly, Francis X. Poetry: Its Power and Wisdom. New York, 1960, pp. 67-69, 233. 
·! 
Cites "Ars Poetica" as example of the need for a progression of thought in a successful poem. Connolly points outthat although the poem says "A poem should not mea11/B\lt be." in itself it follows a concrete line of reasoning. Connolly cites Conquistador as evidence of the continuing "epic impulse" in poetry. 
Items: Con, 2. 
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Cowley, Malcolm. "Muse at the Microphone." New Republic·, XCI (May 1937), 78. .,,.. ·· 
---- ----
~------.,---- ___ ,. __________________ -- ---
·.I 
A review of The Fall of the City. MacLeish is 
only partially successful in transforming private 
speech into public speech. "He [Iv1acLeish] couldn't 
write bad verse, but in this he. has given tis something less inventive, poorer in music and images, than his 
verse at its best.'' 
Item: Fall. 
Cunliffe, Marcus. The Literature of The United States. Baltimore, 1954, pp. 320-321. 
A literary history noting merely that MacLeish was 
one of the writers who spent the 1920's in Europe. Makes 
a generalization that the poet's poems of "social protest" marks a decline from earlier __ works. No treatment 
of MacLeish's works in detail. 
Items: Con, 17. 
Denison, Merrill. "Radio and the Writer." Theatre Arts Monthly, XXII (1938), 365-370. 
An essay discussing the potential of radio as a 
vehicle for verse drama. Fall of the City is cited as 
evidence of the compatability of Radio and verse. Praises the "visual images" evoked during the broadcast 
of the play. 
Item: Fall. 
Deutsch, Babette. This Madern Poetry. New York, 1935, pp. 214-219, 220, 266. 
A survey of modern poets. Makes particular note of MacLeish's indebtness to Pound and Eliot. "What gives this poetry [MacLeish's] power is MacLeish's gift for the significant detail, his feeling for cadence, charg-
# ing the lines with a halted andante music. What gives it sharpness is his unhappy awareness of these times." Miss Deutsch praises the verse technique of Conquistador, but dislikes MacLeish's verse drama; she describes P.anic 
as "incongruous rhetoric." , · 
Items: Con, FR, Pan, 1, 4, 11. 
• Poetry ·rn Our Time. New York, 1952, 
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Also·a survey. The influence of the.other poets on MacLeish is diluted by his us,e of the "additional adjective, the lengthened li11_e, a11d the softr1ess" of -~~~~~~~~~~fitire poemso Miss Deutsch praises the imagery and technique of Conquistador~, but says it lacks nnarrative power" and a central theme. 
·r 
-- - -/'•, 
,I.' • 
f: 
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• 
Items: Con, 16. 
. . 
. "Archibald MacLeish's Achiev.ement: The 
___ P_d_~_t_a_s~A-r~t~ist-··and Citizen." New York. Herald Tribune Book Review, Nov. 23, 1952, p. 5. 
' A review of Poems: 1917-1952. Miss Deutsch finds MacLeish's concern with the role of the poet the theme of most interest in the collection. There are times when the poet must choose between his duty as a citizen and his duty as an artist. From the start, according to this critic, considerations of this problem have been MacLeish's ''vexin·g conce1'ln. '' Cited in support of this analysis are "Ars Poetica," ''Invocation to the Social Muse," and "The Renovated Ternple. '1 Miss Deutsch considers Conqu.istador "the best of MacLeish's long poems," still subject to the reservations she made earlier (see above.) 
" 
'I 
Items: Con, CP52, 2, 3, 16? 
Donnald, Elizabeth. "An Ideal Confidence Reflected by some Contemporary Poets." Furmen Bulletin, XXII, No. 7 (1940), 3-17. 
In this article the development of MacLeish is traced in terms of a transition in poetic mood from despair to hopeo Miss Donnald notes the subjectivrty of the early poems in Poems: 1924-1933, and the objectivity of the later poems on public issues. She cites, for example, "Colloquy For the States" (1939), and "America Was Promises" (1939). _Miss Donnald is in favor of the "transition." 
Items: Con, FR, P33, PSp, 6, 16, 17, ·18. ~ 
Donoghue, D. "Mood Play in Verse: Stevens, Eberhart, an~ MacLeish," in Third Voice. Princ'"eton, N. J., 1959, pp. 193-212. 
A discussion, generally unfavorable,of the "mood play." Donoghue considers this an identifiable genre and Ma·c·Leish' s This Music Crept by Me upon the ivaters -an example of the "negative values 0 of the·genre. Tl)eplay has "no real motive." According to Donoghue, "there ·I ·-1 s no.sign of th~t poise, that ability to entertain 
.~.i' 
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discordant elements and Judgmenti,-~hich is as 
necessary in drama as thought." Donoghue says that 
134 
I 
MacLeish ,reptldia ted tl1e aestl1etic of the mood play in _______ _ 
-·--- ----J.B., _and, therefore, it is more acceptable as drama. See the bibliography for J.B. 
Item: MC . 
Eberhart, Richard. "The Pattern of MacLeish's Poetry."· I 
New York Times Book Review, Nov. 23, 1952, pp. 5, 48. 
-A ~eview of Collected Poems 1917-1952. Eberhart describes tl1e collection as, "a major achievement in 
American letters." This critic defines MacLeish's 
poetic technique as basically the use of two types of 
poetic line. He considers Ma.cLeish' s "plain line" with 
simple, direct, meaning the successful. He finds that MacLeish attempts "mysterious lihes" with pervasive images and subtle shifts of significance; this, he says, 
"is not MacLeish's line. 11 I11 tl1is critic's opinion, 
the second type of line detracts from MacLeish's 
overall qualities. The volumes, as a whole, makes it 
possible to "feel the scope and brunt of the whole man." 
Items: Con, CP52, TH, 6, 7, 17. 
. "' The More I Have Traveled. • • '." 
------N-ew __ Y_o_r_k _ T_i_m-es Book Review, Oct. 10, 1954, p. 14. 
A review of Songs for Eve. According to Eberhart 
these poems represent "innocence in maturity." The poems are lauded for lyricism and versatility. "Each poem is a charm. The whole experience of reading it [the volume] is delightful." 
Item: SE. 
-
Friar, Kirnon. "The Poet of Action." New Republic, CXIV, 
Dec. 15, 1952, p. 19. 
,_ ' . 
A review of Collected Poems 1917-1952. Describes MacLeish as "primarily a poet, a man of passion and 
compassion, a craftsman of integrity." The poems in 
the volume are not invalidated even though they inay 
contradict each other. Friar considers MacLeish at 
his best in the lyrics; he counts as failures the long poems ex\cepti11g "Einstein, n a11d "The Hamlet of A. 
MacLeish." Friar p1~ai·Ses Jche ne1i\1 poems in the 
collection; "all of them show greater mastery of 
condensation and precision of imagery." ~ 
Items: Con, FR, CP52, TH, 6, 7, 11, 16, 17 . 
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Gassner, John. The Theater in Our Times. · New York, 1954, 
.. , . ' pp. 5, 291. 
A brief comment citing The Fall of the Citv and 
Air Raid as example of the potentialities of radio drama. 
Counts the broadcasts of these works a major contribu-
tion by radio to dramatic literature. 
Items: Fall, ARd. 
· Gillmor, Frances. "The Curve of a Continent." New Mexico 
.... _ University Quarterly, IV ( 1934), 114-122. 
A shaping factor in MacLeish's work is the 
"spatial concept." Gillmor defines this factor as "an 
empha.sis 011 tl1e gr~eat spaces of the I\Jortl1 American 
continent stretching west." rr1his critic fi11ds evidence 
of tnis concept in all of MacLeish's major works to 
date (1934). According to this analysis, the spatial 
concept "gives him [ MacLeish J roots in America." In 
his poetry of the early thirties, MacLeish "declares 
his faith in the possibility of free creation and action, 
for the individual, for the nation." 
Items: Con, FR, 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11 • 
. 
G.old Michael, "Out of the Fascist Unconcious." New 
Republic, LXXV (1933), 295-296. I 
An article frequently appearing in MacLeish 
bibliographies. A Communist attack on Frescoes for 
Mr. Rockefeller's City. Based on the Marxist concept 
that arts in general have a political significance, 
this article charges that MacLeish's poetry in this 
group of poems is "mystic nationalism" and the first 
sign of the true "Fascist mind." Considers MacLeish 
lines in "Background with Revolutionaries" anti-semetic 
and anti-intellectual. 
Item: FR. 
Gregory, Horace. "Poets in the Theatre." Poetry, XLVIII 
. (1936), 221-228. 
An unfavorable commentary on Panic. Finds that 
either "theemotion is inflated because the imagery is 
false or ... the imagery is false because the emotion 
is inflated O" MacLeish 1 s preference for open voi11Jels 
blurs the sound and sense of the speeches. "The entire 
play seems to have no other purpo~e than the refrain 
of its final chorU:s -- which makes the assertion that 
man's fate is a drum." 
Item: Pan. 
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, and Mayra Zaturenska. "Archibald 
___ M_a_c_L_e_i_. s_h_a_· n-d~ the 'Invocation to the Social Muse'," in 
~History of· American Poetry,· 1900-1940--;-~----New-York, 
1946, pp. 448-457. . 
\ J 
\ 
Expresses belief that MacLeish's work will 
survive time. MacLeish is compared favorably with 
Hemingway. The value of MacLeish's poetry rests upoh 
a lyrical gift and a phrasing of rhetoric that belong to 
MacLeish alone. Most of this conunentary is devoted to 
describing MacLeish's better known poems. 
Items: Con, P33, PSp, Fall, ARd, 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 14, 
16, 17. 
Hay, Sarah H. "Review of 'Songs for Eve' by A. MacLeish." 
Saturday Review, XXXVII, Dec. 4, 1954, p. 28. 
A highly favorable review. "Archibald MacLeish 
has invested his point of view of the story of the Fall 
with a wonderful freshness and delightJ and given an 
old story a new lucidity and grace, as well as a 
stirring and dramatic aspect." This critic defi11es the 
basic theme of the volume as a sequence of lyrics 
demonstrating that The Fall was to grace rather than 
from it. 
Item: SE. 
Honig, Edwin. "History, Document, and Archibald MacLeish." 
Sewanee Review, XLVIII (1940), 385-396. 
This critic finds MacLeish's work "symptomatic 
of a new shift in sensibility" in modern poetry. This 
shift is a move away from poetry's traditional role 
as interpreter of events to the mere recording of them. 
This the critic defines as poetr·y as document rather 
than history. This critic subscribes to the belief that 
poetry should perform a social or political function. 
Items: Con, FR, PSp, Pan, Fall, ARd, 1, 6, 7, 11. 
Humphries, Rolfe. "The Social Muse Once More." New 
Republic, LXXIII (1933), 347-348. 
A letter to the editor corrimenting on the 
discussion of the role of the poet in social crisis 
which was instigated by MacLeish's, "Invocation to the 
Social Muse." H\lillphries expresses the opinion that 
poets must.attach themselves to that class in society 
.which "has the gift of leisure in its power to bestow." 
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As long as the "master class" is an owning class, "the poets will be bourgeois poets." Therefore it is ----
====~------""'impossible "to synchronize poets and revolution. rr The poet st1p1)orting the establlsl1ed order is tr1e poet 11 of past re\rolutio11." Revolutions of the 1Jresent abolish 
.. ;, 
'·.:· 
the leisute of the present; this leaves, to the. poet 
of r'evol utio11ary leanings, only "the revolution of ""'£he future to set down." 
· ;-, 
.. 
Item: 16. 
. "Arc hi bald MacLeish." Modern Monthly. 
__ V_I_I_I_( __ l ...... 9--34..-.r)-, 2 64- 270, 27 4. 
An attack on MacLeish which charges that the poet's better known works are intentional imitations 
of the poetry of Eliot and Pound. "I do not mean that Mr. MacLeish is influenced by this contemporary, 
or borrows to advantage from that one; I mean much 
more, I mean that he depends on thi$ one or that one for his very existe11ce." Humphries says that vJhile 
normal poetic development is from imitation to 
origionali ty, MacLeish l1as gone "from imi ta tiort~ to more 
extended feats of that art." 
Items: Con, FR, .ill., l· 
Jones, Llewellyn. "Archibald MacLeish: A Modern Meta-physical." English Journal, XXIV (1935), 441-451 .. 
The term metaphysical is applied to MacLeish in the sense that he is "poet of many voices," but, pervading throughout his work is a qual~ty usually identified 
with the metaphysical poetso This article is a defense 
of MacLeish against the attacks of the political left 
which, this critic says, put bounds on the range of poetry. Jones says that MacLeish is a modern poet "yet he has never cut the cord binding his vocabularies to the traditional past." 
Items: Con, FR, ill, 1, 11, 15, Pan. 
Kirstein, Lincoln. "Arms and Men." (1932), 484-492. Hound and Horn, V 
~, 
A favorable review of Conquistador. According to Kirstein, Conquistador "is a rehabilitation of a language, raising new standards in symbols and reassert-ing the idea of l1eroismo" This critic sees a similarity, in MacLeisl1' s work-, to the optornism in Carlyle's Heroes 
and Hero Worship. "In mart, MacLeish.' s religion is the hero's belief in the pos1sibility of a hero." 
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( I Item: Con. 
=:.:..::..::.::====---.:........:::.:__;_::__~========KK~otri--e~rl, ·DEfyt-on·~:----tt·MacL~rf-sn-Effia~e Mooe rn Temper. n Atlantic Quarterly., XXXVIII (1939), 416-426. 
• 
Kohler traces MacLeish's poetic development in terms of t11en1e. He sees a progression from "minor, , derivative themes, like the nostalgia of old loves, early times, other places, the hard lot of the poet in exile, to subjects of great verse, praise of the land and the difficlll t histories of 1nen." This critic outlines two currents of poetic attitude in MacLeish's poetry: "his sense of the past and his deep loyalty and passion for the American land." I(ol1ler believes that MacLeish sees the problem of man's fate depending 
"upon the preservation of a national tradition." 
Items: Con, FR, P33, PS.P, LF, Pan, Fall, ARd, 6, 16, 17. 
Kreymborg, A. "The M:_)on is Dead." Saturday Review bf Literature, X, J2n. 27, 1934, p. 435. Republish'ed in College Omnibus, ed. James D. McCallum, New York, 1936, pp. 308-310. 
A Review of Poems: 1917-1933. According to Kreymborg it swnmarizes the post-war period and the 
"Lost Generation. rf Kreymborg says that MacLeish "won his grovJing au.dience through the mood of l1is poetry: a tragic disdain of life, even of love, of sex; a devotion to deatl1., bone., stone, and all. If In defending MacLeish against the attacks of the "left" this critic says that "we have no rigl1t to demand that an artist attach himself to some new program." In Kreymborg's opinion MacLeish's poetry will "survive contemporary arguments." 
Item: fil. 
Kunitz, S.J. Twentieth'Century Authors. New York, 1942; First Supplement, New York, 1955. 
Pages 622-623 of the 1942 ed. has a brief biography of MacLeish and a short bibliography. The bibliography includes the comments by political writers 
-about MacLeish's appointment as Librarian of Congress; those entries about MacLeish's poetry and drama are 
·included in this thesis. Pages 866-888 of the First Supplement continue MacLeish's biography through his appointment as Boylston professor of rhetoric and oratory at Harvard. Bibliography in the First Supple-ment adds articles appearing between 1944 and 1953 . 
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· · Lash, Kenneth. "Myth and the Conquest of Mexico." New 
Mexico Quarterly Review, XVII (Spring 1947), 38-44. 
······· ···--······ . ···-·· '"" .... ·······- ... . .. ········-·······~· ---=-==~ 
------- Lasl-1 defir1es Myth as "a story of epic proportions 
in which natural and prenatural forces join to symbolize 
the esser1tial realities of n1a.n in his vJorld." l:Jhile 
agreeing that Conquistador has high dignity, a feeling 
for the greatness of man, and insistence upon the 
essential personality of history, Lash argues that 
MacLeish dr)ew upon tr1e mythical conter1t of the story of 
the conquest of Mexico, but failed to add to it as he 
should have. 
Item: Con. 
Lindeman, Edward C. "A· Tribute to MacLeish." New Republic, 
CII (1940), 213. 
A note complimenting the view expressed by MacLeish 
in "America Was Promises." Ac cording to Lindeman, "if 
there is to be a New Republic and a free nation with 
hwnani s ti·c promises tiAJen ty-fi ve years frorn nov.J, it wi 11 
be because the voice of MacLeish has been heard and acted 
upon." The intellectuals of the land ''must gi·ve heed to 
MacLeish the pe,et statesman" if the country is to be 
saved from barbarity. 
Item: 17. 
Loggins, Vernon. I Hear -America. New York, 1937, pp. 328-
330. 
A survey of modern poetry. Loggins finds MacLeish 
most interesting as an experimenter. "His verse illus-
trates a happy synthesis of the theories of Pound and 
Eliot.u Loggins says that MacLeish represents a " 
compromise, "for he wishes to be read by more than the 
intellectual few." 
Items: Con, FR, Pan, Fall. 
Mc Callum, James D. ed. "The Revised College Omnibus: Shorter 
Edition. New York, 1940, pp. 1047ff., 1254-1257. 
An anthology of modern writings. On pages 1047ff. 
McCallum presents Air Raid in its entirety. It is proof, 
he ~ays, tl1at radio drama "can treat of the actual, the 
present, the easily possible, forcefully, convincingly,~ 
and poetically." Pages 1254-12d7 treat MacLeish's 
poetry; reproduced in ·full _are 'Memorial Rai1;1," and "You,· 
, 
, .. , 
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Andrew Marvell." According to his remarks introducing 
these poems, Mccallum finds MacLeish a member of ttthe 
---~__.,,,_"'-= _________ gen.e.rat .. i.on._.that .. -... ha~.s. :revj .. ved the past ir1 -l·i-teraturie-,-----------
[ but] he is co11ten11Jora1·y ir1 mood a11d rnanner.". Par1ic is 
.. 
I 'I 
,, 
' 
~·:· cited as '! a play vvl1ich shovJs MacLeisl1 u11able to accept 
any of the current panaceas, but sensitively expressing 
the cl1aotic spirit of his day." 
Items: P33, Pan, ARd, 1, 8. 
· Mizener, Arthur. "The Poetry of Archibald MacLeish. u 
Sewanee Review, XLIV (1938), 501-19. 
MacLeish's career has the appearance of being a 
series of unconnected allegiances. Mizener finds,a 
continuity in MacLeish's poetry despite this variance in 
ideas. In all of the poet's work, to 1938, this critic 
finds that there has been in MacLeish continuous, though 
developing, fundamental feelings expresse~ by two con-
sistently appearing symbols: World War I and America. 
While the early personal view of these t1,\T0 symbols 
contrasts with the later pllblic poerns, "there is c1ever 
any sl1arrj break" in the developrnent of Iv1ac1eisl1' s 
sensibility. Mizener, in 1938, says the development is 
not complete, but pnedicts a major poem expressing the 
present attitude towards the two syrnu01s. 
Items: P33, FR, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11. 
Monroe, Harriet. "Archibald MacLeish," in Poets and Their 
Art. · New York, 1932, pp. 114-119. 
Survey of modern poets. A brief biography of 
MacLeish's early years with brief descriptions of 
MacLeish's major works up to and including Conquistador. 
Does not contain evaluation or critical comment. 
Item: Con, 1, 5. 
O'Connor, William Van. Sense and Sensibility in Modern Poetry. 
New York, 1948; 2nd ed. New York 1963, pp. 2e-29, 1e5-
188. 
An attack on the "waste land school of poetry." 
O'Connor charges MacLeish's poetry with a lack of tension, 
"a fail.ure to reconci·le 01:posites." O'Connor agrees with 
Hwnphries's charge of imitation (see above), and Zabel's 
similar attack (see below). See chapter one of this 
thesis . 
Item : Con, ARd, 7, 8, 15 . 
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Po~1ell, Charl~.-s. "The P<?e~.ry of 1933." The Manchester Guardian Weekly Supplement, XXIX, December 8, 1933, p. 9. 
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Slum11ary of 11evJ IJoetry for the yea.r. iTo criticism 
of note. Cong,uistador is "notable botl1 fo11 its quality, 
which should confirm in this country [England] his [MacLeish] high reputation in the United States, and for 1·t s form. " 
Item: Con. 
Rodman, Seldon. "The Social Muse Once More." New Re12.ublic, LXXIII, (1933), 347. 
A corrunent in the discussion of the artist's role in 
society centering on MacLeish's "Invocation to the Social Muse." Rodman says that MacLeish's poem "illustrates the dilemma of the ai-·tist who still mair1tai11s the defense of 
'art for Arts sake' but at the same time has too much intellectual ho11esty to accept American capitalism." According to this critic, the poem states exactly what the present (1933) generation must face. Rodman raises the question of the presence of fit subject matter for the artist in capitalistic society. 
Item: 16. 
' \ 
. "Two Poetic Voices of Our Time." New York 
-----=T~im--e-s.Book Review, No. 22, 1953, pp. 5, 38. 
An unfavorable review of This Music Cre~t by .Me Upon the Waters. Rodman finds the dialoguenothing footloose conversation." This critic feels the play is far short of MacLeish's capabilities. The text indicates to Rodman th.at vvhile poets "l1ave been coining ou.t of their 
closetd MacLeish, in the process of disengaging himself from public life and oratory w~iting, has retreated into 
a rather narrow room of hls own." 
Item: MC 
::, '"t _,,. •t, Rosenberg, Harold. "The God in the Car." Poetry, LII (1938), 334-342. 
' 
Part of the discussion on a poet's role in society. This article is f'requentl~,r listed ln reference to M8cLeish. It vvas written in repl~r to an essa~r by MacLeish.,. "In Challe11ge 11ot Defense, r1 tvhich appeared i11 the sar.r-ie v.oJ ume of Poetry a.nd which is included in the collection, A Time to Speak. Boston~ 1940. MacLeish's position that the poet must not espouse a part4cular 1political or sociologi-
cal line, but rather ideals, was attacked. by Rosenberg as 
unreaJistic in the world of the present (1930's) and not in accord with the traditional role of the poet. 
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Rosenfeld, P.. "Union Pacific," in Di.scoveries of a Music 
Critic. New York, 1936, pp. 346-349. ,. 
=-------------------------·-···-··--------·····----···----·--··············-- ................ ,------·--·····-----·-------···-------------·-------------------------- . in. -,:,'' ---------------·-- --- .. ---·----------~------------------··--------------~-....-!4~::,, .__ 
1.... • . "-@ 
A con1me11t on tl1e ballet Union Pa.cific dealing 
mainly with the musical score and the choreography. In 
general, Rosenfeld feels the ballet does not measure up 
to the his to1'lical event it treat$ of; it is, "'·11e says, 
"incon1plete and at mornents tri via.l. u MacLeisl1 failed to 
produce a libretto "that would have permitted the 
composer to represent the creative event." 
Item: Union Pacific'. 
Salomon, I. L. 
MacLeish . " 
"Review of Collected Poems, 1917-1952 by A. 
Saturday Review, XXJ;V, Dec. 27, 1952, p. 18. 
'---.. -
Highly favorable. MacLeish's newer lyrics ''are 
achievements that only a sensitive imagination could 
create." The lyrics and narrative poems testify that the 
poet "11as realized l1is potentialities as a n1atu.re artist." 
Salomon says that MacLeish's most exciting radio play was 
The Fall of the City and it should have been included in 
the collection. 
Items: Con, 5, 6, 18. 
Schappes, Morris U. "The Direction of A. MacLeish." Sympo-
sium, III (1932), 476-494. 
A survey of the subject matter of MacLeish's poetry 
and prose up to and including Conquistador. Schappes 
charges that MacLeish avoids real poetic problems dealing 
with rna.tters "vJithout the IJossibility o1~ immediate con-
seq ll e 11 c e s . " Ac c o r1c1 i c1 g t o Sc ha IJ IJ e s , Mac L i s r1 rn Ll s t orient 
himself to a swiftly changing world. If he does this he 
will 1Jecome "a rnajor IJOet s1Jeaki11g vividly to his ger1era-
tion. If he continues to evade arid to rzive a11s~1ers 
-.._; 
without meaning, we shall for the sake of his technical 
power, continue to watch him as he dances through phantom 
doors." 
Items: Con, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Sickles, Eleanor M. "Arc hi bald MacLeish and American Democracy." 
~- American Literature? XV (1943), 223-227. 
A study of MadLeish's prose and poetry demonstrating, 
· that MacLeish's position favoring the active anti-fascist 
view of artists, at the onset of World War II, is a 
,, 
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logical outcome of his poetic development. Sickles finds 
three things expressed consistently by MacLeish which she 
-·-----__ -----· =================..:====---c--i-a±ms·- --are-----11-is -- -be 1--ie .. f-s- -:- -- ... -'-'--t-he----d.i.gr1i t.y. of t h.e i r1 d 1 \'id \lc~tl.1 ___ _ 
. the reality of nonmaterial values, and the importance .of 
the e)cpression of tl1ese things ir1 ,Hord s." Cri t-i cal 
• • I 
charges of intellectual shifting by MacLeish are ansL,Jered 
bj this critic as the changing application of these beliefs 
in a poet developing and maturing during a time of immense 
change in the world. His call for poetic support of the 
anti-fascists is not a reversal of 11.is belief tl1at tr1e' 
artist is responsible to the society for the maintainance 
"of the ihtegriity of the word." It is; under the circum-
stances of World War II, a logical application, according 
to this critic. 
Items: Con, FR, PSp, LF, Fall, 1, 2, 6, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18. 
Southworth, James G. "Arc hi bald MacLeish,"· in Some Modern 
Oxford, 1950, pp. 122-134. American Poets. 
MacLeish most insistent subject is political, "but he 
is not political in the party sense of the word, but in 
its larger connotation of the problem of man's relation to 
society." At;cording to Southvvorth, r~acLeisl1 is at his 
best as a political poet. rrThe dictior1, imagery, and ./ 
. verse-patterns of this early. work have little originality; 
at best they reveal a sensitive ear." Conq_uista.dor is 
overpraised, and needlessly obscure. The attempt to 
capture the qualities of American speech in Panic were 
unsuccessflll. "V:Jhat r1e actually achieved v1as tl1e type of 
bastard speech-rythms that our ears are deluged with when 
we turn on the r-adio." Soutl1vjorth devotes rnost of tr1is 
chapter of his book to explaining the various techniques 
used by MacLeish in his better known poems and why he, 
Southworth, is not satisfied with the result. 
Items : Con, fil, LF, Pan, Fal 1, A Rd:, --1~ ___ 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9 ' 10 ' 11 ' 13 ' 14 ' 16' 1 7 . -
Spiller, Robert E. et. al. eds. Literar* History of the 
United States. 3 vols. Neil York, 19 8. ls.t supplement, 
. -A 
New York, 1953 . 
Volume II, 1948 ed. has brief description of MacLeish 
as the "middleman" between "the experimenters and the 
general 1Jublic." Volume III, page 636., l1c1s a short biblio-
grapl1y of critical conunent. Addi tio11al bi bliogr~aphical 
material is to be found on pages 162-163 of the 1st 
supplement. 
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Tate, Allen~ ~~'MacLeish's ' Conquistador, '" in Reactionary 
p · - Essays .on Poetry and Ideas. New York, 1936, pp., ~0·2·-
==-=--=--==-====::::::=::::::::::::===:::;:::;;:===·=-==--==c~()-9,c:_c~,cccc;_~-;;ReJ3-Ub-~,-i-·S¥lee•- --~i-fic._:c .. Qrf--4;he----bi-tn-1-t-s-----{)·f.--PBe-t-ry--.·-· ·-----Ne-w------¥·g----p--iki---.. ~,- -· --- -·-··-· 
1948, pp. 365-370 
Complimen·ts the "sustained tone" of the poem. "There 
is not one moment of action rendered objectivelyin the 
entire poem. There is constantly and solelj the pattern 
ef sensation that surrounded the moment of action--the 
fringe of physical shock and awareness that survive in 
memory. The technique of rendering this special quality 
of memory is MacLeish's contribtJ.tion to poetic style." 
Tate cites the lack of a systematic philosophy in the 
poem as its only drawback, but this, he says, is under-
standable in an age that has no definable philosophy. 
MacLeish's philosophy in this poem is personal and 
unstated and, according to Tate, is expressed "in a 
sentimental view of experience." 
Item: Con. 
Taylor, W. F. "The Story of American Letters. Chicago, 1936, 
Rev. ed. New York, 1956. 
The 1936 edition is useful for its bibliography of 
early criticism of MacLeish; see page 654. Taylor's 
views of MacLeish are in the revised edition, pages 424-427. According to this critic, a main motivatingfurce 
in MacLeisl1' s t··Jork: 11 l1as bee11 the 1.Joet' s avJareness of a 
vEis~---. in1perso11al cos1nos incliffere11t or even l1ostile to the 
uniqueness of man." r,L=.)tes i11flu.e11ces of Potu1d., Eliot, and 
Sir James Frazer's The Golde11 Bough in IViacLeish 1s ear1ly 
poetry. Taylor discusses the subject matter of M~cLeish's 
be t t er 1{ n o VJ 11 v'J or l{ s 11 o t i n g ~1Ia c Le i s h ' s " s e n s i t -i v en e s s t o 
changes in the currents of literary interest. With 
chameleo11-lil{e a.daptabi li ty he I1c1cl taker1 011 tl-1e coloring 
of the vagtlely lost attittldes of' the r1ir1eteentvJer1ties, 
the resugent nativism and the social awareness of the 
early thirties, and the anti-fascist attitudes in whose 
service l1e had becon1e a nationally l{11ot·.111 figLll/)e. 11 The 
best of MacLeish's poetry, says Taylor, is to be found in 
some lyrics and in brief lyrical passages in the longer 
works. 
Items: Con, FR, Fall, 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17. 
Thorp, Willard. American Writing in the Twentieth Century, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1960, pp. 223-224. 
Brief description of MacLeish's public poems of the 
1930's. No criticism or interpretation of meaning. 
Items: FR, PSp, 16. 
' 
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Untermeyer, L. "Archibald MacLeish," in Lives of the p·oets. New York, 1959, pp. 707-709. 
- -·· --·-- ·- -- -----·-- -- ----------· ---- -- -
--- ---- ----- --- -----
Brief biograpl1y of MacLeish. "Even his most 
unsparing critics have been willing to admit that MacLeisl1· is a 1nore than ordinary gifted craftsman." Says that critics agree that MacL~ish is best in his lyrics. Untermeyer presents II Tl1e End of the World" in full, introducing it as "the quietly terrifying sonnet.n Makes 
no criticism at length. 
Van Ghent, Dorothy. "The Poetry of Archibald MacLeish." Science and Society, II (1938), 500-511. 
' 
A survey of MacLeish's poetry purporting to demon-
strate a poetic development from "a gilded Platonic 
essence to hun1an crea tL1res and con temporary situations." Symptomatic of MacLeis11' s ea1~11est vvork is "a restless questior1ing of tl1e l)lace of man in the world O" In the 
earliest 1rvorks n1an vJas Sllbject to an "indecipherable 
will.'' l\fi th CongLlistador and Frescoes for IV1r. Rockefeller's City, MacLeish began to show a social consciousness although the men in his poems were still subject to an anonymous force. Land of the Free indicates that MacLeish has come to replace Fate and metaphysics with people. In this 
more 11 r1Lunanized 11 poetry, this critic says, P~acLeish no longer deals wi tl1 "hu.rnan experience in the sense of passive 
suffering, ... but volitional human activity." 
Items: Con, FR, P33, PSp, Pan, Fall, 6, 7, 9, 12. 
Wade, Mason. "The Anabasis of A. MacLeish," 
CCXLIII (1937), 330-343. North American 
( 
Review, 
A discussion of MacLeish's major poems with emphasis 
on verse technique. Wade contends that MacLeish's poetry 
cannot be ar1alyzed by "tl1e hairs1Jli tting'' techniq11es of 
modern cr1iticism. "One n1llst talk arou.nd the point until the poir1t becornes clear by e1irni11a tior1. !t MacLeish is 
"a master of v1ords. n ltJade says that ~1acLeisr1 has 11 a 
singular ability to get at the roots of language and to bring otJ.t tl1e essential 1neaning." MacLeisl'1 is lJ1,-i_nging 
out the 1~i chness in ~·Jords tr1E1.t has beer1 dLilled bv common 
.~..p" l.,.i i '. usage. According to·wade, the development of MacLeish's 
style is a r·esL1lt 01,_, his desire to "overcome the lack of 
commtu1-i cation beti~1een man a11d the r·est of creatio11." 
Tl1is desir1 ~ is to be f0Ll11d "all throtlgr1 MacLeish's poetry·." MacLeisl1's first "1~eally good poen1 is 1 The Hamlet of A. MacLeish.'" Conquis tad.01') is a technical triumph. 
·~ Items: Con, PSp, LF, Pan, 6, 8, 11, 13, 16. 
.... '···-···-·---·----
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Wagener, Sieg.fried. "The First American Ballet." Ano~. 
trans., Living Age, CCCXLVIII (1935), 87-88. 
A comme11t upon Un-ion F)a.cific by a~ Eu;opean obse~ver 
of a Philiadelphia production of the Ballet. Wagener 
finds it "brilliant" and draJna tic. The work is of n1aj or 
importa11ce because, 11 for the· first time, a •purely Arnerican 
theme has been thought out and presented in choreographic 
form and set to music." 
Item: Union Pacific. 
7 Waggoner, Hyatt .. \Howe. "Archibald MacLeish and the Aspect 
of Eternity." College English, IV (1943), 402-412. 
An examination into MacLeish's poetic sensibility 
predicated on the theory that the poet's main concern 
has been the place of man ahd his mind in nature. This 
concern results, according to this critic, from the 
realization that the pre - World War I concepts of the 
universe had been destroyed by the scientific discoveries 
of the nineteen twenties. In particularJ Waggoner believes 
that the Einstein theory of rela.tivit~r, and its rneaning 
for man, have led MacLeish to search for a poetic image 
which will conjoin the finite and infinite. This article 
is reported on in detail in chapter two of this thesis. 
Items: Con, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 17. 
. "A.rchibald MacLeish: The Undigested Mystery," 
----~1-n---T~he Heel of Elohim. Norman Okla., 1950, pp. 133-154. 
Essentially the same view as expressed in the pre-
viously cited article. In this later analysis, Waggoner 
is dissatisfied with MacLeish's failure to find a poetic 
image. In the earlier article he praised MacLeish's 
statements of man's new position, relative to his new 
knowledge. But in this co~nentary Waggoner says that a 
statement is not enough, the poet should formulate some~ 
thing to replace that which has been destroyed. This 
analysis is reported on in chapter two ·or this thesis. 
Items: Con, P33, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15. 
Walton, Edna,·Lou. "Archibald MacLeish.··" The Nation, 
CXXXVIII (1934), 48-49 • 
• 
... _.... ·, 
A discussion of 
places 
lyric~ 
much emphasis 
This critics 
" . 
MacLeish's technique. Miss Walton 
on MacLeish's success with the 
finds that MacLeish employs two 
·-
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elements of English poetry separately and effectively: 
>'•-·-------------•·.--~-. ·- 4"••. • _ _. ~ ·- - --- • -·- -· 
rhyme, rhythm, rich or exotic imagery, influences which 
make up tl1e elen1er1t stenuning from the Roma11ce languages, 
and abrupt rhythm, clipped speech, action, and realistic 
imagery, influences making up the Anglo-Saxon element. 
The stro11gest lJassion in MacLeish "is a ser1se of 
irrevocable loss." MacLeish speaks for his generation~ 
,- -' 
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Items: Con, P33, 6. 
Warren, Robert Penn. "Twelve Poets." American Review, III 
(1934), 212-218. 
A review of Poems: 1924-1933. This critic finds 
that although MacLeish shows an increasing flexibility 
in technique, an imprecision of theme persists from the 
early lyrics through Conquistador. MacLeish's lyrics 
are a r)ecor·d of stimuli resu.l ting i11 "mere rnood." The 
poet shows no power to dominate the stimuli that have 
affected him. He cataloges them in conjunction with a 
single question. Warren finds a similarity in MacLeish 
to Wordsworth. 
Items: Con, FR, P33, 6. 
Whittemore, Reed. "MacLeish and Democratic Pastoral." 
Sewanee Review, LXI (1953), 700-709. 
A discussion of Collected Poems, 1917-1952 which 
reviews his poetry in order to demonstrate that he can 
be designated a 11 covert pastoral" poet. Acco1~c1ing to-
Whi tternore, MacLeish has beer1 rnost att1~acted to '··irnages 
from natu.re. '1 And the therne dorni11ating all r1·i s phases 
appeared to be essentially pastoral: life is richest 
and best in its elen1ental forms." Sarne of MacLeish's 
verse might be described as 11 Hair-on-the-chest Pastoral 
or Democratic Pastoral." 
Items: CP52, 3, 4, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17. 
Wilson, Edmund. "The Omelet of A. MacLeish." New Yorker, 
XXXIV, Jan. 14, 1939, cp. 23-24. 
,- -- A "profile" of MacLeish is presented in a poem in 
the form of "The Hamlet of A. MacLeish." The poem 
alludes to the early influences of Pound and Eliot, 
some of ~he more well known lyrics, and the public 
. poems of the Thirties. 
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Wilson, Edmund. "Archibald Mac.Lei sh and the Word," · 1n Classics 
and Comm~rcials: A Literary Chronicle of the Forties. 
- " New York,- 1950, pp. 3-9. ·,~··· 
A discussion of MacLeish's view on the role of the poet in society as expressed in several essays during 
- the Thirties (see A Time to Speak. Boston, 1940). In particular, \'Jilson attacks IV1acLeisvil1' s statements to the 
ef.fect that tl1e poet must defer1d "the i11tegrity of the 
word." Accord-, ng to l'l/ilson., l\1acLeish' s IJOsi tion., if 
actually put into practice, would mean the acceptance of propaganda, good or bad, simply because it consists of 
words. Writers not reacting to propaganda would be like 
' bankers considering it againS\t tl1eir interests to notify 
authorities tr1a t c or1ter·fei t nio11ey v1as in circulation. 
"Words, for MacLeish, are a1)parently ends in themselves --
not a techniqu_e for understanding." 
Winters, Yvor. In Defense of Reason. Denver, 1951, pp. 22, 134, 572. 
A survey of modern poetry. MacLeish is included in 
several attacks on free-verse poets. "The rather limp 
versification of Mr. Eliot and Mr. MacLeish is insepar-
able from the spiritual limpness that one feels behind the poems . " 
./ Witham, W. T. "Archibald ·MacLeish," in Panorama of American Literature. New York, 1947, pp. 302-304. 
A very brief biography of MacLeish with no critical 
comment. 
Zabel, Morton D. "The Cinema of Hamlet." Poetry, XLIV (1934), 150-159. Republished in Literary Opinion in America. 
ed. M. D. Zabel, 1937, pp. 415-426. 
A study of the poems that appear in Poems: 1924-1933 centering on the lack 9f resolution in the develop-
ment of MacLeish as a poet. Zabel contends that MacLeish is wrong to atternpt to tur11 his ser1sibili ty 2r1d sir1cer·i ty to external matters and depersonalize the human conscious-
n es s of t 11 e rn . Z ab e l ad rni t s t l1 at t 11 i s cl e I--' e rl s o r1 a 1 i z c1 ti o 11 ... can be a c c o 1n p 1 i s he d ) but c o 11 t e r1 cl s t l-1 at vJ he 11 fvJ 2~ c Le i s 11 l1 as 
attempted it, he has failed to produce his best poetry by succeeding and has produced great poetry when he failed 
Items: Con, FR, .DJ_, 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13. 
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Zabel, · Morton D. "The Poet on Gapi tol Hill." · Partisan 
Review, VIII (1941), pp. 2-19, 128-145. 
-
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This ar·ticle r·eviev-Js the lJLlblic life of MacL.eish 
·and is a study of his essays concerning the role of the 
intellectual in public affairs. Zabel ~vas prompted to_ 
· writ~ thi~ arti6le by MacLeish's appointment as Libraiian 
of Congress. In this article Zabel cites MacLeish's prose 
articles to demonstrate vacillation on major issues in 
America prior to the appointment. He denies consistency 
-in· MacLeish's essays as regards poetry's role~ lie ( see 
chapter one of this thesis) charges MacLeish's poetry 
.. · with derivation from the same poets MacLeish (in 1939) 
consigned to the pre-war period because they were not 
products of the human and political r1ecessi ties of the 
present trJorld. He also charges that MacLeish's "1Jublic 
poems" a1~e .ir1consis tent with the poets own prose pro-
nouncements on poetry. 
Item: 16. 
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Atki~ son, Brooks. "Archibald MacLeish's ·New Play 'J. B. ' " 
New York Times, -April 24, 1958, p. 37. 
A review of the·Yale production of J. B .. MacLeish 
has managed to bring a religious theme into a worldly 
environment equivalent to that of the BJok of Job. 
uMacLeis-h has· a tende11cy to begin some of his sce11es in 
the midd1e." Atkinson finds much of the writing 1Jungent. 
""In its acceptance of the horrors of our century,- i11 
compassion for the characters," it is a stirring work. 
Mr. MacLeish "has written a play worthy of his time." 
Berrigan, Dani~l. "Job in Suburbia." America, Oct. 4, 1958, 
pp. 12-13. 
The speeches in the play are wordy or borrowed. 
From this failure there rises a l,ack of dramatic fierce-
ness. J.B. should be marked by depth of character but 
is not. J. B.D is simply an overdrawn Main Street type. 
The height and breadth of the Job theme are foreign to 
MacLeish's play. The debate is mishandled. 
Bond, Charles, M. "J. B. is Not Job." Bucknell Review, IX (1961), 272-280. 
J. B. is not a moder~ Job; it is a caricature of 
Job. The problem of evil is raised partly by the fact 
of Job's goodness and integrity; MacLeish does not come 
to grips with this phase. In J. B., one finds no idea 
of God tl1at calls for reverence on tl1e part of men. 
MacLeish's view of the world is not that of the author 
of the Bool<: of Job. In J. B. one does not see tl1at God 
cared a botlt l1is erect tio11, J"ob, and took the ir1i tia ti ve 
to come to him. MacLeish does not show that the problem 
of evil was not solved, but that it was overcome. 
MacLeisl1 fails to see that human love must be grounded 
in a higher and holier love. 
Brustein, Robert. ''The Theatre of Middle Seriousness." 
.•.. 
Harper's, March, 1959, pp. 56-63 . 
. The pithy language MacLeish borrowed from the Bible 
only underscores the weakness of his own. He has taken 
the magnificent English of the original masterpiece and 
lessened its clarity and emotional impact. God and Satan 
in modern role fail to illuminate the action. The play 
.. 
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shudders betwe~n some statement on man's relationship to 
God ahd some social statement about the horrors of the 
modern world; but neither statement is ever made. The 
resolution in hwnan love leaves the work to e.nd incon-
sequentia~y. . 
. ' 
Casper, Leonard. "The Godrnask of MacLeish." Drama Critique, 
. I (Nov. 1958), 11-12. 
MacLeish's choice of a circus as a setting is too 
much a cliche. His devices for reconstructing the time-
less now are defective. There is little characterization. 
The context of credibility is negligible. , The language is 
so reduced in function that tricks of alliteration and a 
few metaphors serve the plays progress. J. B,'s stoic 
faith seems less inner assurance than conditioned reflex. 
J. B. 's character is ambiguous. Zuss and Nickle's 
explication in sce11e 10 contradicts the human spirit that 
MacLeish apparently corrunends. 
Christiansen, Parley A. "J.B. the-"Critics and Me." WHR, 
X.V (1961), 111-126. 
A reaction against critical attacks on the play which 
q are _based on theological grounds. The religious objections 
lose their validity and relevance in the light of the 
author's intention. J. B. was intended to be a tragedy. 
Tragedy has alvJays :)een a challenge to the clairns of 
religion. ~he ending is organic to the play as a whole. 
'' J. B. shows us hovJ through terrible affliction a. theist 
becomes a·humanist, how a man loses his God in an inexpli-
cable u.niverse a11d in so doing fir1ds himself." Tl1e love 
. J 
of J. B. and Sarah is as deep and profound ··as the reader 
has capacity to make ~t . 
Ciardi, John. "The Birth or'\. Classic." Saturday Review, 
XLII, March 8, 1958, pp. 11-12, 48. 
• 
A revievJ of tl1e published version. "MacLeish's 
great technical achievement is in his forgin~ of a true 
poetic stage line for our tirnes. 11 It ansv1ers the four 
basic requirements: it has range, it has recognizability 
as a line of poetry, it is a unit of the spoken language, 
and l1as a pa.ce that worl{s in the theatre. 11 I'Jo o:r1e else 
has managed such a line in our time. 'J.B.' is~ great 
dra1natization of the hu~n1a11 r:,osition ... " The 1~oetry 
and the drama are organically one. MacLeish has been 
equal to his great theme. Job asked for Justice and was 
answered vJi tl1 size.. Job tri wnphs in understand ir1g that 
• ! 
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he needs no forgiveness. The final position is "Man-
centered" humanism. His handling of the two commentators 
giv~s unique dimenstion to the theme. J.B. adds a 
dimension to the accomplishment of American literature. 
. "J. B. Revisited." Saturday Review, XLIII 
~~-Ja-n-.-5, 1960, p~. 39, 55. 
Second thoughts on the play after hearing a recorded 
version of the script used· ir1 the Kazan production. "The 
speeches inserted) ,·for J. Bo towards the end . . . suggest 
a slightly u.neasy effort to clarify JO Bo's final position."· 
From the point when God speaks to Jo Bo, the action runs 
down. The assertion at the end that we must love and 
have courage is not enough. The self-realization of J. B. 
is not convincing enough to resolve firmly the question 
the play dramatizes. The intention of MacLeish's con-
ception of J. B.'s God is unclear. 
D'Arcy, Martin C. "'J. B.', Wrong Answer to the Problem .of 
Evil," Catholic World, CLXL (Nov., 1960), pp. 81-85. 
In the solution MacLeish offers to the problem of 
evil, no reference ~s made to immortality nor to the 
Christian Cross. In ignoring the first he is preparing 
for inevitable defeat. MacLeish takes a harsh view of 
God's representatives. "I-Ie does not belie,ve that 
tjep;pgoams can have any regard for what he points out 
to be the most human featu1·e in the story of Job." 
MacLeish appears to mean that it is useless to call upon 
divine justice or love, but there remains human love and 
that is enough." The point he rnakes is not valid or 
important; he reads into the story of Job something that 
is n:ot there. In the "crucial se11tence of the Play: 
'He does not love. He is. But v,1e do. That's the v1onder, 1 " 
MacLeish rejects the knowledge "tl1at the Lord of Ju.stice 
and Goodness is truly master in the 1J11orld" as well as 
the Christian vievJ tl1a t tl1e triusnph of love can be seen 
in immortality and in the Cross. The ·play' s answer 
holds out no hope·for the future. 
Donoghue, D. ''Mood Play in Verse," in Third Voice. 
Princeton, New Jersey, 1959, pp. 193-212. 
' An examination of the genre of the mood play as 
written by MacLeish and others. Donoghue reaches the· 
conclusion that J.~. is not a mood play. J.B. returns 
to the Aristotelian version of drama or at least its 
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terms. J. B.- operates in terms of sharply opposed moral 
perspectives. MacLeish's diction is satisfying within 
the limits of decorum; his verse is honest. "Ther'e is a 
fine propriety in the scenic element in Mr. MacLeish's 
play." 
Downer, A. S. Recent American Drama. Minneapolis, 1961, 
pp. 9, 11-13. 
The instance of J.B. is typical of the artistic 
dictator, stage director, who molds both script and 
individual producing talents to his own image of a 
theatrical experience. Kazan reshaped J. B.; the result 
was visually and emotionally stimulating but far from 
the symbolic morality of the original play as produced 
at Yale. Kazan's rroduction swallows the play. While 
the author intended to celebrate the dignity of the 
human spirit, the Broadway audience's experience was at 
the level of Hurricare Hutch and Pearl vJhi te. 
Driver, Tom F. "Clean Miss." Christian Century, LXXV, ( 1958), 692-693. 
The use of the two old ham actors is an extremely 
workable conception and succeeds in making God and Satan 
acceptable to the imagination. ~n the Book of Job there 
is no context of social or historical action for Job's 
suffering; therefore, the interest ls in the colloquies 
which raise the question of God's justice. MacLeish 
spends half the play on J. B. 'sills, which he cannot 
succeed in rncll{ing dramatic because "they are 11ot tied 
in \rvitl--1 the meat of tl1e story:' At the end MacLeish 
seems to feel that God and Satan are beside the point 
and he shifts interest to J. B. MacLeisr1 jW11.ps dov,.Jn from 
the religiollS plar.1e to the l1wna11istic. The hurnanistic 
conclusions do not follotr.J fron1 the religious }Jrernises. 
This is a dramatic as well as a logical fault. The 
poetry is ill-suited to the ear. (This review is based 
on the 1958-Yale production of the play.) 
. "Notable, Regrettable." Christian Century, 
-----.;-.x-xv----r (1959), pp. 21-22. 
A review of the Kazan production. The effect of 
the changes in the play makes it even clearer that the 
poet wishes the audience to realize that J~ B.'s inner 
strength is the source of recovery. This makes nonsense 
of the earlier climax when God speaks to J.B. out of 
the whirlwind and J.B. repents. As a play of ideas it 
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is refreshing. "But to the extent ·--tha t its ideas are 
in confusion it must be adjudged unsuccessful." The 
play is i~1eak drama.tically but very ·st1 .. ong theatr.ically. 
The verse is certai.r1ly right for the ear .in the theatre 
when prop~rly spoken. 
Dunkel, Wilbu.r D-. "Theoiogy in the Theatre." Theology. 
Today, XVI ( April 1959), 65-69. 
Dunkel considers· the I<azan production a dilution of 
MacLeish' ,s original play. The non-Christian will enjoy 
the play as produced, but the Chtistian thinker may 
, question it.s validity." The Kazan proc]uctioc1 "1Jc=1sses 
over sir1 and stresses tl1e ho1')rible details of catastrophe." 
J. B. is a case wherein the producer has twisted the work 
of art to make a religious play non-religious for box-
office appeal. "In the pl?:<5du.ction, J. B. 's IJerception of 
the significa_nce of the Voice becomes lost in the satire 
upon the comforters ... one of the most magnificent 
featu.res of ti1e text becomes diffu.sed in ... theatri-
cality. 11 The production lacl{s revere11ce for tl1e i11sights 
and overtones of Job and also of MacLeish's original text. 
The early premises of the work are not fulfilled. The 
poet dro1Js tr-1e triumph of Job into a casual acceptance 
of necessity. 
Fitts, Dudley. "Afflictions of a New Job." New York 
Times Book Review, March 23, 1958, p. 3. 
A laudatory review. "A passionate work, composed 
with great art; a phi 1 osophi cal poem, '' says Fitts. The 
concll1sion is "mystically right and dramatically no 
more i1nfJrobable than that llpon v,1hich it is modeled." 
Fitts calls the antiqu~ gags, the obvious symbols, and 
.the occasional irruption of echoes of -'' Sweer1ey 
Agonistes" trivial defects. 
Gassner, John. Theatre at the Crossroads. New York, 
1960, pp. 298-305. ·~ _ 
Gassner makes an issue of the fact that J.B. is a 
case where the university theatre production was the 
predecessor to a Broadway production. He uses the 
comparison of the two productions (Yale and Broadway) 
to illustrate the different natures of the two types 
of prodt1ction. "The . . . principle follovJed by 
Broadway productions is that nothing should stand be-
tween the audience and the action and drive. For this 
reason the successive calamities of J.B. were merged 
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with considerable telescoping of the time element." 
The struggle between God and Devil, ra the·r than ~hat 
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about tl1e redt1ctio11 of tl1e Job story to conm1onplaces, 
and protests against minification are not, says Gassner)., 11 elevant ir1 the tr1eatr·e. MacLeisr1 llses rninifi-
cation "jLtstifiably in trea.ting the con1forte1·s as modern prate rs of . . . doc t ri11e s . " J. B. is ac1ec1l1a te f·or the intentions of the authoi. In the context of the 
theatre, the author's religious philosophy is simply 
an i11tegral part of the actions and e1notio11s ·of the 
characters. Much of the literary criticism of J.B. is not valid in the theatre. 
Gledhill, Preston R. "JB: Successful Theatre Versus 
'Godless' Theology." Brigham Young University 
Studies, III (Winter 1961), 9-14. 
Current world conditions contribute to the self-identification of the age with Job's sufferings and 
plaintive cries. His tragedies are our great tragedies. Like Job, we are much more willing to confess our guilt 
than to admit our folly. Another reason for the success 
of J. B. is the "slic1-cness v1i th ivhich it avoids senti-
mentality." It does 11ot conform to the stereotypes found in most religious plays. 11 fa.ccording to P~acLeish, 
"Job's God is completely indifferent to his sufferings 
and is i11terested only in covJering Job into subrni ssion." The cl1.ang_es introduced in the Broadv1ay JJrodu.ctio1-1 rnag-
nify MacLeish's negativistic and un-Christian philosophy. 
"A solicitious, kind, vJise, and loving Father· in Heaven does r1ot exist in this play. It is ma11 on l1is ov111." 
MacLeish's urbane nihilism is unsatisfactory to most Christians. His paraph~asing distorts the Job of the Bible, tiho.:iiever loses his triust in God. Su~ch a theme 
could contribute more to daily problems thar1 t·he ques-
tion of meaningless suffering which dominates J. B. 
Hamil ton, Kenneth. "The Patience of J. B." Dalhousie 
Review, XLI (1961), 32-39. 
An estimate of J. B. "as a vehicle for communicating 
a philosophy of life." MacLeish discusses the justifi-
cation of the ways of God offered in the Book of Job 
and rejects the biblical answer. He champions the 
values of romantic humanism. MacLeish teaches that faith and hope do not abide but that human love compen-
sates for their loss. "MacLei.sh' s treatrnent of Job as 
a tract for the times is llnsatisfactory" in tv,JO 1:laces: Nickle~ fails to represer1t the sceptical voice ir1 
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.contemporary thought, and MacLeish has made Job into ' ' 
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a passive character ivho lets .. th~ngs happe_n to hifD. -------~----Without takihg any action. 
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MacLeish seems to have been misled by a naive 
relia11ce on a. fevJ IJ1--irases in· the King James Version 
and ir1co1"lr·ectly casts Jol) in the roJe of Patience·~ J. B. lacl{s Jo1J' s ba.sic convictio11s arid ''therefore d o e s not kn o iv Job ' s l) r o 1J le 111 • " S ·i n c e J • B . i g11 ore s 
the fact that tod~y's questions of. the problem of 
evil are the same that Job knew as issues of 
righteousness, it fails to come to grips with the 
religious realism of the Book of Job. 
Hewes, Henry. "Yes is for a Very Rich Man." 
Saturday Review, XLI, May 10, 1958, p. 22. 
A review of the Yale production. MacLeish's 
synthetic retelling of the Book of Job is a still-
born classic. Because everyo11e knovvs the ou.tcome, it becomes essentially a theological discussion. One is disappointed at the lack of ~haracterization. J.B. 's unusual behavior in the face of adversity is not characteristic of a particular man . 
.. 
"A Minority Report_ on 'J. B.'." 
___ (1-~_~a turaay Revie~1, XLII, Jan. 3, 1959, pp. 22-23 
J.B. adds little to what has been more "beautifully 
said in the Bible or more provocatively by other 
modern thinkers on the subject of man's relation to God. As drama the play is not very effective; drama presupposes real characters doing things for reasons discoverable by the audience 0 Without this, J.B. is not a drama, it is a pageant. Though MacLeish 
selects tragic, would-be heart-rendin~ incidents, 
their dramatic i1npact is not g1'leat. Tl1e audience does not identify with J. B. Sarah's response to her 
misfortu.ne is nei tl1er touching nor revealing. "We feel prompted to inquire into such things as the 
reason for Jo Bo's abject faith in God, and even into God's reaction to the modern world. And because Mr. MacLeish has not drawn J. B. and God as specifi·c----. 
characters~, this inquiry leads_ no~vhere." 
Kazan, Elia, and Arc hi bald MacLeish. ''The Staging 
of a Play. " Esquire, LI, May, 1959, pp. 144, ~ 146, 148-158. 
The notebooks and letters of people_ connecteq 
with the Broadway production of J. B. MacLeish's 
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notes and letters show his conception of the 
characters., e.g. on J. B. "His hubris is this 
pride combi11ed v,i th 110 - thinl-cing. This, of course, 
is Arnerica today." I(azan lists l1is or·igi11Etl ob-jections to the ending, and also his interpretation: 
.... ';I 
"This is 11ot a thesis play. The job is to cr·ea te a · 
Central Human Exper1ence of our time--of which thought 
is certair1ly a IJart--11ot to prove a tl1esis, to il.lumi-
na te a Hlunan Dilemma~.'' The correspondence shows 
the need Kazan felt for changes in the play to make it 
successful as a professional production. 
Krutch, J. W.. "The Uni verse at Stage Center." 
Theater~Arts, XLII (Aug. 1958), 9-11. 
Though we never find either a solution or a 
meaning in the tragic aspects of lifeJ we continue to 
searcl1; t11is stubbornness of human nature is the most 
significant and impressive of all facts. This is the 
message of J. B. MacLeish neither merely repeats the 
Biblical drama nor perverts it; J. B. is compatible 
with it. MacLeish demonstrates that the real subject 
of modern drama should --~_the relation of man to God. 
Langbaum, R. "Review of 'J. B. ', by A. MacLeish." 
N~w York Herald Tribune Book Review, May 11, 
1958J p. 31. 
A review of the published version. Considers 
MacLeish's "adaptation of the Book of Job ... 
probably the best Americar1 verse drama so far." An 
authentic living voice is missing in the poetry. 
"After the deatl1 of J. B. 's -.son, which is very moving, 
the catastr·opr1es become tedious." Nothing much comes 
of the intriguing idea of having the Comforters repre-
sent the three· orthodoxies of our time. The answer to 
the question posed by the need to restore J.B. to his 
former state may seern facile after "the ruthless 
honesty of the play." 
Lumley, Frederick. Trends in 20th Century Drama. 
Fair LawnJ N. J., 1960, pp. 249-250. 
J. B. is an exampl·e· of the new American drama 
which takes fbr its hero the little man and ror its 
tragedy tl1at of ordinary people in a sy.stem and 
civilization that challenges and threatens .. Lwnley 
considers MacLeish's handling of the theme typically 
American. The play within the play is a mechanism 
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"unworthy of the theme." . Ma9-Leish' s char.a.cters are 
mystical, numan, but not/-individual .. 
. ...... 
Lynch, ·w1111am F. "Ritual and Drama. u 
(1960), 5860588. 
Conunonweal, LXXI . 
.. , 
.... 
MacLeish puts "the cart of sensibility and thought" · 
in front "of the horse of action." The ideas in J.B. 
ar~ too artificial to find a besJy. The. nei.; d~chotomy, 
offered by .MacLeish, of transcendental Christian 
·• 
',j, 
theology on one.hand and non-theological experience 
on the other sr1ould not be believed in . "'J.B. r- should 
have begun where it ended, with an exploration of the 
love of M~. and Mrs. J. B. to see if it has the 
actuality of love uncapitalized." 
Ma6Dona.id, Dwight. "Masscult and Midcult." 
Partisan Review, XXVII ( 1960), 203-23·3, 589-561. 
MacDonald's article is an attack on the leveling_ 
influence of today's mass media; he uses J.B. as an~ 
illustration of the media's conformity and indecisive-
ness. "The question of God a11d man is chivvied about 
for two hours, no decision, and then is dropped in 
the last scene and a new toy is offered the audience, 
one they are familiar with from other Broadway plays, 
namely love." 
/ ... -:- l 
,,. . 
- ,-. 
MacLeish, Andrew. "The Poet's Three Comforters: 'J.B.' 
and tbe Critics." Modern Drama, II (1959), 224-230. 
A reply to .the criticisms of Brustein, tt·ewes ,and 
Tynan. MacLeish questions the critics' understancing 
of the source-play relationship necessapy to perceptive jugdment. He says that the critics have atten1pted "to 
'discover the model' and to interpret the play by it 
rather than to recognize the Book of Job as a suggestive 
fram·ework for a modern and broadlv universal s ta ternent." •, 
The critics do not· see that the style of J.B. indica,tes 
that the 1 ' dramatic tension of tl1e play lies partly in 
the juxtaposition of styles and philisophiG,· ideas 
·rather than in 'plot tensior1' per se." J.B. reflects 
a contiDuous view of God as the whole Bible sees him. 
Attendance at the play indicates a wide gap between 
the critics' thoughts about··it and the audience~' 
desires. The critics apparently want fulfillment of 
preconceptions of what is dramatic and what is a theme 
of universal interest. 
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MacLeish, Archibald. "About a Trespass on a 
Monument." New York Times, Dec. 7, 1958, 
sec. 2, pp. x5-x7. ~ 
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An exp~ana tion of· J. B. in relation to the Bible, 
published the Sunday prior to the opening of the 
Broadtvay pr·odt1ction. "Th,e structure of· the poem of 
Job is the only one I know of which our modern 
history V1Jill fit." MacLeisl1. says tl1at Job's search, 
_ like that of the modern man was for the~meaning of 
his afflictions and destruction. It was, says 
MacLeisl1, ''by the same tlnqt1estionable at1thority, 
... 
'without cau:se. ' " Accord i11g to MacI.Je i sh., 1.,1hile Job' s 
~omforters tried to convirice him he was guilty, ours 
today tr~y to pe1~suade us tl-18. t v1e are riot 2.J1d can't be. 
Job wanted justice, he needed to know the reason for 
his wretchedness; our age is haunted and driven by the 
need to know. Job is not answered in the Bible; he 
is sile11ced. "He is brought, not to knovJ, but to see." 
Job accepts that he must live his life again in spite 
of all he knows of himself "because he is a man." 
"Man can live his truthJ his truth, his deepest 
truth, but cannot speak it. It is for this reason that 
love becomes the ultimate human question. Love, in 
reason's terms, answers nothing .... What love 
does is to affirm" the worth of life. 
"Men, our own conternporaries, have already sat as 
Job did 6n an earth reduced to ash-heap, picking in 
agony at the cinders of a bombscorched skin, asking 
Job's eternal question . . . . We kr1ow that we may sit 
there too. But we know something more. We know that 
even men like these can learn .•. 'to live it all 
again. ' ·11 · 
• ".The Men Behind I J. B. ' . " 
---------T~h-e-a~tr-e~A:-rts, XLIII (AprilJ 1959), 61-63. 
Statements by author, producer,and director. 
MacLeish repeats the ideas pronounced in "About a 
Trespass on a Monument." 
• "The Book of Job." Christian 
~---~C-en_t_u_r_y_,~L~XXVI (1959), 419-422. 
•· 
MacLeish expands on his interpretation of the Book 
of Job. Tl}e most difficult a.nd most urgent of the 
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' 
po~t's questions ih ~his time is that of believing 
in life. This becomes inevitably the question of 
the belief in the meaning an~ justice of the 
universe. In its ultimate terms it is the question 
of the belief in God . 
The meaning of the Book of .Job is hard and the 
terms of the dramatic action are brutal. God 
recognizes from the beginning that the calamities of 
Job are unjustified by any guilt of Job's. Job's 
challenge is the challenge of his inno~ence. He 
will not be answered in the terms of his three 
friends; he will not be browbeaten. He knows and 
fears God but he respects his own integrity. Job 
turns from his debate with his friends to debate 
with God. God answers him out of the whirlwind and 
convicts him of his own insignificance. To the 
author of the Book of Job the injustice of the 
universe was self-evident. Job's sufferings are 
unjustified in the human meaning of j'us tice. 
- ... - ..... - --------
In the struggle between good and evil God stakes 
his supremacy on man. Only man can prove that man 
loves God. Without man's love God does not exist as 
God, only as Crea tor. Love of God in s1Ji te of every- · 
-~~~ing is the answer to the human cry against injustice. 
We love God because we believe in him and we believe in 
him because vve can love him. Because VJe can love God 
we can conceive of him and because we can conceive of -
him 111e ca11 live. "It is in man's love that God exists 
and triumphs: in man's love that life is beautiful: 
in man's love that the world's injustice is resolved. 
To hold together in our rthoughts. those terrible 
opposites of good and e1il which struggle in the world 
is to be capable of lifk, and only love will hold them 
" 7-
., so. 
Maddocks, M. "Review of 'J · B.' by A. MacLeish." 
. ·~,-
Christian Science Monitor, April 3, 1958, p. 7. 
A review of the published version prior to both _ 
the Yale and Broadway productions. A /\prief review of 
the plot i3 given; the critical commet'1't is in the form 
-,·of question. ':.Has Mr. MacIJeish ... been about Job's 
work at all--the search for God through the riddle of 
-good and evil? Or has l1e mi·sappropria ted the story of 
one of the most noble and thrilling religions for the 
ultimate purpose of a humanistic statement--a~ 
comparatively conyentional one at that?'' 
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McLaughlin, John.- ft'J. B.' Under What Sign?" 
National. Review, VI (1959), 563-64. ~ 
J.B. is subversive of Christian principle; 
its message is unmistakably anti-supernatural. 
Despite tl1e co11\riction of the vieiver that Nickles is 
wrong and must be repulsed, the expectation of this 
result is crllshed. "If t11is v-Jere a Chris tia11 play, 
Nickl es vJoulcl be sile11ced or . . . Sllbdued." 
MacLeish's clos-ing dialogu.e suggests that l1€ has a 
fatalistic religious outloo1{. l\'1ac1eish erects human 
·. love as a su~bsti tu.te allegia.nce, having __ Q_;!.. __ ~P-~JJs~g__~ 
·With God. The sprig of forsythia "symbolizes the 
frailty, inconsequence, caducity, irresolution, and, 
effeinacy of r.1r. r.1acLeish's play." fvlcLau_ghlin 
compliments MacLeish's idiom and phrase; which 
provides a supple and versatile poetic stage line. 
This revievv is: based on the ··Yale production . 
Mer,tg9mery, r~arion. "On First_ Looking into 
Arc hi bald MacLeish's Play in Verse, J. B. "· 
Modern Drama, II {Dec., 1960), 231-242 
The ideas of J. B. require language resources and 
a conception of characters sufficient to quicken old 
themes. Despite some clever stage manipulation and 
some effective lines, the play is only fitfully alive. 
- "MacLeish has de1no11s tria t;ed that he is aivare ·or tl1e 
technical complexities of play verse." Throu.ghout 
the play, lines taken directly from the King James 
Versior1 of "Job 11 are seeded v,,i.th dramatic astute11ess 
and set the pattern. Montgomery gives an extensive 
review of the use of verse with regard to the speech 
of each major character. The difficulties in language 
and rr1ytl1n1 lie in the 1i1ni ta tion of scope MacLeish 
allolPJS hirnself in presenting J. B. 11 He wants to bring 
. his character to absolute destruction in such a way that 
the character beco1nes an 'everyn1an' ". The ur1i versaJizing is the difficulty; the use of the Prologue and the two 
closing sce11es to comment on tr1e play' s ideas result in 
the loss f;rom sight of J. B., as an indiv.idual. "The 
character·s tend to blend .,into each other." MacLeish's 
concerr1 tvitl1 the 'jus·tice-mercy l)aradox causes him. to 1 lose sigl1t oI' tl1e dramatic desires of the play. . "The 
conflict of justice with mercy is resolved too overtly 
and too simply in the last two sc_enes of' the play." J. B. has the f~eling of a humanistic sermon . 
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Sherrna~, George L. ''"J. B. --The Making of a 
. · /-Myth.'.' Encore, VI (May June, 1959) , 26- 30 
--- ' ~ 
In J.B., MacLeish contends that man needs some-
thing more immediate and rnea.ningful than a11 avJareness 
of God's will to justify the continuation of life in 
the midst of pain and suffering inflicted by un-
challengeable forces. MacLeish fails to dramatize 
these materials; he rnerely p1·esents the1n. "Since 
J B. is neveB successfully defined, we are not moved 
by him; we cannot accept his drama as real." Since 
J. B. is not a real character, if ;,the audience responds 
to his misfortune it is the weight of them rather th~n 
the nature of them. By adhering t6 the old form of 
the morality play, MacLeish denies to his protagonist, 
and therefore to his audience, the telling experience. 
The virtual elimination of Sarah in the Kazan croduc-
, -
tion erased the one character who inadvertently 
revealed the crucial weakness of the protagonist. 
Siegel, Ben. "Miracle on Broadway: And the Box-
office Magic of the Bible." - Modern Drama, -
II (M~y 1960) 45-46. 
Siegel makes no critical corrunent on J. B. He 
contends that the box-office success of the play was, 
despite the newspaper strike at the time of the 
opening, due to advance reviews by people like 
Ciardi and the favorable consideration of other mass 
media which were favorably impressed by the high-
po~ered names connected with the play. 1 
Stock, Ely. "A Masque of Reason and J. B. : Two 
Treatments of the Book of Job." Modern 
Drama, III (Feb. 1961), 378-386 
-A comparison of the Frost and MacLeish treatments , 
of the Biblical story. The major plot in J.B. in-
volves both J.B. and his wife, who undergo character 
transformations significant to the plot. MacLeish 
is faithful to the outlines of the Biblical story. 
In the speeches of the characters the diction is 
appropriate to the meanings. "MacLeish asserts the , 
ability of man to find a way of overcoming the terrors 
of the Llniverse." · The most important /poetic ar1d 
dramatic effects achieved are accornplished in "imagery 
associated with vision." This demonstrates hovJ poetic 
meanings may be enhanced on the stage. Steck 11otes-, . 
pa·rticularly, the symbolic use of the lights in the tent. 
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·Terrien, Samuel. "J; B. and Job." 
)' 
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Century, LXXVI (1959), 9-11. 
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"vJhile Mr. MacLeish's verse drama is a brilliant 
recreation of the story of Job, the character of J.B. 
is completely foreign to that of the hero who speaks 
in the biblical poemo '' MacLeisl1 has subs ti tL1ted his 
own resolutior1·--fi0r tl1e ansvJer the JobeaJ1 ··poet gave. 
The Job of the biblical poem demands justice'witfi a 
bloody forel1ead bt1t u.nbov.Jed knees. By· con11::arison, 
J.B. appears as the emasculated type of convention. 
"J. B. never con1es to grips vJi th tl1e insin1..1a tions or· 
his adversaries. Consequently he never rises, as J6b 
does, to the stature of l1ero. 11 He ren1ains a static 
.. and l1r1cor1vir1cing cl1ar·acter·. Tr1e -dr·an1atist stibst-i tutes 
the rr1otif of human love for tl1e rnystery of divi11e love. 
The playwright changes the character of J. B. in the 
adjustment of his original t·~xt. J. B. no longer de-
nies the love of God; he is willing to live again. 
~he impression remains that the wonder of human love 
is unrelated to faith in God. The love that MacLeish 
proposes dies v1i th the human flesh. The only God is 
man's feeling deified, which is a caricature of 
divinity, according to Terrien. 
Tynan, Kenneth. "Portrait of the Artist as ·a 
Young Camera." The New Yorker, XXXIV 
Dec. 20, 1958, pp. 69-72 ~ · 
. MacLeish's characters are modern but "speak in 
bumpy alliterative· verse, and the narrative technique 
is similarly medieval." Tynan categorizes the play, 
up to the point when J. B.'s bank is destroyed, as a 
clear cut sociological work. "It represents tl1e 
apology of American capitalism fbr its astonishing 
prosperity." The explar1a tion that there is no di vine 
justice, sirnply hu.rnan love, is an ending that "cheats." 
·"The play res ts on the assumption . . . that ive are 
judged by Godo It then poses the question: Why are 
we judged so qarshly? The answer, which destroys . 
. everything that has preceded it and entirely demolishes 
th~ original premise, is that He does not Jµdge us at 
all. Having bothered us for more than two hours with 
an ~pparently insoluble problem, Mro MacLeish blithely 
shfu.E;s and confesses that it was· the \\frong problem to 
begirl vvith." MacLeish states the right problern in the 1 • ' . ' ' 
wrong vJay O The lack of "recognizable l1urna11 11 es1Jonse 
to cala1ni ty is boring." One character from a foreign 
culture would have clarified a good deal. MacLeish 
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appe9-rance of devotion to an "antique and extravagant 
concept of the. Deity .,ff ·1 
Van Dusen, Henry P. "Third ·Thoughts on J.~B.·"· 
Christian Century, LXXVI (1959), 106-107 
.. A reply to the cri ticisrns of Driver and ·Terrien. 
"MacLeish l1as bee11 scrupulously faithful to the final 
resolutio11 of the scriptL1ral Job's problem." _If the 
., 
restoration of wealth is a weakness in J.B., it re-
sults "from fidelity to the Bible." ··The Biblical 
·--•.U>"r>e-~•X.•'"-·••··story is the subject of dispute by learned scholars 0 
Critics have judged J.B. in terms of their own inter-pretation of Job. The calan1ities that befall Job 
become credible in J. B. MacLeish authentically sets forth the reaponse of moder11 man to parallel adversi~. 
ties. His J. B. is more convincing than the incredible 
J b of tl1e Bible. The ar·guments of J. B. 's counselors 
are a brilliant and sound translation of the biblical 
confrontation into the realities of today. 
Weiner, Herbert. "Job on Broadway: MacL.ei·sh' s ~ 
Man and the Biqle' s." Comriientary, XVII (1959), 153-158 
In the<story of Job, God's power and transcendence is known by a vivid personal experience before which 
all questions are crushed and dissolved. This dimen-
sion of experience is absent from J.B. The characters in the play fail to convey the religio~ity that is sup-posed to pervade their lives. The references to God are-
artificial and external. No one is convinced that the 
seeing of God has any real meaning for the thought development of the play. The impulse ~o survive and build agai11 after tragedy " is a rather basic drive; 
we may ask whether it really must be accompanied by_ 
the 'coefficient of lo\re. '" Love as u11derstood·· by 
religious tradition is not the love MacLeish speaks 
·of. Even" Judaism does not blur "the tt~Jo-ci'i1nensional 
religious-human love ~elationship into a purely secular horizontal relation ship." This ··is VJha t MacLeish does.· 
"The real reason ivhy J. B. leaves one dissappointe& is 
that it is es·sentially a secular play treating 
re.ligious problems." · 
White, William S~ . "MacLeish and the Broken 
Major." Harper's, April, 1959, pp. 77-78, 80. 
A defense of. MacLeish as a pr:ofessional who has 
tried to do so~ething big in the face'of almo~t 
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certain failure and inevitable criticism. MacLei-sh 
,.has, with meas'ureless gallantry,· turned hi .. s a tten-
t1on to the most unrewarding and unfaihionable study 
/ 
i' in the v101°ld today." He has shoivn "thc1t rnost of this 
country, including the intellectuals, lack the ·, · 
courage to face the harsh e11igmas" that have importance. 
for manl{ind. "The common views upon 'J. Bo' • ·• • have 
proved that the man who merely creates--and therefore has 
no,time to strike the wise and balanced attitudes of 
".) 
' 
the dilettantes--carinot possibl~, win." i/Jhi te calls 
the critics \\Tho l1ave attacked J.B. for fai.ling.,_to 
"clear up" the greatest n1ystery of all time "self-
,pampered amateurs." He says they should not call 
"upon a great_professional to explain to them what 
God himself has ·not ·explained." He praises MacLeish 
for daring to fail. 
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"Theodore· Donald Risch was born at New London, 
. . . -
. . 
, Connecticut on· No\Tember 7, ·1930, · His pa.rents are Theodore ~~ 
A; Risch and Elanor R. Risch. He v1as graduated from the 
University of Cgnnecticut as a Bachelor--··of Arts in English 
~· 
in J11ne 1952. 
(' 
Since June 15, 1952, -he has been on r.ontlnt1ous actl,,e 
duty as a member . of the Regular Arm~, of the United States. 
> V 
He pre.sentl:y holds· the rank of major. 
Since entering the service, Major RiRch has held the 
,usUal positions for his various grades. He has be~n: 
platoon leader, Company Commander., ~ttalJon Adjutant, and 
Reglmental Operations officer. From September of 1960 un-
. 
til J11ly of 1964 he was Assistant Professor of Mili tar:{ 
,9cience ·at Lehj_gh Uni ve rsi tJ,. 
Major Risch has attended ,,arious mi.l.itar~, tralning 
programs; among them are: The Advance Infantry Officers 
Co~rse, completed· in Apri}J-958; The United 'states Army 
Basic Parachtitls t School,' completed ln June 1958, the United 
States Army Ranger School, comp1eted· in A11gust 1958; and the 
·> 
United States Ar~y Chemi·cal, Biological, and Radiological 
Officer colirse, compJ.eted in Ma:rch 1960. Major Risch is -
currently a stt1dent at The Foreign Service Ins ti ttite ·of the 
'I 
United States Department of State, fUdergo,,ng intensj_,,e __ __; 
.. 
lang11age stt1dy j_n Spanj_sh for Sllbsequent assj_gnment to the l 
Uni.ted States Army Mission, Bolivia. 
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